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Preface

Intended Audience
Welcome to Release 12 of the Oracle General Ledger Implementation Guide.

This guide assumes you have a working knowledge of the following: 

• The principles and customary practices of your business area. 

• Computer desktop application usage and terminology 

If you have never used Oracle Applications, we suggest you attend one or more of the 
Oracle Applications training classes available through Oracle University. 

See Related Information Sources on page x for more Oracle Applications product 
information. 

TTY Access to Oracle Support Services
Oracle provides dedicated Text Telephone (TTY) access to Oracle Support Services 
within the United States of America 24 hours a day, seven days a week. For TTY 
support, call 800.446.2398. 

Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible, with good usability, to the disabled community. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of assistive 
technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains markup to 
facilitate access by the disabled community. Accessibility standards will continue to 
evolve over time, and Oracle is actively engaged with other market-leading technology 
vendors to address technical obstacles so that our documentation can be accessible to all
of our customers. For more information, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site 



x

at http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/ . 

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation
Screen readers may not always correctly read the code examples in this document. The 
conventions for writing code require that closing braces should appear on an otherwise 
empty line; however, some screen readers may not always read a line of text that 
consists solely of a bracket or brace. 

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation
This documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or organizations
that Oracle does not own or control. Oracle neither evaluates nor makes any 
representations regarding the accessibility of these Web sites. 

Structure
1  General Ledger Setup
2  Improving General Ledger Performance
3  Function Security
4  Business Events

Related Information Sources
This document is included on the Oracle Applications Document Library, which is 
supplied in the Release 12 DVD Pack. You can download soft-copy documentation as 
PDF files from the Oracle Technology Network at http://otn.oracle.com/documentation, 
or you can purchase hard-copy documentation from the Oracle Store at 
http://oraclestore.oracle.com. The Oracle E-Business Suite Documentation Library 
Release 12 contains the latest information, including any documents that have changed 
significantly between releases. If substantial changes to this book are necessary, a 
revised version will be made available on the online documentation CD on Oracle
MetaLink. 

If this guide refers you to other Oracle Applications documentation, use only the 
Release 12 versions of those guides.

For a full list of documentation resources for Oracle Applications Release 12, see Oracle 
Applications Documentation Resources, Release 12, OracleMetaLink Document 
394692.1.

Online Documentation 

All Oracle Applications documentation is available online (HTML or PDF).

• PDF - PDF documentation is available for download from the Oracle Technology 
Network at http://otn.oracle.com/documentation.
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• Online Help - Online help patches (HTML) are available on OracleMetaLink.

• About Documents - Refer to the About Document for the mini-pack or family pack 
that you have installed to learn about new documentation or documentation 
patches that you can download. About Documents are available on OracleMetaLink.

• Oracle MetaLink Knowledge Browser - The OracleMetaLink Knowledge Browser 
lets you browse the knowledge base, from a single product page, to find all 
documents for that product area. Use the Knowledge Browser to search for 
release-specific information, such as FAQs, recent patches, alerts, white papers, 
troubleshooting tips, and other archived documents.

• Oracle eBusiness Suite Electronic Technical Reference Manuals - Each Electronic 
Technical Reference Manual (eTRM) contains database diagrams and a detailed 
description of database tables, forms, reports, and programs for a specific Oracle 
Applications product. This information helps you convert data from your existing 
applications and integrate Oracle Applications data with non-Oracle applications, 
and write custom reports for Oracle Applications products. Oracle eTRM is 
available on OracleMetaLink.

Related Guides

You should have the following related books on hand. Depending on the requirements 
of your particular installation, you may also need additional manuals or guides.

Oracle Applications Installation Guide: Using Rapid Install: 

This book is intended for use by anyone who is responsible for installing or upgrading 
Oracle Applications. It provides instructions for running Rapid Install either to carry 
out a fresh installation of Oracle Applications Release 12, or as part of an upgrade from 
Release 11i to Release 12. The book also describes the steps needed to install the 
technology stack components only, for the special situations where this is applicable. 

Oracle Applications Upgrade Guide: Release 11i to Release 12: 

This guide provides information for DBAs and Applications Specialists who are 
responsible for upgrading a Release 11i Oracle Applications system (techstack and 
products) to Release 12. In addition to information about applying the upgrade driver, 
it outlines pre-upgrade steps and post-upgrade steps, and provides descriptions of 
product-specific functional changes and suggestions for verifying the upgrade and 
reducing downtime. 

Oracle Applications Patching Procedures:

This guide describes how to patch the Oracle Applications file system and database 
using AutoPatch, and how to use other patching-related tools like AD Merge Patch, 
OAM Patch Wizard, and OAM Registered Flagged Files. Describes patch types and 
structure, and outlines some of the most commonly used patching procedures. Part of 
Maintaining Oracle Applications, a 3-book set that also includes Oracle Applications 
Maintenance Utilities and Oracle Applications Maintenance Procedures. 
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Oracle Applications Maintenance Utilities:

This guide describes how to run utilities, such as AD Administration and AD 
Controller, used to maintain the Oracle Applications file system and database. Outlines 
the actions performed by these utilities, such as monitoring parallel processes, 
generating Applications files, and maintaining Applications database entities. Part of 
Maintaining Oracle Applications, a 3-book set that also includes Oracle Applications 
Patching Procedures and Oracle Applications Maintenance Procedures. 

Oracle Applications Maintenance Procedures:

This guide describes how to use AD maintenance utilities to complete tasks such as 
compiling invalid objects, managing parallel processing jobs, and maintaining snapshot 
information. Part of Maintaining Oracle Applications, a 3-book set that also includes 
Oracle Applications Patching Procedures and Oracle Applications Maintenance 
Utilities.

Oracle Applications Concepts:

This book is intended for all those planning to deploy Oracle E-Business Suite Release 
12, or contemplating significant changes to a configuration. After describing the Oracle 
Applications architecture and technology stack, it focuses on strategic topics, giving a 
broad outline of the actions needed to achieve a particular goal, plus the installation and
configuration choices that may be available.

Oracle Advanced Global Intercompany System User's Guide: 

This guide describes the self service application pages available for Intercompany users.
It includes information on setting up intercompany, entering intercompany 
transactions, importing transactions from external sources and generating reports. 

Oracle Advanced Collections User Guide: 

This guide describes how to use the features of Oracle Advanced Collections to manage 
your collections activities. It describes how collections agents and managers can use 
Oracle Advanced Collections to identify delinquent customers, review payment history 
and aging data, process payments, use strategies and dunning plans to automate the 
collections process, manage work assignments, and handle later-stage delinquencies. 

Oracle Advanced Collections Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes how to configure Oracle Advanced Collections and its integrated 
products. It contains the steps required to set up and verify your implementation of 
Oracle Advanced Collections. 

Oracle Applications Multiple Organizations Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes the multiple organizations concepts in Oracle Applications. It 
describes in detail on setting up and working effectively with multiple organizations in 
Oracle Applications. 

Oracle Assets User Guide: 

This guide provides you with information on how to implement and use Oracle Assets. 
Use this guide to understand the implementation steps required for application use, 
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including defining depreciation books, depreciation method, and asset categories. It 
also contains information on setting up assets in the system, maintaining assets, retiring
and reinstating assets, depreciation, group depreciation, accounting and tax accounting,
budgeting, online inquiries, impairment processing, and Oracle Assets reporting. The 
guide explains using Oracle Assets with Multiple Reporting Currencies (MRC). This 
guide also includes a comprehensive list of profile options that you can set to customize
application behavior. 

Oracle Balanced Scorecard User Guide:

This guide describes how to use Oracle Balanced Scorecard to manage performance. It 
contains information on how to use scorecard views and objective reports. 

Oracle Balanced Scorecard Administrator Guide: 

This guide describes how to set up and administer Oracle Balanced Scorecard and 
scorecard systems. For scorecard designers, this guide explains how to design and 
prototype scorecards and measures. It also explains how to move scorecards into 
production. For administrators, this guide explains how to generate the database 
schema; load data; manage user and scorecard security; and migrate scorecards to other
instances. 

Oracle Balanced Scorecard Install Guide: 

This guide describes how to how to install the Balanced Scorecard Architect 
components. 

Oracle Bill Presentment Architecture User Guide:

This guide provides you information on using Oracle Bill Presentment Architecture. 
Consult this guide to create and customize billing templates, assign a template to a rule 
and submit print requests. This guide also provides detailed information on page 
references, seeded content items and template assignment attributes.

Oracle Cash Management User Guide:

This guide describes how to use Oracle Cash Management to clear your receipts, as well
as reconcile bank statements with your outstanding balances and transactions. This 
manual also explains how to effectively manage and control your cash cycle. It provides
comprehensive bank reconciliation and flexible cash forecasting. 

Oracle Credit Management User Guide: 

This guide provides you with information on how to use Oracle Credit Management. 
This guide includes implementation steps, such as how to set up credit policies, as well 
as details on how to use the credit review process to derive credit recommendations 
that comply with your credit policies. This guide also includes detailed information 
about the public application programming interfaces (APIs) that you can use to extend 
Oracle Credit Management functionality. 

Oracle Customers Online User Guide: 

This guide describes how to use Oracle Customers Online to view, create, and maintain 
your customer information. Oracle Customers Online is based on Oracle Trading 
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Community Architecture data model and functionality, and is also part of the Oracle 
Customer Data Management product family. 

Oracle Customers Online Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes how to implement Oracle Customers Online. 

Oracle Daily Business Intelligence Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes how to implement Oracle Daily Business Intelligence, including 
information on how to create custom dashboards, reports, and key performance 
indicators. 

Oracle Daily Business Intelligence User Guide: 

This guide describes how to use the preseeded Daily Business Intelligence dashboards, 
reports, and key performance indicators. 

Oracle Data Librarian User Guide: 

This guide describes how to use Oracle Data Librarian to establish and maintain the 
quality of the Trading Community Architecture Registry, focusing on consolidation, 
cleanliness, and completeness. Oracle Customer Data Librarian has all of the features in 
Oracle Customers Online, and is also part of the Oracle Customer Data Management 
product family. 

Oracle Data Librarian Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes how to implement Oracle Data Librarian. As part of implementing 
Data Librarian, you must also complete all the implementation steps for Oracle 
Customers Online.

Oracle E-Business Tax User Guide: 

This guide describes the entire process of setting up and maintaining tax configuration 
data, as well as applying tax data to the transaction line. It describes the entire 
regime-to-rate setup flow of tax regimes, taxes, statuses, rates, recovery rates, tax 
jurisdictions, and tax rules. It also describes setting up and maintaining tax reporting 
codes, fiscal classifications, tax profiles, tax registrations, configuration options, and 
third party service provider subscriptions. You also use this manual to maintain 
migrated tax data for use with E-Business Tax. 

Oracle E-Business Tax Implementation Guide: 

This guide provides a conceptual overview of the E-Business Tax tax engine, and 
describes the prerequisite implementation steps to complete in other applications in 
order to set up and use E-Business Tax. The guide also includes extensive examples of 
setting up country-specific tax requirements. 

Oracle E-Business Tax Reporting Guide: 

This guide explains how to run all tax reports that make use of the E-Business Tax data 
extract. This includes the Tax Reporting Ledger and other core tax reports, 
country-specific VAT reports, and Latin Tax Engine reports. 

Oracle E-Business Tax: Vertex Q-Series and Taxware Sales/Use Tax System 
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Implementation Guide

This guide explains how to setup and use the services of third party tax service 
providers for US Sales and Use tax. The tax service providers are Vertex Q-Series and 
Taxware Sales/Use Tax System. When implemented, the Oracle E-Business Tax service 
subscription calls one of these tax service providers to return a tax rate or amount 
whenever US Sales and Use tax is calculated by the Oracle E-Business Tax tax engine. 
This guide provides setup steps, information about day-to-day business processes, and 
a technical reference section.

Oracle Embedded Data Warehouse User Guide: 

This guide describes how to use Embedded Data Warehouse reports and workbooks to 
analyze performance. 

Oracle Embedded Data Warehouse Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes how to implement Embedded Data Warehouse, including how to 
set up the intelligence areas. 

Oracle Embedded Data Warehouse Install Guide: 

This guide describes how to install Embedded Data Warehouse, including how to create
database links and create the end user layer (EUL).

Oracle Enterprise Performance Foundation User's Guide: 

This guide describes Oracle Enterprise Performance Foundation, an open and shared 
repository of data and business rules that provides the framework for all of the 
applications in the Corporate Performance Management set of products. It describes the
product features that allow you to manage repository metadata and enable you to 
generate management reports and perform analyses. 

Oracle Enterprise Planning and Budgeting User's Guide: 

This guide describes Enterprise Planning and Budgeting, which is an enterprise 
application that provides rich functionality to control the business processes of 
planning, budgeting, and forecasting. Enterprise Planning and Budgeting is deployed 
as a Web based solution using the power of Oracle relational technology to deliver 
scalable, multi-dimensional analysis and monitoring. 

Oracle Financial Consolidation Hub User Guide: 

This guide describes how to set up, maintain, and troubleshoot Oracle Financial 
Consolidation Hub. It describes setting up entities, categories, consolidation methods, 
consolidation rules, intercompany rules, calendar maps, translation, consolidation 
hierarchies, analytical reporting, and the Excel add-in. The guide also includes chapters 
on submitting data, running consolidations, accounting for acquisitions and disposals, 
integrating with Internal Controls Manager and WebADI spreadsheets. 

Oracle Financial Services Reference Guide: 

This guide provides reference material for Oracle Financial Services applications in 
Release 12, such as Oracle Transfer Pricing, and includes technical details about 
application use as well as general concepts, equations, and calculations. 
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Oracle Financial Services Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes how to set up Oracle Financial Services applications in Release 12. 

Oracle Financial Services Reporting Administration Guide: 

This guide describes the reporting architecture of Oracle Financial Services applications 
in Release 12, and provides information on how to view these reports. 

Oracle Financials and Oracle Procurement Functional Upgrade Guide: Release 11i to 
Release 12: 

This guides provides detailed information about the functional impacts of upgrading 
Oracle Financials and Oracle Procurement products from Release 11i to Release 12. This 
guide supplements the Oracle Applications Upgrade Guide: Release 11i to Release 12. 

Oracle Financials Concepts Guide: 

This guide describes the fundamental concepts of Oracle Financials. The guide is 
intended to introduce readers to the concepts used in the applications, and help them 
compare their real world business, organization, and processes to those used in the 
applications. 

Oracle Financials Country-Specific Installation Supplement: 

This guide provides general country information, such as responsibilities and report 
security groups, as well as any post-install steps required by some countries. 

Oracle Financials for the Americas User Guide: 

This guide describes functionality developed to meet specific business practices in 
countries belonging to the Americas region. Consult this user guide along with your 
financial product user guides to effectively use Oracle Financials in your country. 

Oracle Financials for Asia/Pacific User Guide: 

This guide describes functionality developed to meet specific business practices in 
countries belonging to the Asia/Pacific region. Consult this user guide along with your 
financial product user guides to effectively use Oracle Financials in your country. 

Oracle Financials for Europe User Guide: 

This guide describes functionality developed to meet specific business practices in 
countries belonging to the European region. Consult this user guide along with your 
financial product user guides to effectively use Oracle Financials in your country. 

Oracle Financials for India User Guide:

This guide provides information on how to use Oracle Financials for India. Use this 
guide to learn how to create and maintain setup related to India taxes, defaulting and 
calculation of taxes on transactions. This guide also includes information about 
accounting and reporting of taxes related to India. 

Oracle Financials for India Implementation Guide:

This guide provides information on how to implement Oracle Financials for India. Use 
this guide to understand the implementation steps required for application use, 
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including how to set up taxes, tax defaulting hierarchies, set up different tax regimes, 
organization and transactions.

Oracle Financials Implementation Guide: 

This guide provides information on how to implement the Oracle Financials E-Business 
Suite. It guides you through setting up your organizations, including legal entities, and 
their accounting, using the Accounting Setup Manager. It covers intercompany 
accounting and sequencing of accounting entries, and it provides examples. 

Oracle Financials RXi Reports Administration Tool User Guide:

This guide describes how to use the RXi reports administration tool to design the 
content and layout of RXi reports. RXi reports let you order, edit, and present report 
information to better meet your company's reporting needs.

Oracle General Ledger Reference Guide

This guide provides detailed information about setting up General Ledger Profile 
Options and Applications Desktop Integrator (ADI) Profile Options.

Oracle General Ledger User's Guide:

This guide provides information on how to use Oracle General Ledger. Use this guide 
to learn how to create and maintain ledgers, ledger currencies, budgets, and journal 
entries. This guide also includes information about running financial reports.

Oracle Incentive Compensation Implementation Guide:

This guide provides Compensation Administrators with guidance during 
implementation of Oracle Incentive Compensation. The procedures are presented in the
recommended order that they should be performed for successful implementation. 
Appendixes are included that describe system profiles, lookups, and other useful 
information. 

Oracle Incentive Compensation User Guide:

This guide helps Compensation Managers, Compensation Analysts, and Plan 
administrators to manage Oracle Incentive Compensation on a day-to-day basis. Learn 
how to create and manage rules hierarchies, create compensation plans, collect 
transactions, calculate and pay commission, and use Sales Credit Allocation.

Oracle Internal Controls Manager Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes implementation information for Oracle Internal Controls Manager,
a comprehensive tool for executives, controllers, internal audit departments, and public 
accounting firms to document and test internal controls and monitor ongoing 
compliance. It is based on COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations) standards.

Oracle Internet Expenses Implementation and Administration Guide: 

This book explains in detail how to configure Oracle Internet Expenses and describes its
integration with other applications in the E-Business Suite, such as Oracle Payables and 
Oracle Projects. Use this guide to understand the implementation steps required for 
application use, including how to set up policy and rate schedules, credit card policies, 
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audit automation, and the expenses spreadsheet. This guide also includes detailed 
information about the client extensions that you can use to extend Oracle Internet 
Expenses functionality. 

Oracle iAssets User Guide 

This guide provides information on how to implement and use Oracle iAssets. Use this 
guide to understand the implementation steps required for application use, including 
setting up Oracle iAssets rules and related product setup steps. It explains how to 
define approval rules to facilitate the approval process. It also includes information on 
using the Oracle iAssets user interface to search for assets, create self-service transfer 
requests and view notifications.

Oracle iProcurement Implementation and Administration Guide:

This manual describes how to set up and administer Oracle iProcurement. Oracle 
iProcurement enables employees to requisition items through a self–service, Web 
interface.

Oracle iReceivables Implementation Guide: 

This guide provides information on how to implement Oracle iReceivables. Use this 
guide to understand the implementation steps required for application use, including 
how to set up and configure iReceivables, and how to set up the Credit Memo Request 
workflow. There is also a chapter that provides an overview of major features available 
in iReceivables. 

Oracle iSupplier Portal User Guide: 

This guide contains information on how to use Oracle iSupplier Portal to enable secure 
transactions between buyers and suppliers using the Internet. Using Oracle iSupplier 
Portal, suppliers can monitor and respond to events in the procure-to-pay cycle. 

Oracle iSupplier Portal Implementation Guide: 

This guide contains information on how to implement Oracle iSupplier Portal and 
enable secure transactions between buyers and suppliers using the Internet. 

Oracle Loans User Guide: 

This guide describes how to set up and use Oracle Loans. It includes information on 
how to create, approve, fund, amortize, bill, and service extended repayment plan and 
direct loans. 

Oracle Partner Management Implementation and Administration Guide:

This guide helps Vendor administrators to set up and maintain relationships and 
programs in the Partner Management application. The main areas include setting up 
the partner and channel manager dashboards, partner setup, partner programs and 
enrollment, opportunity and referral management, deal registration, special pricing 
management, and partner fund management. 

Oracle Partner Management Vendor User Guide: 

This guide assists vendor users in using Partner Management on a daily basis. This 
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includes interaction with the partner and channel manager dashboards, working with 
partners and partner programs, managing opportunities and referrals, registering deals,
and working with special pricing and partner funds.

Oracle Payables User Guide: 

This guide describes how to use Oracle Payables to create invoices and make payments.
In addition, it describes how to enter and manage suppliers, import invoices using the 
Payables open interface, manage purchase order and receipt matching, apply holds to 
invoices, and validate invoices. It contains information on managing expense reporting, 
procurement cards, and credit cards. This guide also explains the accounting for 
Payables transactions. 

Oracle Payables Implementation Guide: 

This guide provides you with information on how to implement Oracle Payables. Use 
this guide to understand the implementation steps required for how to set up suppliers,
payments, accounting, and tax. 

Oracle Payables Reference Guide: 

This guide provides you with detailed information about the Oracle Payables open 
interfaces, such as the Invoice open interface, which lets you import invoices. It also 
includes reference information on purchase order matching and purging purchasing 
information.

Oracle Payments Implementation Guide:

This guide describes how Oracle Payments, as the central payment engine for the 
Oracle E-Business Suite, processes transactions, such as invoice payments from Oracle 
Payables, bank account transfers from Oracle Cash Management, and settlements 
against credit cards and bank accounts from Oracle Receivables. This guide also 
describes how Oracle Payments is integrated with financial institutions and payment 
systems for receipt and payment processing, known as funds capture and funds 
disbursement, respectively. Additionally, the guide explains to the implementer how to 
plan the implementation of Oracle Payments, how to configure it, set it up, test 
transactions, and how use it with external payment systems.

Oracle Payments User Guide:

This guide describes how Oracle Payments, as the central payment engine for the 
Oracle E-Business Suite, processes transactions, such as invoice payments from Oracle 
Payables, bank account transfers from Oracle Cash Management, and settlements 
against credit cards and bank accounts from Oracle Receivables. This guide also 
describes to the Payment Administrator how to monitor the funds capture and funds 
disbursement processes, as well as how to remedy any errors that may arise.

Oracle Procurement Buyer's Guide to Punchout and Transparent Punchout: 

This guide contains necessary information for customers implementing remote catalog 
content on a supplier's Web site or on Oracle Exchange. 

Oracle Procurement Contracts Online Help:
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This guide is provided as online help only from the Oracle Procurement Contracts 
application and includes information about creating and managing your contract terms 
library. 

Oracle Procurement Contracts Implementation and Administration Guide:

This guide describes how to set up and administer Oracle Procurement Contracts. 
Oracle Procurement Contracts enables employees to author and maintain complex 
contracts through a self–service, Web interface.

Oracle Profitability Manager User's Guide: 

This guide describes Profitability Manager, which provides a rich set of features that 
support complex models to analyze your business. These features include a powerful 
allocation engine that supports many allocation methodologies, Activity-Based 
Management calculations that provide activity costs, rolled up costs and statistics, 
activity rates, and cost object unit costs, and customer profitability calculations to 
consolidate customer accounts, aggregate customer data, and determine profitability 
results. 

Oracle Public Sector Advanced Features User's Guide:

This guide describes how to set up and administer Oracle Public Sector Advanced 
Features. It describes Encumbrance Reconciliation Reports, GASB 34/35 Asset 
Accounting, and Funds Available Enhancements.

Oracle Purchasing User's Guide: 

This guide describes how to create and approve purchasing documents, including 
requisitions, different types of purchase orders, quotations, RFQs, and receipts. This 
guide also describes how to manage your supply base through agreements, sourcing 
rules, and approved supplier lists. In addition, this guide explains how you can 
automatically create purchasing documents based on business rules through integration
with Oracle Workflow technology, which automates many of the key procurement 
processes. 

Oracle Receivables User Guide: 

This guide provides you with information on how to use Oracle Receivables. Use this 
guide to learn how to create and maintain transactions and bills receivable, enter and 
apply receipts, enter customer information, and manage revenue. This guide also 
includes information about accounting in Receivables. Use the Standard Navigation 
Paths appendix to find out how to access each Receivables window. 

Oracle Receivables Implementation Guide: 

This guide provides you with information on how to implement Oracle Receivables. 
Use this guide to understand the implementation steps required for application use, 
including how to set up customers, transactions, receipts, accounting, tax, and 
collections. This guide also includes a comprehensive list of profile options that you can
set to customize application behavior. 

Oracle Receivables Reference Guide: 
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This guide provides you with detailed information about all public application 
programming interfaces (APIs) that you can use to extend Oracle Receivables 
functionality. This guide also describes the Oracle Receivables open interfaces, such as 
AutoLockbox which lets you create and apply receipts and AutoInvoice which you can 
use to import and validate transactions from other systems. Archiving and purging 
Receivables data is also discussed in this guide. 

Oracle Sourcing Implementation and Administration Guide: 

This guide contains information on how to implement Oracle Sourcing to enable 
participants from multiple organizations to exchange information, conduct bid and 
auction processes, and create and implement buying agreements. This allows 
professional buyers, business experts, and suppliers to participate in a more agile and 
accurate sourcing process. 

Oracle Subledger Accounting Implementation Guide: 

This guide provides setup information for Oracle Subledger Accounting features, 
including the Accounting Methods Builder. You can use the Accounting Methods 
Builder to create and modify the setup for subledger journal lines and application 
accounting definitions for Oracle subledger applications. This guide also discusses the 
reports available in Oracle Subledger Accounting and describes how to inquire on 
subledger journal entries. 

Oracle Supplier Scheduling User's Guide: 

This guide describes how you can use Oracle Supplier Scheduling to calculate and 
maintain planning and shipping schedules and communicate them to your suppliers. 

Oracle iProcurement Implementation and Administration Guide:

This manual describes how to set up and administer Oracle iProcurement. Oracle 
iProcurement enables employees to requisition items through a self–service, Web 
interface. 

Oracle Procurement Contracts Implementation and Administration Guide: 

This manual describes how to set up and administer Oracle Procurement Contracts. 
Oracle Procurement Contracts enables employees to author and maintain complex 
contracts through a self–service, Web interface.

Oracle Trading Community Architecture User Guide: 

This guide describes the Oracle Trading Community Architecture (TCA) and how to 
use features from the Trading Community Manager responsibility to create, update, 
enrich, and cleanse the data in the TCA Registry. It also describes how to use Resource 
Manager to define and manage resources. 

Oracle Trading Community Architecture Administration Guide: 

This guide describes how to administer and implement Oracle Trading Community 
Architecture (TCA). You set up, control, and manage functionality that affects data in 
the TCA Registry. It also describes how to set up and use Resource Manager to manage 
resources. 
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Oracle Trading Community Architecture Reference Guide: 

This guide contains seeded relationship types, seeded Data Quality Management data, 
D and B data elements, Bulk Import interface table fields and validations, and a 
comprehensive glossary. This guide supplements the documentation for Oracle Trading
Community Architecture and all products in the Oracle Customer Data Management 
family. 

Oracle Trading Community Architecture Technical Implementation Guide: 

This guide explains how to use the public Oracle Trading Community Architecture 
application programming interfaces (APIs) and develop callouts based on Oracle 
Workflow Business Events System (BES). For each API, this guide provides a 
description of the API, the PL/SQL procedure, and the Java method, as well as a table of
the parameter descriptions and validations. For each BES callout, this guide provides 
the name of the logical entity, its description, and the ID parameter name. Also 
included are setup instructions and sample code. 

Oracle Transfer Pricing User Guide: 

This guide contains the information you need to understand and use Oracle Transfer 
Pricing, including how to generate transfer rates and option costs for your product 
portfolio and determine account level match-funded spreads. 

Oracle U.S. Federal Financials User Guide:

This guide describes the common concepts for an integrated financial management 
solution for federal agencies to comply with the requirements of the U.S. Federal 
government. It describes the product architecture and provides information on Budget 
Execution, Prompt Payment, Treasury payments, Third party payments, Interagency 
transactions, Receivables management, Federal reports, CCR Integration, and Year End 
Closing. 

Oracle U.S. Federal Financials Implementation Guide: 

This guide describes the common concepts for an integrated financial management 
solution for federal agencies. It includes a consolidated setup checklist by page and 
provides detailed information on how to set up, maintain, and troubleshoot the Federal 
Financial application for the following functional areas: Sub Ledger Accounting, Budget
Execution, Prompt Payment, Treasury payments, Third party payments, Interagency 
transactions, Receivables management, Federal reports, CCR Integration, and Year End 
Closing. 

Oracle Projects Documentation Set

Oracle Projects Implementation Guide:

Use this manual as a guide for implementing Oracle Projects. This manual also includes 
appendixes covering security functions, menus and responsibilities, and profile options.

Oracle Projects Fundamentals:

Oracle Project Fundamentals provides the common foundation shared across the Oracle
Projects products (Project Costing, Project Billing, Project Resource Management, 
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Project Management, and Project Portfolio Analysis). Use this guide to learn 
fundamental information about the Oracle Projects solution. This guide includes a 
Navigation Paths appendix. Use this appendix to find out how to access each window 
in the Oracle Projects solution. 

Oracle Project Costing User Guide:

Use this guide to learn detailed information about Oracle Project Costing. Oracle Project
Costing provides the tools for processing project expenditures, including calculating 
their cost to each project and determining the GL accounts to which the costs are 
posted. 

Oracle Project Billing User Guide:

This guide shows you how to use Oracle Project Billing to define revenue and invoicing 
rules for your projects, generate revenue, create invoices, and integrate with other 
Oracle Applications to process revenue and invoices, process client invoicing, and 
measure the profitability of your contract projects. 

Oracle Project Management User Guide:

This guide shows you how to use Oracle Project Management to manage projects 
through their lifecycles -- from planning, through execution, to completion. 

Oracle Project Portfolio Analysis User Guide:

This guide contains the information you need to understand and use Oracle Project 
Portfolio Analysis. It includes information about project portfolios, planning cycles, and
metrics for ranking and selecting projects for a project portfolio. 

Oracle Project Resource Management User Guide:

This guide provides you with information on how to use Oracle Project Resource 
Management. It includes information about staffing, scheduling, and reporting on 
project resources. 

Oracle Projects Glossary: 

This glossary provides definitions of terms that are shared by all Oracle Projects 
applications. If you are unsure of the meaning of a term you see in an Oracle Projects 
guide, please refer to the glossary for clarification. You can find the glossary in the 
online help for Oracle Projects, and in the Oracle Projects Fundamentals book. 

Oracle Grants Accounting Documentation 

Oracle Grants Accounting User Guide: 

This guide provides you with information about how to implement and use Oracle 
Grants Accounting. Use this guide to understand the implementation steps required for
application use, including defining award types, award templates, allowed cost 
schedules, and burden set up. This guide also explains how to use Oracle Grants 
Accounting to track grants and funded projects from inception to final reporting. 

Oracle Property Manager Documentation 

Oracle Property Manager User Guide:
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Use this guide to learn how to use Oracle Property Manager to create and administer 
properties, space assignments, and lease agreements. 

Oracle Property Manager Implementation Guide: 

Use this guide to learn how to implement Oracle Property Manager and perform basic 
setup steps such as setting system options and creating lookup codes, contacts, 
milestones, grouping rules, term templates, and a location hierarchy. This guide also 
describes the setup steps that you must complete in other Oracle applications before 
you can use Oracle Property Manager.

Integration Repository
The Oracle Integration Repository is a compilation of information about the service 
endpoints exposed by the Oracle E-Business Suite of applications. It provides a 
complete catalog of Oracle E-Business Suite's business service interfaces. The tool lets 
users easily discover and deploy the appropriate business service interface for 
integration with any system, application, or business partner. 

The Oracle Integration Repository is shipped as part of the E-Business Suite. As your 
instance is patched, the repository is automatically updated with content appropriate 
for the precise revisions of interfaces in your environment. 

Do Not Use Database Tools to Modify Oracle Applications Data
Oracle STRONGLY RECOMMENDS that you never use SQL*Plus, Oracle Data 
Browser, database triggers, or any other tool to modify Oracle Applications data unless 
otherwise instructed. 

Oracle provides powerful tools you can use to create, store, change, retrieve, and 
maintain information in an Oracle database. But if you use Oracle tools such as 
SQL*Plus to modify Oracle Applications data, you risk destroying the integrity of your 
data and you lose the ability to audit changes to your data. 

Because Oracle Applications tables are interrelated, any change you make using an 
Oracle Applications form can update many tables at once. But when you modify Oracle 
Applications data using anything other than Oracle Applications, you may change a 
row in one table without making corresponding changes in related tables. If your tables 
get out of synchronization with each other, you risk retrieving erroneous information 
and you risk unpredictable results throughout Oracle Applications. 

When you use Oracle Applications to modify your data, Oracle Applications 
automatically checks that your changes are valid. Oracle Applications also keeps track 
of who changes information. If you enter information into database tables using 
database tools, you may store invalid information. You also lose the ability to track who
has changed your information because SQL*Plus and other database tools do not keep a
record of changes. 
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1
General Ledger Setup

Overview of Setting Up
Consider the guidelines in this chapter as you set up General Ledger for your 
organization. References in this chapter to other areas of this and other Oracle 
Applications User's Guides can enhance your understanding of how setting up General 
Ledger affects the behavior of specific features and functions.

Implementation Considerations
Oracle Applications is an integrated suite of business applications that connects and 
automates the entire flow of business processes across both front and back office 
operations and addresses the needs of a global enterprise. Because Oracle Applications 
are engineered to work together, you can streamline your setup process by sharing 
common setup data across applications.

Define Accounting Setups Using Accounting Setup Manager
The Accounting Setup Manager streamlines the implementation of your Oracle 
Financial Applications by centralizing the setup steps for the following common setup 
components that are shared across Oracle Financial Applications:

• Legal entities

• Ledgers (primary and secondary ledgers)

• Reporting currencies

• Oracle Subledger Accounting (SLA)

• Intercompany accounts 

• Intracompany balancing rules 
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• Sequencing options

Use the Accounting Setup Manager to define an accounting setup. Each accounting 
setup defines the accounting context for one or more legal entities or a business need 
that does not involve legal entities.

If defining an accounting setup for one or more legal entities, the accounting setup 
includes the legal entities, ledgers, and transaction processing options that control the 
accounting for the legal entities.

The accounting setup process consists of the following steps:

1. Create an Accounting Setup Structure: The accounting setup structure creates the 
framework of the accounting setup and identifies the legal entities, if any, type of 
accounting setup, and ledgers.

2. Complete Accounting Options: Depending on the type of accounting setup you 
define, you must complete different accounting options to specify how you want to 
perform accounting and process transactions. Accounting options include ledger 
options, reporting currency options, subledger accounting options, intercompany 
accounts, intracompany balancing rules, and sequencing options.

3. Complete the Accounting Setup: Completing the accounting setup marks the 
accounting setup complete and launches the General Ledger Accounting Setup 
program. This program performs the necessary validations to make the setup 
components of an accounting setup ready for transaction processing and journal 
entry.

See: Oracle Financials Implementation Guide

Complete General Ledger Setup Steps
To create accounting setups, you must complete the General Ledger prerequisites that 
are used to create ledgers and other setup components in Accounting Setup Manager.

You need to perform this step once for each ledger you define with differences in charts 
of accounts, accounting calendars, and currencies.

See: Setting Up General Ledger, page 1-3.

Define Legal Entities
If you plan to record accounting transactions for one or more legal entities, you can use 
Oracle Legal Entity Configurator or the Legal Entities tab in Accounting Setup Manager
to define your legal entities.

Note: The Legal Entity pages of Accounting Setup Manager are the 
same as the Legal Entity pages in Legal Entity Configurator. The only 
difference is that you can assign balancing segment values to legal 
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entities using Accounting Setup Manager. It is strongly recommended 
that you assign specific and unique balancing segment values to your 
legal entities to help you identify legal entities during transaction 
processing and reporting and take full advantage of all of the legal 
entity-related features.

Note: If you plan to use jurisdictions that do not come seeded, you can 
define your own jurisdictions using Legal Entity Configurator before 
you define legal entities. A jurisdiction is the intersection of the 
physical territory and type of legislation within which judicial authority
may be exercised. The jurisdiction is used to assign a territory to a legal 
entity.

See: Defining Jurisdictions.

See: Defining Legal Entities.

Define Subledger Accounting Methods
If you plan to use Oracle Subledger Accounting (SLA) to integrate data from Oracle 
Financial Subledgers and non-Oracle systems with Oracle General Ledger, you can 
define subledger accounting methods using Oracle Subledger Accounting (SLA).

Oracle Subledger Accounting seeds two subledger accounting methods: Standard 
Accrual and Standard Cash. If you want to define your own subledger accounting 
methods, you must define them using Oracle Subledger Accounting.

When you define ledgers in Accounting Setup Manager, you can optionally assign a 
subledger accounting method to your ledger to use this feature.

You must perform this step for each subledger accounting method.

See: Defining Subledger Accounting Methods.

Setting Up General Ledger

Oracle iSetup
If you are implementing a new instance of the Oracle e-Business Suite and have 
relatively standard implementation requirements, you can use Oracle iSetup to rapidly 
configure the following applications: 

• Oracle General Ledger

• Oracle Payables

• Oracle Receivables
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• Oracle Cash Management

• Oracle Assets

• Oracle Purchasing

Related Product Setup Steps
The following steps may need to be performed to implement Oracle General Ledger. 
These steps are discussed in detail in the Setting Up sections of other Oracle product 
user's guides. The following table lists each step with a reference to the various Oracle 
Application user guides.

Set Up Underlying Oracle Applications Technology
During GL setup, you need to complete several steps related to other products:

• Performing system-wide setup tasks such as configuring concurrent managers and 
printers

• Managing data security, which includes setting up responsibilities to allow access 
to a specific set of business data and complete a specific set of transactions, and 
assigning individual users to one or more of these responsibilities.

• Setting up Oracle Workflow

System Administration Setup Steps
Use the Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide and Oracle Applications Flexfields 
Guide for help in completing the following setup steps.

Step Reference

Set up printers, security, and audit trails.

See: Oracle Applications System Administrator's 
Guide

Common Applications

Set up accounting and descriptive flexfields.

See: Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Common Applications

Oracle Human Resources Setup Steps
Use the Setting Up Oracle Human Resources section in the Oracle Human Resources 
User's Guide for help in completing the following setup steps.
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Step Reference

Define Your Employees

See: Enter Person., Oracle Human Resources 
Management System User's Guide

Common Applications

Note: You can enter employee information in Oracle General Ledger if 
Oracle Human Resources is not installed. See: Entering a New 
Employee, Oracle Human Resources Guide.

Related Topics
Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide

Oracle Workflow Guide

General Ledger Setup Flowchart
While you can set up your Oracle General Ledger application in many different ways, 
and defer optional set up steps until you are ready to use the corresponding 
functionality, we recommend you use the order suggested in the following flowchart:

Some of the steps outlined in this flowchart and setup checklist are Required and some 
are Optional. You need to perform Optional steps only if you plan to use the related 
feature or complete certain business functions.

The following setup steps are a high level overview of the setup steps related to Oracle 
General Ledger and Accounting Setup Manager. The detailed steps are listed on the 
following pages.
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Accounting Setup Manager
To create an accounting setup using Accounting Setup Manager, see Creating 
Accounting Setup.

Note: The steps listed in the Accounting Setup Manager Checklist need 
to be repeated for each accounting setup you define. Before you can use
ledgers in Oracle General Ledger, you must assign them to a complete 
accounting setup using Accounting Setup Manager

Setup Checklist 
The following table provides a more detailed list of Oracle General Ledger setup steps, 
the Applications area to which each step relates, and whether the step is optional or 
required. After you log on to Oracle Applications, complete these steps to implement 
Oracle General Ledger:
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 1 Required Define your chart of 
accounts. See: 
Defining Your Chart 
of Accounts, page 1-
27.

Common 
Applications

Step 2 Optional Define 
Cross-Validation 
Rules to prevent 
certain account 
combinations from 
being created.

Common 
Applications

Step 3 Optional Define a chart of 
accounts mapping to 
map two or more 
charts of accounts. 
The chart of accounts 
mapping is used by 
Accounting Setup 
Manager to complete 
the setup steps for 
secondary ledgers, 
and it is used by the 
Global Consolidation 
System (GCS) to 
consolidate data 
between ledgers.

Common 
Applications

Step 4 Optional Define Your 
Descriptive Flexfields

See: Defining 
Descriptive Flexfields
for General Ledger, 
page 1-32

Common 
Applications

Step 5 Optional If you want to use 
period types not 
installed with General
Ledger, define your 
accounting period 
types.

See: Period Types, 
page 1-100

Common 
Applications
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 6 Required Define your 
accounting calendar. 
Review the Calendar 
Validation report to 
note common setup 
errors. 

See: Defining 
Calendars, page 1-102

Common 
Applications

Step 7 Optional If you plan to use 
average balance 
processing, define a 
transaction calendar 
and valid business 
days for that 
calendar.

The transaction 
calendar ensures that 
journals created in 
Oracle General 
Ledger and Oracle 
Subledger 
Accounting (SLA), if 
used, will be posted 
on valid business 
days.

See: Defining 
Transaction 
Calendars, page 1-107

Common 
Applications

Step 8 Required Define the currency 
for your ledger. Also 
define or enable any 
reporting currencies 
you plan to use.

See: Oracle General 
Ledger User's Guide 
Defining Currencies, 
Oracle General Ledger 
User's Guide

Common 
Applications
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 9 Optional Define conversion 
rate types and 
conversion rates, such
as daily rates and 
historical rates.

See: Overview of 
Multi–Currency 
Accounting, Oracle 
General Ledger User's 
Guide

Common Financials

Step 10 Optional Define additional 
journal entry sources. 
If you have enabled 
average balance 
processing, specify an
Effective Date Rule 
for each journal 
source you define.

See: Journal Sources, 
page 1-140

Oracle General 
Ledger

Step 11 Optional Define additional 
journal categories.

See: Journal 
Categories, page 1-145

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 12 Optional Define Journal 
Reversal criteria. See: 
Automatic Journal 
Reversal Overview, 
Oracle General Ledger 
User's Guide

Oracle General 
Ledger 
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 13 Required Define an accounting 
setup using 
Accounting Setup 
Manager to combine 
legal entities, ledgers, 
reporting currencies, 
subledger accounting 
methods, and other 
setup information. 

Before you can enter 
transactions and 
journal entries to 
ledgers, you must 
complete the ledger 
options for all ledgers
assigned to an 
accounting setup and 
the accounting setup 
status must be 
complete.

See: Creating 
Accounting Setups 
Oracle Financials 
Implementation 
Guide

Define additional 
journal entry sources 
and categories. If you 
have enabled average
balance processing, 
specify an Effective 
Date Rule for each 
journal source you 
define. See: Journal 
Sources, page 1-140 
and Journal 
Categories, page 1-145
.

Oracle General 
Ledger 
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 14 Optional Define Ledger Sets to 
group ledgers that 
share the same chart 
of accounts and 
accounting 
calendar/period type 
combination to take 
advantage of 
processing 
efficiencies, such as 
opening and closing 
periods across ledgers
in a ledger set.

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 15 Optional Define data access 
sets to secure read 
and write access to 
ledgers, balancing 
segment values, and 
management segment
values for one or 
more ledgers.

See: Data Access Sets, 
page 1-116

Public Sector 
Applications

Step 16 Required Assign a ledger to the
profile option GL 
Ledger Name for 
each Oracle 
subledger. This 
profile option 
controls the ledger 
chart of accounts that 
each subledger will 
use for transaction 
processing.

Oracle General 
Ledger 
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 17 Required Assign a data access 
set to the profile 
option GL: Data 
Access Set for each 
General Ledger 
responsibility. 

See: Data Access Sets, 
page 1-116

See: Setting General 
Ledger Profile 
Options, Oracle 
General Ledger 
Reference Guide

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 18 Optional Define Definition 
Access Sets and 
assign them to 
responsibilities. Once 
you begin securing 
your definitions, you 
can assign the 
Definition Access Sets
assigned to your 
responsibilities.

See: Definition Access
Sets, page 1-128

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 19 Optional Define account 
combinations that can
be used for data entry
if you did not enable 
Dynamic Insertion for
your chart of 
accounts structure.

See: Defining 
Accounts, page 1-58

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 20 Optional Define and assign 
document sequences.

See: Defining 
Document Sequences,
page 1-180

Oracle General 
Ledger 
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 21 Optional Define Your 
Employees. (Oracle 
Human Resources 
Management System 
User's Guide)

See: Entering a New 
Employee

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 22 Optional Setup Journal 
Approval.

See: Setting Up 
Journal Approval, 
page 1-135

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 23 Optional Define one or more of
the following 
optional accounts:

1. Suspense 
accounts. See: 
Suspense 
Accounts, page 
1-151

2. Statistical Units 
of Measure.

See: Defining 
Statistical Units of 
Measure, page 1-178

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 24 Required Define transaction 
codes if you use 
Public Sector General 
Ledger. 

See: Setting Up 
Transaction Codes

Oracle General 
Ledger 
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 25 Optional Create summary 
accounts. 

See: Defining 
Summary Accounts, 
page 1-171

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 26 Optional Set up Automatic Tax
Calculation if you do 
not have Oracle 
Receivables and 
Oracle Payables 
installed.

See: Setting Up 
Automatic Tax 
Calculation, page 1-
188

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 27 Optional Define your 
automatic posting 
criteria.

See: Posting Journal 
Batches 
Automatically, Oracle 
General Ledger User's 
Guide

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 28 Optional Define encumbrance 
types.

See: Defining 
Encumbrance Types, 
Oracle General Ledger 
User's Guide

Oracle General 
Ledger 

Step 29 Optional Set up Budgets.

See: Defining 
Budgets, Oracle 
General Ledger User's 
Guide

Oracle General 
Ledger 
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Step No. Required Step Reference

Step 30 Optional If you enabled 
budgetary control, 
define one or more 
budgetary control 
groups.

See: Creating a 
Budgetary Control 
Group, Oracle General 
Ledger User's Guide

Step 31 Optional Define Security Rules.

See: Defining Security
Rules

Step 32 Required Set your General 
Ledger profile 
options. 

See: Setting General 
Ledger Profile 
Options, Oracle 
General Ledger 
Reference Guide

Step 33 Required Open an accounting 
period.

See: Opening and 
Closing Accounting 
Periods, page 1-199

Step 34 Optional Set up the Global 
Consolidation System
(GCS).

See: Global 
Consolidation 
System, Oracle General
Ledger User's Guide

General Ledger Setup Steps 
For each step, we include a Context section that indicates whether you need to repeat 
the step for each ledger, set of tasks, inventory organization, HR organization, or other 
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operating unit under Multiple Organizations.

Note: You can use Reporting Currencies to maintain your transactions 
and account balances in multiple currencies. For setup and user 
information, see: Reporting Currencies.

1. Define Your Chart of Accounts

Define your chart of accounts using the Flexfield Title, Accounting Flexfield. When 
you first define your chart of accounts, you must enable Dynamic Insertion. This 
will enable you to create the necessary account combinations when you define your 
ledgers using Accounting Setup Manager. After you complete your ledger options, 
you can optionally disable dynamic insertion for your chart of accounts.

Context: You can define multiple charts of accounts per installation, or you can 
define a single chart of accounts that is shared by multiple ledgers within a single 
instance. If you use multiple charts of accounts, it is recommended that you share 
the same value set for the balancing segment across all charts of accounts. .

See: Defining Your Chart of Accounts, page 1-27. See: Defining Accounts, page 1-
58.

See: Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide.

2. Define Your Cross-Validation Rules (optional)

Define cross–validation rules to control the account combinations that can be 
created during setup and data entry. If you skip this step, no security will be 
provided to prevent invalid combinations from being created during setup and data
entry.

Context: You can define multiple cross-validation rules per chart of accounts. This 
step is recommended if you have dynamic insertion enabled for your chart of 
accounts. Perform this step before entering accounts during setup to prevent the 
creation of invalid combinations that may violate cross-validation rules.

See: Defining Your Cross–Validation Rules.

3. Define Your Chart of Accounts Mapping (optional)

Define a chart of accounts mapping to provide instructions for mapping accounts or
entire account segments from a one chart of accounts to another for consolidation 
purposes and secondary ledgers.

For consolidations using the Global Consolidation System, the chart of accounts 
mapping enables you to transfer consolidation data from your subsidiary ledger to 
your parent ledger.

For secondary ledgers that use a different chart of accounts from their associated 
primary ledgers, the chart of accounts mapping enables you to transfer journals and
balances from the primary ledger to the secondary ledger. A chart of accounts 
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mapping is required for all secondary ledgers that use a different chart of accounts 
from the primary ledger.

Context: Perform this step for each pair of charts of accounts.

See: Mapping Charts of Accounts, page 1-91.

See: Primary to Secondary Ledger Mapping.

4. Define Your Descriptive Flexfields (optional)

Use descriptive flexfields to tailor General Ledger to fit your unique information 
needs. For example, you may want to collect additional information on budget 
organizations, such as the manager and the size of the organization. You can even 
define context-sensitive flexfields that prompt you for additional information based 
on your previous entries. 

There are many other descriptive flexfields in General Ledger. For example, you can
set up a descriptive flexfield to store additional information about your 
transactions.

Context: You need to perform this step only once per installation. You can define 
descriptive flexfields at any time after General Ledger is set up.

See: Defining Descriptive Flexfields for General Ledger, page 1-32

5. Define Your Accounting Period Types

You can define your own period types to use in addition to the General Ledger 
standard period types Month, Quarter and Year. You use these period types when 
you define the accounting calendar for your organization. 

Each ledger has an associated period type. When you assign a calendar to a ledger, 
the ledger only accesses the periods with the appropriate period type. Thus, you 
can define an accounting calendar with periods of more than one period type. 
However, each ledger will only use periods of a single period type.

Context: You need to perform this step only once per ledger.

6. Define Your Accounting Calendar

Create a calendar to define an accounting year and the periods it contains. You 
should set up one year at a time, specifying the types of accounting periods to 
include in each year. You should define your calendar at least one year before your 
current fiscal year.

You can define multiple calendars and assign a different calendar to each ledger. 
For example, you can use a monthly calendar for one ledger, and a quarterly 
calendar for another. 

Note: If you close your balance sheet using the Create Balance 
Sheet Closing Journals program, you should create an accounting 
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calendar with two adjusting periods, one on the last day of the year
and one on the first day of the year.

Special Note for Average Balance Ledgers: Create an accounting 
calendar with two adjusting periods that are both at the end of the 
year. The first adjusting period, representing the last day of the 
fiscal year, is used to generate the Create Balance Sheet Closing 
Journals program. The second adjusting period, also representing 
the last day of the fiscal year, is used to reverse the closing journal. 
This ensures that the average balance calculation is unaffected in 
the following year.

Context: You need to perform this step for as many unique accounting calendars 
you need for your ledgers.

See: Defining Calendars, page 1-102

7. Define Your Transaction Calendar (conditionally required)

Each ledger for which average balance processing is enabled, must be assigned a 
transaction calendar, which is used to control transaction posting in Oracle General 
Ledger and Oracle Subledger Accounting. When you define the transaction 
calendar, you choose which days of the week will be business days. You can also 
specify other non-business days, such as holidays, by maintaining the transaction 
calendar.

Context: Perform this step for as many unique transaction calendars you need for 
your ledgers.

See: Defining Transaction Calendars, page 1-107

8. Define the Currency for Your Ledger

Define the currency for your ledger, or enable one of the predefined ISO 
(International Standards Organization) currencies. You should also define or enable
any additional currencies you plan to use. See: Defining Currencies, Oracle General 
Ledger User's Guide.

Context: You need to perform this step only once per ledger and reporting 
currency.

See: Defining Currencies, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

9. Define Conversion Rate Types and Conversion Rates to Support Multiple 
Currencies (optional).

Conversion Rate Types: Define the conversion rate types you want to use to 
maintain daily exchange rates and to enter foreign currency journals. General 
Ledger comes with four predefined conversion rate types: Spot, Corporate, User, 
and EMU Fixed. See: Defining Conversion Rate Types, Oracle General Ledger User's 
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Guide.

Daily Rates: Enter the daily rates you will need. Typically, you will enter rates to 
convert foreign currency journal entries into your ledger currency and reporting 
currencies. See: Entering Daily Rates, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

Note: If you do not define daily rates, you cannot use daily rates for
foreign currency journal entry and Reporting Currencies will not 
function properly.

Historical Rates: Enter historical rates or amounts to translate selected account 
balances in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards. General 
Ledger also uses historical rates and amounts to remeasure selected account 
balances.

Note: If you do not define Historical Rates for Owners' Equity 
accounts, General Ledger will use the rate type you specified for 
the ledger's Period End Rate Type or Period Average Rate Type to 
create the historical rates.

Context: Perform this step for as many conversion rate types and rates as required. 
Historical Rates must be created for each ledger.

See: Overview of Multi-Currency Accounting, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

10. Define Additional Journal Entry Sources (optional) 

Define your own journal entry sources in addition to the ones installed with 
General Ledger to differentiate journal entries and enhance your audit trail. If you 
have enabled average balance processing, you must also specify an Effective Date 
Rule for each journal source you define.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Journal Sources, page 1-140

11. Define Additional Journal Entry Categories (optional)

Define your own journal entry categories in addition to the ones installed with 
General Ledger to differentiate journal entries and enhance your audit trail.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Journal Categories, page 1-145

12. Define Journal Reversal Criteria (optional)

Define journal reversal criteria for journal categories if you want specific journal 
categories to be reversed using specific rules. Journal reversal criteria lets you 
specify the default reversal period, date, method, and automatic generation and 
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posting of reversal journals.

When you create a journal entry you want to automatically reverse, specify a 
journal category that has been assigned a reversal criterion. Your journal will be 
reversed, based on the method, period and date criteria you defined for that journal
category.

Context: Perform this step once per installation. You can assign the same Journal 
Reversal Criteria Set to multiple ledgers you define in Accounting Setup Manager. 
You can complete this step at any time.

See: Automatic Journal Reversal, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

13. Define Accounting Setups

Define an accounting setup using Accounting Setup Manager to link legal entities 
to ledgers and other setup components, such as reporting currencies, subledger 
accounting options, intercompany accounts, intracompany balancing rules, and 
sequencing options. Each accounting setup must have a status of Complete before 
you can use its ledgers and setup components for transaction .

If you plan to use average balance processing, you must specifically enable average 
balance processing, assign a transaction calendar, and define a Net Income account.

If you need to represent your primary ledger transactions in another accounting 
method, chart of accounts, calendar, currency, and/or ledger processing options, 
assign secondary ledgers to each accounting setup.

Context: Perform this step once for each accounting setup.

See: Using Accounting Setup Manager.

See:Ledger Options, page 1-109.

See: Reporting Currencies.

14. Define Ledger Sets (optional)

Define Ledger Sets to take advantage of processing efficiencies for General Ledger 
processes, such as opening and closing General Ledger periods across multiple 
ledgers in a ledger set, generating MassAllocations across ledgers, or reporting 
across ledgers.

Context: Perform this step once for each ledger set. Only ledgers that share the 
same chart of accounts and accounting calendar/period type combination can be 
grouped in the same ledger set.

See: Defining Ledger Sets, page 1-114.

15. Define Data Access Sets (optional)

Define data access sets to secure read and write access to ledgers, balancing 
segment values, and management segment values assigned to a ledger. Only one 
data access set can be assigned to a responsibility.
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Note: To streamline the process for users, General Ledger 
automatically creates a data access set for each ledger and ledger 
set. The intention is to make data access sets transparent. For 
example, a user defines a ledger or ledger set and then assigns it to 
a directly to responsibility. The user doesn't need to be aware that 
there is such a thing as a data access set. As far as the user can tell, 
they are assigning the ledger/ledger set directly.

If you skip this step, you will only be able to assign the system generated data 
access sets to the profile option GL: Data Access Set. The system automatically 
creates data access sets each time you define a ledger, reporting currency (Journal 
and Subledger Levels) and ledger set. The system generated data access set 
provides full read and write access to the ledgers.

Context: Perform this step if you do not want to use the system generated data 
access sets. Only ledgers, reporting currencies and ledger sets that share the same 
chart of accounts and accounting calendar/period type combination can be grouped
in the same data access set.

See: Data Access Sets, page 1-116.

16. Assign a Ledger to the GL Ledger Name Profile Option

If using Oracle Subledgers whose menus contain General Ledger windows that 
require data access set information, you must assign the appropriate ledger to the 
profile option GL Ledger Name for each subledger application or responsibility. 
This profile option controls the ledger that each subledger will use for transaction 
processing.

If you skip this step, you will not be able to enter transactions for a ledger in your 
subledgers. The ledger specified for the GL Ledger Name profile is automatically 
applied to the GL: Data Access Set profile option, but the GL: Data Access Set 
profile option can be changed to control the ledgers accessible by General Ledger 
users.

Context: You need to perform this step only once per installation. This profile 
option can be set at the application or responsibility level for every Oracle Financial 
subledger.

17. Set Your GL: Data Access Set Profile Option

To use ledgers in Oracle General Ledger, you must assign a system-generated or 
user-defined data access set to the GL: Data Access Set profile option.

If using Oracle Subledgers, the ledger you assigned to the GL Ledger Name profile 
option is automatically assigned to the GL: Data Access Set profile option. You can 
override the setting if you want to access multiple ledgers in Oracle General Ledger 
or limit read and write access to ledgers and their balancing segment values and 
management segment values for General Ledger only. If you choose to override the 
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GL: Data Access Set profile option, be sure that one of the ledgers in your data 
access set contains the ledger used by your subledger applications in order to 
successfully transfer subledger journals to Oracle General Ledger.

If no value is entered for the GL: Data Access Set profile option, you will not be able
to enter transactions for a ledger using Oracle General Ledger. This profile option 
controls which General Ledger responsibilities can access ledgers contained in a 
data access set.

Context: Perform this step once for each General Ledger responsibility.

See: Data Access Sets, page 1-116.

See: Setting General Ledger Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger Reference Guide.

18. Define Definition Access Sets (optional)

Define definition access sets and assign them to responsibilities if you want to 
secure use, view, and modify access to certain General Ledger definitions, such as 
MassAllocations and FSG Reports. Once users begin securing their definitions, the 
Definition Access Sets that have been assigned to their responsibilities will be 
available.

Context: Perform this step as often as needed.

See Definition Access Sets, page 1-128.

19. Define Account Combinations (conditionally required)

Define account combinations manually in the GL Accounts window if you disabled 
Dynamic Insertion for your chart of accounts.

Context: You can add or disable multiple account combinations per chart of 
accounts at any time.

See: Defining Accounts, page 1-58.

20. Define and Assign Document Sequences

Create a document sequence to uniquely number each document generated by an 
Oracle application. In General Ledger you can use document sequences to number 
journal entries upon saving a journal, enabling you to account for every journal 
entry.

Note: Once you define a document sequence, you can change the 
Effective To date and message notification, as long as the document
sequence is not assigned. You cannot change a document sequence 
that is assigned.

Context: Perform this step once per ledger.

See: Defining Document Sequences, Oracle Applications User's Guide.
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21. Define Your Employees and Authorization Limits (optional)

Use the Enter Person window in Oracle General Ledger to define employees. You 
must enter an employee and specify their journal authorization limits in the Journal 
Authorization Limits window before you can use Journal Approval.

If you previously defined your employees while setting up a different Oracle 
Applications product, you only need to set up their journal authorization limits to 
specify their threshold amounts in Oracle General Ledger.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Entering a New Employee, Oracle Applications HRMS User's Guide

See: Setting Up Journal Approval, page 1-135.

22. Set Up Journal Approval (optional)

Set Up Journal Approval for your ledger.

Context: You need to perform this step only once per ledger. You can set up Journal
Approval at any time.

See: Setting Up Journal Approval, page 1-135

23. Define Additional Accounts (optional)

Suspense Accounts

Create suspense accounts to automatically balance journal entries from particular 
journal sources and categories. If you skip this step, you will not have unique 
suspense accounts for different journal sources and categories.

Context: Perform this step once per ledger 

See: Suspense Accounts, page 1-151.

Statistical Units of Measure (optional)

General Ledger lets you maintain statistical, as well as monetary balances for any 
account. However, in some cases you may want to set up separate accounts 
specifically for statistical information. For example, you might want to enter the 
units sold statistic in your Sales Revenue and Sales Expense accounts, but enter the 
square feet statistic in only a single account.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Defining Statistical Units of Measure, page 1-178.

24. Define Transaction Codes (Public Sector Installations Only)

If you are a government customer, you can use transaction codes to assign 
additional debit and credit pairs to a single transaction and have General Ledger 
create the additional entries automatically.

You can use transaction codes to assist in budget execution or in any situation 
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where you would like to customize the accounting effects of one transaction. When 
you reference a transaction code on a data entry window, General Ledger 
automatically generates the additional accounting entries predefined for that 
transaction code.

Context: Perform this step once.

See Transaction Codes, page 1-154.

25. Create Summary Accounts (optional)

A summary account is an account whose balance is the sum of balances from 
multiple detail accounts for a ledger. Use summary accounts to perform online 
summary inquiries, as well as speed the processing of financial reports, 
MassAllocations, and recurring journal formulas.

Context: Perform this step once per ledger.

See: Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171.

26. Set Up Automatic Tax Calculation if You Do Not Have Oracle Receivables and 
Oracle Payables Installed (optional)

Since journal entry taxes are computed similarly to taxes within Payables or 
Receivables, much of your Payables or Receivables setup is reusable. If you do not 
use those applications, you can also access the setup forms from within General 
Ledger.

Other journal entry tax setup information is associated with a particular ledger; 
therefore, you need to complete this setup for each ledger. Also, if you use multiple 
organization support in Payables and Receivables, tax information is associated 
with a specific operating unit, so you need to complete this setup for each 
operating-unit-specific responsibility.

Context: Perform this step once per ledger.

See: Setting Up Automatic Tax Calculation, page 1-188.

27. Define Your Automatic Posting Criteria (optional)

You can automatically post journal batches that meet specific criteria that you have 
defined in an AutoPost criteria set. You can define multiple criteria sets that include
a range of journal effective dates and multiple AutoPost priorities. AutoPost 
priorities can be defined for combinations of journal source, journal category, 
balance type, and period.

Context: Perform this step once per criteria set for your installation.

See: Posting Journal Batches Automatically, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

28. Define Encumbrance Types (optional)

Define custom encumbrance types in addition to the encumbrance types installed 
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with General Ledger to classify and track your expenditures according to your 
purchasing approval process.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Defining Encumbrance Types, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

29. Set Up Budgets (optional)

Use budgets to enter estimated account balances for a specified range of periods. 
You can use these estimated amounts to compare actual balances with projected 
results, or to control actual and anticipated expenditures.

Define a budget to represent specific estimated cost and revenue amounts for a 
range of accounting periods. You can create as many budget versions as you need 
for a ledger.

Context: You can create one or multiple budgets for a ledger at any time. You can 
create budget hierarchies by assigning a master budget to lower-level budgets. This 
enables you to track budgeted amounts against a control budget.

Note: You must complete this step if you want to enable budgetary 
control.

See: Defining Budgets, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

30. If You Enabled Budgetary Control, Define One or More Budgetary Control Groups 
(optional)

You can create a budgetary control group by specifying funds check level (absolute,
advisory, or none) by journal entry source and category, together with tolerance 
percent and tolerance amount, and an override amount allowed for insufficient 
funds transactions. You must define at least one budgetary control group to assign 
to a site through a profile option.

Important: You must install General Ledger to use budgetary 
control, encumbrance accounting, budgetary accounts, and funds 
checking. Full use of these features also requires installing 
Purchasing and Payables.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Creating a Budgetary Control Group, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

31. Define Security Rules (optional)

Define segment value security rules to restrict user access to certain segment values 
when entering journals, performing online inquiries, and running FSG and some 
standard reports. Segment value security rules can work alone or with data access 
set security that secures data in ledgers, balancing segment values, or management 
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segment values.

If you skip this step, you will be able to use and view all segment values defined, 
assuming you have read and write access to those values via your data access set.

Context:You can perform this step at anytime. The same security rules can be 
applied to multiple Responsibility and Application combinations.

See: Defining Security Rules.

32. Set Your General Ledger Profile Options (optional)

Profile options specify how your Oracle General Ledger application controls access 
to and processes data. In general, profile options can be set at one or more of the 
following levels: site, application, responsibility, and user. See: Overview of Setting 
User Profiles.

Context: You need to perform this step only once per installation.

See: Setting General Ledger Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger Reference Guide

See: Overview of User Profiles and Setting User Profile Options.

33. Open Accounting Period

Open and close accounting periods to control journal entry and journal posting, as 
well as to compute the beginning period balances when opening the first period of 
a new year.

Context: Perform this step once per ledger.

See: Opening and Closing Accounting Periods, page 1-199

34. Set Up the Global Consolidation System (optional)

Set up the Global Consolidation System (GCS) if you want to consolidate multiple 
companies using separate ledgers.

If you skip this step, you cannot use the Global Consolidation System to consolidate
financial results of multiple companies in your organization to a parent company.

Context: Perform this step once per installation.

See: Global Consolidation System, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

Related Topics
Project Tracking in General Ledger, page 1-88

Overview of Multi-Currency Accounting, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Using Budgetary Control and Online Funds Checking, Oracle General Ledger User's 
Guide

'Overview of Average Balance Processing, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide
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Global Consolidation System (GCS), Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Intercompany and Intracompany Balancing

Overview of Flexfield Value Security, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Overview of Accounting Setups

Planning and Installation
You need to create and set up one or more ledgers in Accounting Setup Manager. The 
number of books you set up and the types of ledgers depend on various factors, such as 
whether you have multiple subsidiaries, if those subsidiaries must adhere to different 
countries' legal requirements, and if each subsidiary requires their own ledgers or can 
share the same ledger. If you need to represent your transactions in a different 
accounting method, chart of accounts, calendar, currency, and/or ledger processing 
options, a secondary ledger and/or reporting currencies will need to be defined.

Below are detailed instructions for each of the Planning and Installation steps outlined 
in the overview section. There are references to other sections of this guide for more 
detailed instructions.

Defining Your Chart of Accounts
Before you begin setting up your chart of accounts, consider your organizational 
structure and the dimensions of your business. By carefully evaluating your business 
needs, you can design your chart of accounts to take advantage of General Ledger's 
flexible tools for recording and reporting your accounting information.

Note: Read about planning and setting up summary accounts before 
you set up your chart of accounts. See: Planning Your Summary 
Accounts, page 1-162.

Warning: Oracle General Ledger uses two types of key flexfields for the
chart of accounts; the Accounting Flexfield and the GL Ledger 
Flexfield. The Accounting Flexfield is the primary Accounting Flexfield 
and should be the only key flexfield used to define and update your 
chart of accounts. The GL Ledger Flexfield is a copy of the Accounting 
Flexfield with an added Ledger segment that is created by running the 
Generate Ledger Flexfield Program. You should never make changes to
the GL Ledger Flexfield directly. Doing so can cause data corruption 
issues. This flexfield is used exclusively for certain General Ledger 
features, such as MassAllocations, Recurring Journals and FSG reports.
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To set up your chart of accounts:
1. Define value sets. Value sets determine the attributes of your account segments 

such as the segment length, value alignment, and value security. 

Note: Child values should not be assigned to the T Value in a value 
set.

See: Defining Value Sets, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

2. Define your account structure using the Accounting Flexfield. Indicate how many 
separate segments your account will have, and for each segment, enter a name, 
sequence number, and an associated value set.

Note: Number your segments starting with 1, then 2, 3, 4 and so on.

Warning: Plan your account segment order carefully. Once you 
freeze your Accounting Flexfield account structure in the Key 
Flexfield Segments window and begin using account numbers in 
data entry, you should not modify the flexfield definition. 
Changing the existing flexfield structure after flexfield data has 
been created can cause serious data inconsistencies. Modifying 
your existing structures may also adversely affect the behavior of 
cross-validation rules and shorthand aliases. For a list of permitted 
chart of accounts changes, see Permitted Chart of Accounts 
Changes, page 1-49.

• Designate one of your segments as the natural account segment and another as 
the balancing segment. You can optionally designate a cost center segment, 
management segment, secondary tracking segment and/or intercompany 
segment. If you are using Oracle Assets or Oracle Projects, you must specify a 
cost center segment.

• The optional Secondary Tracking Segment qualifier designates another segment
in your chart of accounts in addition to your balancing segment to track 
Retained Earnings, Cumulative Translation Adjustment, and Unrealized Gains 
and Losses. This segment can be any segment, except the balancing segment, 
natural account segment, or intercompany segment. This segment can be the 
same as your cost center segment. See: Secondary Tracking Segment, Oracle 
General Ledger User's Guide. 

• Optionally assign a management segment if you want to secure management 
values or perform management reporting. The management segment can be 
any segment, except the balancing segment or natural account segment. 
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Typically, the management segment is a segment that has management 
responsibility, such as the department, cost center, or line of business. By 
designating a segment of your chart of accounts to be the management 
segment, you can secure access to the management segment values with data 
access sets.

Note: You can assign a management segment to an existing 
chart of accounts at any time by running two programs in 
sequence: Prepare Journal Batches for Management Segment 
Upgrade and Complete Management Segment Upgrade.

• Optionally, assign the intercompany flexfield qualifier to one of the segments in
your chart of accounts. You cannot use the primary balancing, intercompany, or
natural account as the intercompany segment. 

Note: The intercompany segment should use the same value set
as the balancing segment.

• Use dependent account segments when you want a "context-sensitive" segment 
whose values have different meanings when you combine them with different 
values of another segment.

Warning: Plan your chart of accounts segments carefully. You 
cannot make changes to your segments or flexfield qualifiers 
later. Any changes made to any segment, such as adding one, 
removing one, changing the associated flexfield qualifier, or 
changing the associated value set will cause data corruption.

Note: For a list of permitted chart of accounts changes, see 
Permitted Chart of Accounts Changes, page 1-49.

See: Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Note: If you plan to use General Ledger for basic project 
tracking, define a project segment. See: Project Tracking in 
General Ledger, page 1-88.

3. Define rollup groups to create summary accounts whose summary balances you 
can review. You assign parent segment values to rollup groups. 

See: Defining Rollup Groups, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide
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4. Define your account segment values. If you plan on defining summary accounts or 
reporting hierarchies, you must define parent values as well as child or detail 
values. 

You can set up hierarchy structures for your segment values. Define parent values 
that include child values. You can view a segment value's hierarchy structure as 
well as move the child ranges from one parent value to another.

See: Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

5. Define Security Rules to restrict user access to certain account segment values.

See: Defining Security Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

6. Define cross-validation rules to control the account combinations that can be 
created during data entry. For example, you may decide that your sales cost centers,
600 to 699, should only enter amounts to product sales accounts, 4000 to 4999. If you
have dynamic insertion enabled, it is recommended that you also define 
cross-validation rules to provide additional security to prevent invalid 
combinations from being created during data entry.

Note: Cross-Validation rules only affect new account combinations 
that are created after you define or enable the rules. If you have 
existing combinations that violate your rules, your cross-validation 
rules will not be enforced. You will need to disable all existing 
combinations that violate your rules before your cross-validation 
rules can take effect.

See: Defining Your Cross-Validation Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

7. Define or enable descriptive flexfields.

See: Defining Descriptive Flexfields for General Ledger, page 1-32

8. Define account shorthand aliases to speed entry of account segment values. If you 
enable shorthand alias flexfield entry when you define your account structure, then 
you can define aliases, or codes, which stand for complete or partial accounts. 

See: Defining Shorthand Aliases, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

9. Define summary accounts to create and maintain summary balances for quick 
reporting and online inquiry of summarized balances. 

See: Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

10. Create account combinations.

If you allow dynamic insertion, you can create new account combinations 
automatically as you use them during journal entry. If you do not allow dynamic 
insertion, define new account combinations manually in the GL Accounts window.
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You can define new account combinations or disable existing account combinations 
at any time.

In the GL Accounts window, check the preserve check box to preserve account 
combinations against attribute updates when you run the Segment Value 
Inheritance program.

See: Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Related Topics
Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Permitted Chart of Accounts Changes, page 1-49

Defining Descriptive Flexfields for Oracle General Ledger, page 1-32

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Defining Value Sets, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Key Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Rollup Groups, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Your Cross-Validation Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Shorthand Aliases, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Overview of Shorthand Flexfield Entry, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

The Intercompany Segment and Use of Security Rules
You may decide to use the intercompany segment to support Intracompany Balancing 
Rules and Intercompany Accounting. The intercompany segment shares the same value
set and security rules as the balancing segment. The security rules you have in place 
may conflict with intercompany balancing you want to automate.

For example, your organization has companies 01, 02, 03, and 04 sharing the same 
ledger. Current security rules prevent these companies from posting transactions to one
another. Instead, the companies must agree on the transactions, then manually enter 
and post their respective side of the transaction. Should the intercompany segment 
adopt the same security rules, automatic intercompany balancing would conflict with 
the security rules.

There are two ways to modify General Ledger to function appropriately with the 
intercompany segment:

• In the Segments window, disable security for the intercompany segment.

• Create an intercompany segment with an identical value set as the balancing 
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segment. Establish your own security rules for the intercompany segment value set.

Defining Descriptive Flexfields for General Ledger
Use descriptive flexfields to tailor General Ledger to fit your unique information needs. 
For example, you may want to collect additional information on budget organizations, 
such as the manager and the size of the organization. You can even define 
context-sensitive flexfields that prompt you for additional information based on your 
previous entries. For example, if you classify the budget organization as a large 
organization, your descriptive flexfield could ask for the name and telephone number 
of the controller of the organization. 

To define a descriptive flexfield for General Ledger:
1. Define a value set for each of the segments that you want to include. You can use a 

value set that you included in your account structure. 

You can define your descriptive flexfield to have global and context-sensitive 
segments. Global segments collect the same information all of the time, while 
context-sensitive segments collect different information depending on the situation. 

2. Choose the form and window where you want to enter additional information. 
General Ledger lets you define a unique descriptive flexfield for virtually any 
window of any form. 

3. Define a list of values or acceptable choices for your descriptive flexfield segments. 
You can define descriptive flexfield segments that allow any entered values or 
segments that allow only certain values. 

To enable the Journals - Captured Information descriptive flexfield:
The Journals - Captured Information descriptive flexfield is context sensitive, based on 
the natural account segment value of the account in your journal entry line. Define this 
descriptive flexfield with the following values:

Field Name Value

Prompt Account Number

Value Required Yes

Default Value (leave blank)

Override Allowed No
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Field Name Value

Reference Field CONTEXT3

Define context field values that match your natural account segment values, and define 
context-sensitive segments that will capture the desired information based on the 
natural account segment value you enter in the journal entry line. You can define up to 
ten segments for each context field value, less any global segments you define.

Related Topics
'Entering Journal Lines, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Planning Your Descriptive Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Descriptive Flexfield Concepts, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Designing Your Accounting Flexfield
Use Accounting Flexfields to design the structure of your General Ledger accounts. By 
providing flexible account structures, Accounting Flexfields enable you to take 
advantage of General Ledger flexible tools for recording and reporting accounting 
information. You can design an account structure that best meets the needs of your 
organization.

Accounting Flexfields let you:

• Define a flexible account structure that accommodates your current organization, 
and anticipates the way you will run your organization in the future. 

• Define an account structure large enough to reflect the important aspects of your 
organization, but small enough so that it is manageable and meaningful. 

• Define an account structure that accommodates and properly classifies information 
from your other financial information sources. 

• Create an account structure that provides a logical ordering of values by grouping 
related accounts in the same range of values. Additionally, create an account 
structure that allows for expansion and development of new categories. 

Warning: Plan your Accounting Flexfield structures carefully, 
including segment information such as segment order and field 
lengths. Once you define your Accounting Flexfields and enter 
flexfield values, you cannot change your structures. Attempting to 
do so may create data inconsistencies that impact the behavior of 
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your application or require a complex conversion program. 
Changing your existing structures may also adversely affect the 
behavior of items that reference your present flexfield structure, 
such as financial statements, recurring journal entries, allocations, 
consolidations, cross-validation rules and shorthand aliases.

Warning: Oracle General Ledger has two types of key flexfields for 
the chart of accounts, the Accounting Flexfield and the General 
Ledger Flexfield. When defining or making permitted changes to 
your chart of accounts, always use the Accounting Flexfield. For a 
list of permitted chart of accounts changes, see Permitted Chart of 
Accounts Changes, page 1-49.

Major Features

Account Structure
Define the Accounting Flexfield to create accounts that fit the specific needs of your 
organization. You choose the number of segments, the length of each segment, and the 
name and order of each segment in your account code structure. 

Flexible Organizational Structures 
General Ledger lets you quickly reorganize your company or agency by using parent 
values. Not only can you change reporting structures by assigning a range of child 
values to a new parent and using that parent in report definitions, but you can also 
maintain the old structure for comparative purposes by having the same range of child 
values rollup to two different parents.

For example, if your company reassigns a product to a different division, you can easily
move the child values that rollup to the old parent level division to the new parent level
division and produce reports for the new division.

Multiple Rollups
You can review your summary accounting information from multiple perspectives. 

For example, you may want a summary account that shows the total of all product sales
for each division. You can also summarize the same set of detail accounts in a different 
way and see instead, the total sales of personal computer products across all divisions. 
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Financial Statement Generator 
You can build your custom reports without programming by using your Oracle General
Ledger application Financial Statement Generator. You can define reports online with 
complete control over the rows, columns and contents of your report. 

Account Ranges 
Throughout General Ledger, you can use ranges to quickly specify a group of accounts. 
With a well-planned account structure, you can use ranges to group accounts in reports,
to specify validation rules and to define summary accounts and reporting hierarchies. 

Related Topics
Determining Your Account Needs, page 1-36

Designing Your Account Segments, page 1-38

Defining Your Account Structure, page 1-43

Defining Segment Qualifiers, page 1-51

Key Flexfields in Oracle Applications, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide
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Determining Your Account Needs

To make effective decisions about your account structure, consider the structure and 
dimensions of your organization. Remember as you analyze your account needs, there 
is no limit to the number of levels you can define in your organization. There is also no 
limit to the number of entries at each level.

To determine the account structure that best suits your organization:
1. Examine your organization structure to identify how you measure performance and

profitability. 

You may even want multiple organizational structures to allow views of the 
organization from multiple perspectives. For example, if you have both regional 
and country managers, you can set up one segment which is based on "Location". 
You can use summary accounts to roll up managers from each location to their 
respective country managers. 

2. Visualize each segment of your account as a unit dimension of your business. 
Combine units that are based on similar dimensions to avoid using multiple 
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segments that measure the same dimension. 

3. Identify the functions, products, programs, funding sources, regions, or any other 
business dimensions you want to track.

4. Determine how you want to model your legal entities. It is highly recommended 
that you model your legal entities using the balancing segment so that you can take 
optimal advantage of Oracle's product features related to legal entity accounting. 
You should assign specific balancing segment values to each legal entity to enable 
you to easily identify transactions and balances for a specific legal entity. It also 
allows you to use certain legal entity accounting features, such as Intercompany 
Accounting.

5. Determine your reporting needs. Consider the following questions as you begin 
defining your account structure:

• What information will better help you manage your organization? 

• What different ways can you look at your operations? 

• What kinds of reports do managers ask for? Product or service managers may 
want to see a gross margin report for each of their products or services. 
Managers responsible for a particular functional area, such as the Vice 
President of Research and Development, might want to see an employee 
expense report for the entire division. 

• What reports are currently difficult to prepare?

• What reports do you need, that are provided by other financial information 
systems such as a revenue tracking system?

• What statistical reporting, such as headcount by division, or unit sales by 
product, do you want to perform? 

• Do you need to perform project reporting? 

• At what levels of detail do you produce reports?

Related Topics
Overview of Accounting Setups

Defining Your Chart of Accounts, page 1-27

Designing Your Account Segments, page 1-38

Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Planning Your Summary Accounts, page 1-162
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Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Designing Your Account Segments, page 1-38

Defining Your Account Structure, page 1-43

Key Flexfields in Oracle Applications, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Designing Your Account Segments
The account structure helps you categorize your accounting information as you record 
it. You create an account structure by defining Accounting Flexfield segments that 
comprise the account. You should design your accounts to determine the number and 
characteristics of the segments you need.

Below are some common entities that many organization define with separate account 
segments. You can also identify one of these as a secondary tracking segment or 
management segment, unless you have already designated it as the primary balancing, 
intercompany, and natural account segments.

• Legal Entity: A segment that identifies the legal entity for your operations. If your 
company uses more than one legal entity and you want the ability to identify legal 
entities during transaction processing, you should designate the balancing segment 
of your chart of accounts as the legal entity or company segment.

• Company:  A segment that indicates legal entities for commercial, for-profit 
organizations. 

• Fund: A segment that indicates a fiscal and accounting entity with a self-balancing 
set of accounts for governmental or not-for-profit organizations. 

• Cost Center or Department: A segment that indicates functional areas of your 
business or agency, such as Accounting, Facilities, Shipping, and so on. 

• Account: A segment that indicates your "natural" account, such as Cash, Accounts 
Payable, or Salary Expense. 

• Product: A segment that indicates products, such as disk drives, printer cables or 
magnetic tapes manufactured by a commercial, for-profit organization. 

• Program: A segment that indicates programs, such as, for a university, scholarship 
program, endowment program, or annual giving program. 

• Project:  A segment that indicates projects such as work orders, contracts, grants, or 
other entities for which you want to track revenues and expenses. 

• District: A segment that indicates geographical locations, such as Northern 
California, Central Florida or Western New York. 
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• Distribution Channel: A segment that indicates the method by which your product
reaches your customer, such as Wholesale, Retail, OEM, and so on. 

• Intercompany: A segment that indicates intercompany entities. This segment 
usually mirrors your company or legal entity segment.

To determine your account segment needs:
1. Determine the segment that captures the natural account, such as assets, liabilities, 

expenses, and so on. 

2. Define a separate Accounting Flexfield segment for each dimension of your 
organization on which you want to report, such as regions, products, services, 
programs, and projects. 

For example, you may want to record and report on expenses by project. To do this,
your account must categorize expenses by project. Define your account to include a 
"Project" segment. By doing this, you automatically categorize all your accounting 
information by project as you enter it, and you can easily report on project 
information. 

3. Group similar business dimensions into one segment. This allows a more simplified
and flexible account structure

For example, you only need one segment to record and report on both districts and 
regions, as illustrated below. Because regions are simply groups of districts, you can
easily create regions within your district segment by defining a parent for each 
region with the relevant districts as children. Use these parents when defining 
summary accounts to maintain account balances and reporting hierarchies to 
perform regional reporting. 

For a text description of this figure, see Text Description of Use 1 Segment, Oracle 
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General Ledger Online Help

This method accommodates reorganizations. Using the previous example, if you 
want to move district 4 into the Western region, you simply redefine your parents 
so that district 4 rolls up into the Western region. You can even define new parents 
for your new organizational structure and retain your old organizational structure 
for comparative purposes.

4. Consider information you track in other accounting information systems. You may 
not need to capture certain organizational dimensions if another system already 
records and reports on this information. 

For example, if you need to report on sales by product and your sales tracking 
system already provides this information, General Ledger account structure does 
not need to categorize information by product. If you are a government or 
not-for-profit agency using a labor costing system which captures work breakdown 
structure for reimbursable billing, you may not need to capture this in your account
structure. 

5. Identify segments that you might need in the future. Consider future expansion and
possible changes in your organization and reporting needs. For example, you may 
not need a region segment now, but eventually you plan to expand you 
organization to cover multiple regions. See: Defining an Accounting Flexfield 
Segment for Future Use, page 1-42.

Remember, once you define your account structure and begin using it, you cannot 
modify it. Try to build flexibility for future needs into your account structure 
during setup.

6. Determine the length of each segment. Consider the structure of values you plan to 
maintain within the segment. For example, you might use a 3 character segment to 
capture project information, and classify your projects so that all Administrative 
projects are in the 100 to 199 range, all the Facilities projects are in the 200 to 299 
range, and so on. If you develop more than 10 classifications of projects, you would 
run out of values within this segment. You might want to add an extra character to 
the size of each segment to anticipate future needs. 

7. To perform multi-company or fund accounting within a ledger, choose a primary 
balancing segment. You must define one and only one primary balancing segment 
in your account. General Ledger automatically balances all journal entries for each 
value of this balancing segment and performs any necessary intercompany or 
interfund posting to the intercompany or interfund account you specify when you 
define your ledger.

If you generate many intercompany transactions, you can use an intercompany 
segment to augment resulting intercompany payables and receivables.

8. Identify a secondary tracking segment in your chart of accounts. General Ledger 
will track retained earnings, cumulative translation adjustments, and revaluation 
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gains/losses by both the primary balancing segment and the secondary segment to 
provide you with more accounting detail. The secondary tracking segment cannot 
be the primary balancing segment, intercompany segment, or natural account 
segment. Assign the Secondary Tracking Segment Qualifier to your secondary 
tracking segment.

9. If you want to perform management reporting and secure read and write access to 
segment values for the management segment, designate one of your segments to be 
the management segment. This segment can be any segment, except the balancing 
segment, natural account segment, or intercompany segment. Typically, you should
choose a segment that has management responsibility, such as the department, cost 
center, or line of business.

10. If you plan to maintain and consolidate multiple ledgers, think of common 
elements among your separate account structures. Consider which segments can 
share value sets, or where opportunities for rolling up segments from a subsidiary 
ledger into a parent ledger exist.

11. Plan your value sets. To reduce maintenance and to maintain consistency between 
ledgers, you can reuse value sets when defining multiple charts of accounts. Using 
the same value sets allow two different ledgers to reference the same segment 
values and descriptions for a specified segment. For example, the values in your 
natural account segment, such as Cash, Accounts Payable, and so on, may be 
equally applicable to each of your ledgers. Ideally, when you set up a new ledger 
you should consider how you will map your new Accounting Flexfield segments 
for consolidation. When a common natural account segment is used between 
ledgers, it is easier to map account balances from your subsidiary ledgers to a 
consolidating entity.

If you have multiple legal entities or companies that use different charts of accounts
and you have designated the balancing segment as the legal entity or company 
segment, you should share the same value set for the balancing segment across all 
charts of accounts. This enables you to assign unique balancing segment values for 
each legal entity that is consistent across charts of accounts. This is very beneficial in
enabling you to easily identify transactions per legal entity, and it allows you to 
take full advantage of the legal entity accounting features available, such as 
Intercompany Accounting.

Related Topics
Defining Your Chart of Accounts, page 1-27

Overview of Accounting Setups

Defining Your Account Structure, page 1-43

Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Planning Your Summary Accounts, page 1-162
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Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Determining Your Account Needs, page 1-36

Defining Your Account Structure, page 1-43

Defining Segment Qualifiers, page 1-51

Key Flexfields in Oracle Applications, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining an Accounting Flexfield Segment for Future Use
When you define your segments, you can define additional segments for future use. 
This provides greater flexibility if you later decide you need to track your transactions 
by an additional segment. Otherwise, once you have defined your segments, you would
need to create a ledger to add additional segments because once you begin using your 
chart of accounts, you cannot make any changes, such as adding segments, changing 
the length of your segments, or changing the assigned flexfield qualifier.

To define a future use segment:
1. Navigate to the Key Flexfield Segments window.

2. In the Application field, select Oracle General Ledger and Accounting Flexfield as 
the Flexfield Title from your list of values.

Warning: Oracle General Ledger has two types of key flexfields for 
the chart of accounts: the Accounting Flexfield and the GL Ledger 
Flexfield. When making any changes to your chart of accounts, 
always use the Accounting Flexfield.

3. Place your cursor on the desired Accounting Structure and choose the Segments 
button.

4. Define your future use segment.

5. Verify the Displayed and Enabled boxes have been checked.

6. Choose the Open button.

7. In the validation region of the window, verify that the Required check box has also 
been enabled.

8. For zeros to default for the segment value during transaction entry, enter the correct
number of zeros for that segment in the Default Value field. Make sure you also 
define the default value in the Segment Values window for this segment.

9. Save your changes.
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Note: The future use segment(s) must be displayed and enabled 
when you define them.

Defining Your Account Structure
Follow these guidelines, in addition to generic flexfield definition instructions, when 
defining your Accounting Flexfield structure.

Note: The Accounting Flexfield has several special requirements and 
limitations for its definition. Follow these recommendations carefully, 
since an incorrectly-defined Accounting Flexfield will adversely affect 
your chart of accounts, and application features such as Mass 
Allocations.

To define your account structure:
1. Define your Accounting Flexfield value sets using the Define Value Set form. 

General Ledger does not support the use of predefined value sets with the 
Accounting Flexfield. 

• You must specify a format type of Char for each segment value. The 
Accounting Flexfield supports only the Char format type because the alpha 
character T is used by Summary Template values and dependent segments. If 
you want to limit your segment values to numbers only, choose the Char 
format type, then enter only numeric values for your segment values. You 
should not select the Numbers Only check box for the Accounting Flexfield.

Note: By defining alphanumeric segment values instead of all 
numbers, you have more flexibility when designing segment 
value hierarchies. For example, you can use numbers for child 
segment values and characters for parent segment values. This 
allows you to quickly distinguish between child and parent 
segment values.

• We recommend that you set Right-justify Zero-fill Numbers to Yes for value 
sets you use with the Accounting Flexfield.

• Value sets for the Accounting Flexfield must be independent, table, or 
dependent-type value sets. Do not use value sets with a validation type of 
None, Pair, or Special for the Accounting Flexfield.

• Do not specify a hidden ID column for any value set used with the Accounting 
Flexfield.
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• You should not use a WHERE clause and/or ORDER BY clause for a table 
validated value set you intend to use with the Accounting Flexfield. 

• We recommend that you allow parent values for segments in your Accounting 
Flexfield. Parent values are used to create summary accounts and define 
security rules. Using parent and child values increases the productivity of 
General Ledger.

• You can define three types of security for value sets.

• No Security - All security is disabled for your value set.

• Hierarchical Security - Any security rule defined for a parent value also 
applies to its child values.

• Non-Hierarchical Security - Any security rule defined for a parent value 
does not apply to its child values.

2. Enable the Allow Dynamic Inserts option for each chart of accounts until you have 
created an accounting setup using Accounting Setup Manager and assigned a data 
access set to the GL: Data Access Set profile option. Keep this option enabled if you 
want to allow the automatic creation of new accounts as you enter them in 
transactions. If you disable this option, you must define all accounts manually in 
the GL Accounts window before entering transactions.

Tip: Enable Dynamic Insertion for new charts of accounts to allow 
you to perform your setup, such as assigning a retained earnings 
account to your ledger in Accounting Setup Manager. After you 
have completed your accounting setup and have assigned a data 
access set to the GL: Data Access Set profile option, you can disable 
Dynamic Insertion for the chart of accounts for transaction 
processing purposes.

Important: If you are defining an Accounting Flexfield for Oracle 
Projects, you must define your segments with the Allow Dynamic 
Inserts option set to Yes. Refer to the Oracle Projects User's Guide for 
further suggestions on using the Accounting Flexfield with Oracle 
Projects.

3. Define your Accounting Flexfield segments. You can define up to 30 segments for 
your account structure. You must define at least two segments for your account 
structure, one for the balancing segment and one for the natural account segment 
(the two required flexfield qualifiers).
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• When specifying the column you want to use for your Accounting Flexfield 
segment, do not use any columns other than those named SEGMENT1 through 
SEGMENT30. Since the names of these columns are embedded in the Oracle 
Applications products, using other columns may adversely affect your 
application features such as summarization. 

• Enter the segment number for this segment. The Accounting Flexfield requires 
consecutive segment numbers beginning with 1 (such as 1, 2, 3, ...).

• Only Oracle General Ledger applications use the Indexed check box for the 
Optimization feature. Mark this option if you want the database column that 
stores this key segment in the combinations table to have a single-column 
index. You should create indexes for segments you expect to have many distinct
values (instead of just a few distinct values). 

• You must enter a value set in the Value Set field for each segment of the 
Accounting Flexfield. Value sets for the Accounting Flexfield must be 
independent, table, or dependent-type value sets. Do not use value sets with a 
validation type of None for the Accounting Flexfield.

• We recommend that you set the Description Size for each of your Accounting 
Flexfield segments to 30 or less so that your flexfield pop-up window does not 
scroll horizontally.

• You must check the Display check box for each segment. The Accounting 
Flexfield requires that all segments be displayed. Hiding segments will 
adversely affect your application features, such as MassAllocations.

• You must check the Required check box for each segment.

• When defining a segment for future use, you must adhere to all the rules listed 
above. It is recommended you define a default value for the segment, such as 
zeros to ease data entry. See: Defining an Accounting Flexfield Segment for 
Future Use, page 1-42.

4. Define your flexfield qualifiers for your Accounting Flexfield. Oracle Applications 
use flexfield qualifiers to identify certain segments in your Accounting Flexfield. 
You specify your flexfield qualifier values in the Qualifiers region of the Define Key
Flexfield Segments form.

5. Define the natural account segment. A natural account segment contains values 
representing account types, such as cash, accounts receivable, product revenue and 
salary expense. In the Flexfield Qualifiers window, select the Enabled check box for 
the Natural Account Segment to indicate that the segment you are defining is your 
natural account segment. You can define only one natural account segment in your 
account. 
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6. Define the primary balancing segment. General Ledger uses your primary 
balancing segment to ensure that all journals balance for each value of your primary
balancing segment. General Ledger also uses your primary balancing segment to 
ensure that entries that impact more than one balancing segment use the 
appropriate intercompany or intracompany balancing.

Indicate whether the segment you are defining is a primary balancing segment. You
can define only one primary balancing segment for an account. The segment you 
use as a primary balancing segment must be an independent segment (it cannot use 
a dependent value set). Most users of General Ledger designate company/legal 
entity or fund as their primary balancing segment. If using multiple charts of 
accounts, you should share the same balancing segment across all charts of 
accounts.

7. Define the Cost Center segment. Cost centers indicate functional areas of your 
organization, such as Accounting, Facilities, Shipping, and so on. In the Flexfield 
Qualifiers window, select the Enabled check box to indicate that the segment you 
are defining is a Cost Center segment. 

Oracle Assets and Oracle Projects require you to qualify a segment as cost center in 
your account.

8. (Optional) Define a management segment if you want to perform management 
reporting and secure read and write access to segment values for the management 
segment. This segment can be any segment, except the balancing segment, natural 
account segment, or intercompany segment.

9. Identify a secondary tracking segment in your chart of accounts and assign the 
Secondary Tracking Segment qualifier to it. General Ledger tracks retained 
earnings, cumulative translation adjustments, and revaluation gains/losses by both 
the balancing segment and the secondary tracking segment to provide you with 
more accounting detail. The secondary tracking segment cannot be the same 
segment as the balancing segment, intercompany segment, or natural account 
segment. See: Secondary Tracking Segment, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

10. (Optional) Define the intercompany segment. General Ledger automatically uses the
intercompany segment in account code combinations to track intercompany 
transactions within a single ledger and among multiple ledgers. The intercompany 
segment has the same value set as the balancing segment.

11. Define dependent segments to create context-sensitive segments. Context-sensitive 
segment values can have one meaning when combined with a particular 
independent segment value, and have a different meaning when combined with a 
different segment value.

You can define more than one dependent segment for an independent segment. 
You can also define more than one independent segment to have different 
dependent segments. You cannot, however, define a dependent segment for any 
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segment with validation type other than Independent nor have multiple levels of 
dependency for the same segment.

12. Define your Accounting Flexfield segment values. When specifying a parent value, 
be sure to mark the Parent check box and enter the rollup group level information 
and hierarchy details. Be sure you do not assign overlapping ranges of child values 
to the same parent value. For multi-level hierarchies, be sure that grandparents do 
not share the same child ranges as their lower level parent values. This causes 
looping and will affect your summary accounts. 

You use rollup groups to create summary accounts. Decide your segment hierarchy 
before you create parent and child segment values. 

13. Enter Segment Qualifiers. Segment qualifiers hold extra information about 
individual segments such as if the account is an asset, liability, or expense, if you 
can post to the account, and more. 

14. Freeze and compile your account structure in the Key Flexfield Segments form 
when you are ready to begin using it. You must recompile your flexfield every time 
you make changes to your structure and segments, including enabling or disabling 
cross-validation rules and enabling or disabling shorthand entries using the 
Shorthand Aliases window.

You will see your flexfield changes immediately after you freeze and recompile 
your flexfield. Other users will see the changes after they change responsibilities or 
exit the application and log back in.

Warning: Plan your key flexfield structures carefully. Once you 
freeze your structure and begin using it, you should not modify 
your structure. Attempting to do so may create data inconsistencies
that can seriously impact your application or require a complex 
conversion program.

15. After you freeze and compile your Accounting Flexfield, you should submit the 
Generate Ledger Flexfield program from the Requests window. This program 
dynamically creates the GL Ledger Flexfield. This flexfield is a copy of the 
Accounting Flexfield with an added Ledger segment. This flexfield is used 
exclusively by General Ledger features, such as MassAllocations, Recurring 
Journals and FSG reports that use the Ledger segment.

Warning: You should never use the GL Ledger Flexfield to modify 
your chart of accounts structure or segment values. You should 
only use the Accounting Flexfield.

Note: If one or more segments in your Accounting Flexfield use 
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table validated value sets, you must run the following programs 
after you freeze and compile your Accounting Flexfield:

• Setup Flattening Program for Table Validated Value Sets: This 
program needs to be submitted for each table-validated value 
set in your Accounting Flexfield.

• Generate Ledger Flexfield: This program needs to be submitted
once for each Accounting Flexfield.

16. Define cross-validation rules to control the combinations of values you use to create
accounts. Refer to the Designing Your Cross-Validation Rules essay for suggestions 
on designing your Accounting Flexfield cross-validation rules. 

17. Define Flexfield security rules for a responsibility to restrict access to specific 
segment values or ranges of segment values. Security rules can be applied to 
hierarchies. Security rules defined for a parent in a hierarchy can extend to all its 
children. 

Security rules restrict access to specific segment values or ranges of segment values:

• When you enter data in General Ledger windows. For example, you cannot 
enter an account code combination in the Enter Journals window that contains a
restricted segment value.

• When you perform online inquiries

• When you run FSG reports

• When you run Standard Reports for Account Analysis, Journals, General 
Ledger, and Trial Balance.

Note: Programs, such as the subledger transfer programs to 
General Ledger, Journal Import, or Posting program, do not 
enforce segment value security rules.

Related Topics
Defining Segment Qualifiers, page 1-51

Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Determining Your Account Needs, page 1-36
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Designing Your Account Segments, page 1-38

Defining Value Sets, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Key Flexfield Segments, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Security Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Cross-Validation Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Permitted Chart of Accounts Changes
After you have used your chart of accounts for transaction processing, you can make 
changes to certain options. Most of theses changes can be made from the Key Flexfield 
Segments form. Other changes, such as enabling the management segment, can only be 
made by running two programs in sequence: Prepare Journal Batches for Management 
Segment Upgrade and Complete Management Segment Upgrade. See Assigning the 
Management Segment to an Existing Chart of Accounts, page 1-50.

The following changes are permitted from the Key Flexfield Segments window. Before 
you can make these changes, you must unfreeze your chart of accounts structure.

• Cross-Validate Segments: You can enable or disable this option at anytime in the 
Key Flexfield Segments window.

• Freeze Rollup Groups: You can enable or disable this option at anytime in the Key 
Flexfield Segments window.

• Allow Dynamic Inserts: You can enable or disable this option at anytime in the Key
Flexfield Segments window.

• Window Prompt label: You can change the segment label displayed for each 
segment in the Segments Summary window.

• Default Value: You can change or remove the default value specified for Segments 
in the Segments window.

• Security Enabled: You can enable security for a segment in the Segments window. 

• List of Values Prompt and Window Prompt: You can change the prompt for the 
List of Values and window for each segment in the Segments window.

Note: After making the permitted changes, you must save your 
changes, then freeze and compile your chart of accounts.

Warning: When defining or making the permitted changes to your 
chart of accounts, always use the Accounting Flexfield. Any changes 
made to the GL Ledger Flexfield could cause data corruption issues.
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Assigning the Management Segment to an Existing Chart of Accounts
The only flexfield qualifier that can be enabled for an existing chart of accounts is the 
management segment. The management segment can be any segment except the 
balancing segment, natural account segment, or intercompany segment.

Note: You should never use the Flexfield Qualifiers window to enable 
the management segment for an existing chart of accounts that has been
assigned to a ledger. Doing so could cause data corruption issues.

To enable the management segment for an existing chart of accounts, you must run the 
following concurrent programs in the following order:

1. Prepare Journal Batches for Management Segment Upgrade: When you run this 
program, you select a chart of accounts and designate a segment to be the 
management segment. This program begins preparing the chart of accounts to 
assign the management segment. This program should not be run when users are 
entering journals or updating balances, such as posting journals.

This program automatically launches the second program, Process Posted Journal 
Batches for Management Segment Upgrade. This program selects all posted journal 
batches that exist for all ledgers that use the chart of accounts and prepares them to 
be upgraded with the new management segment. This is a longer running program 
that can be run at the same time users are entering and posting journals. The only 
programs that are incompatible with this program are the archive and purge 
programs in General Ledger. You can stop and restart this program at anytime.

To restart the program, you must re-run the Prepare Journal Batches for 
Management Segment Upgrade program. Each time you resubmit the program, the 
program automatically submits the second program and continues processing the 
posted journal batches from where it left off when you last cancelled the program.

2. Complete Management Segment Upgrade: This program completes the 
management segment upgrade by processing any remaining journal batches, both 
posted and unposted, that were not processed from the first two programs and 
assigns the management segment qualifier to the chart of accounts. This program 
should not be run when users are entering or posting journals.

Conflicts with Other Processes and Activities
You should only run the first and last programs, the Prepare Journal Batches for 
Management Segment Upgrade and the Complete Management Segment Upgrade 
programs, when no conflicting activity is taking place for all ledgers that use the chart 
of accounts. The following categories of activities conflict with these programs:

• Journal Creation: includes entering manual or budgetary control journals, 
importing journals, running revaluation, MassAllocations, recurring formulas, and 
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eliminations.

• Balance Processing: includes posting, archiving, and purging.

All concurrent processes and online activity that fall into the preceding categories 
should be completed before you submit both programs.

Tip: Consider excluding the programs from the standard concurrent 
manager. Instead, assign the program to a special concurrent manager 
queue that becomes active only at specified times.

To enable the management segment for an existing chart of accounts:
1. Navigate to the Submit Requests window.

2. Select the concurrent program, Prepare Journal Batches for Management Segment 
Upgrade

3. In the Parameters window, choose a chart of accounts and a segment to be the 
management segment. You can choose any segment except the balancing segment 
or natural account segment.

Note: Choose your management segment carefully. Once you 
submit the program, you cannot change your selection later.

4. Submit the request.

5. Once the request completes, a second program called Process Posted Journal 
Batches for Management Segment Upgrade is launched automatically.

6. After the second program completes, you must submit the last program named 
Program – Complete Management Segment Upgrade.

After all programs have completed, your chart of accounts has the management 
segment assigned. You can query your chart of accounts structure in the Key 
Flexfield Segments window to see the changes.

Defining Segment Qualifiers
When you define a segment value for your natural account segment in the Segment 
Values window, you must also assign qualifiers which determine the account type 
(asset, liability, expense, revenue, or equity), whether budgeting is allowed, whether 
posting is allowed and other information specific to the segment value. For segments 
other than the natural account segment, you must specify if budgeting or posting are 
allowed for each value. 
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When you change the Budget Entry or Posting Allowed qualifiers for segment values 
that you already defined, you should also make a corresponding change to all accounts 
that include the value in the account code combination.

You can run the Segment Value Inheritance program to propagate these changes to all 
accounts that contain the changed segment value instead of changing all affected 
account code combinations individually in the GL Accounts window. See Segment 
Value Inheritance, page 1-60.

Note: Segment qualifiers can be defined for other Oracle Applications. 
These are listed in each Oracle Applications User's Guide. Additional 
segment qualifiers can be defined for use by your custom programs. 

You can define the following segment qualifiers for your Accounting Flexfield:

• Account Type: Defines the account type for the natural account segment value. You
can enter only valid account types. 

• Budget Entry Allowed: Indicates whether General Ledger should allow detailed 
budgeting to accounts with this segment value.

• Posting Allowed:  Indicates whether General Ledger should allow detailed posting 
to Accounting Flexfields with this segment value.

• Reconciliation Flag:  Indicates whether General Ledger should allow reconciliation 
for natural accounts that should balance to zero. You can enable or disable 
reconciliation for an account segment value or for specific account code 
combinations.

• Third Party Control Account:  Control accounts are General Ledger accounts 
accessed from Oracle Payables, Receivables, and Inventory. The control account 
segment qualifier lets you indicate which account segment values represent control 
accounts. You must define the control account segment qualifier before you can 
define accounting segments values as control accounts.

Note: You cannot use control accounts to enter manual journal 
entries in General Ledger.

• Other Segment Qualifiers: You can define additional segment qualifiers that are 
used by other Oracle Applications and your custom programs.

To set the Account Type segment qualifier:
Enter a valid account type for this segment qualifier. This segment qualifier requires a 
value for the natural account segment only. Account code combinations have the same 
account type as the natural account segment value they include. 
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The default value for this field is Expense. Accept this value or change it to one of the 
other valid account types. Enter the type of your proprietary account (Asset, Liability, 
Owners' Equity, Revenue or Expense) or the type of your budgetary account (Budgetary
Dr or Budgetary Cr) your segment value represents. Choose any proprietary balance 
sheet account type if you are defining a statistical account segment value. If you choose 
a proprietary income statement account type for a statistical account segment value, 
your statistical balance will zero-out at the end of the fiscal year.

If you assigned the wrong account type to your account, see Correcting Misclassified 
Account Types, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

To set the Budget Entry Allowed segment qualifier:
Enter Yes for Allow Budgeting Entry to perform detailed budgeting for accounts with 
this segment value. If you do not allow budgeting for a segment value, you cannot 
assign accounts with this segment value to budget organizations, and you cannot define
budget formulas for those accounts.

If you are defining a parent segment value, you must enter No. You cannot enter 
budget amounts to a segment value that is a parent of other detail segment values 
where detail budgeting is already allowed. 

To set the Posting Allowed segment qualifier:
Enter Yes for Allow Posting to allow detailed posting to accounts with this segment 
value. If you do not allow posting for a segment value, you cannot use accounts with 
this segment value when you enter journals, and you cannot use the accounts in 
recurring journals. 

If you are defining a parent segment value by marking the Parent check box, enter No 
to Allow Posting and Budgeting. Parent values cannot be used for budgeting or posting.

To set the Third Party Control Account segment qualifier:
Enter Payables, Receivables, or Yes for the Third Party Control Account to designate the
account as a Control Account. Access to this account will be restricted to Oracle 
Payables, Receivables, and Inventory.

If you do not specify the account as a control account, you will be able to use the 
account for all Oracle Applications.

To set the Reconciliation Flag segment qualifier:
Enter Yes for Reconciliation Flag to allow reconciliation for natural accounts that should
balance to zero.

Related Topics
Designing Your Account Segments, page 1-38

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171
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'Correcting Misclassified Account Types, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Determining Your Account Needs, page 1-36

Designing Your Account Segments, page 1-38

Segment Value Inheritance, page 1-60

Defining Your Account Structure, page 1-43

Defining Hierarchy and Qualifiers Information, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Key Flexfields in Oracle Applications, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Oracle Financials for European Localizations User Guides

Parent and Child Values and Rollup Groups
You can create parent-child relationships for account segments with a validation type of
Independent or Table. You cannot create parent-child relationships for dependent value
sets or value sets with a validation type of None.

Note that parent and child value sets have a relationship different from the relationship 
between independent and dependent values.

See: Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

See: Planning Your Summary Accounts, page 1-162

The following figure shows an example of rollup groups with a value set that has 
parent and child values.
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For a text description of the preceding figure, see Text Description of Relationship 
Among Parent Values, Child Values, and Rollup Groups, Oracle General Ledger Online 
Help.

Parent Value 
A parent value is a value that has one or more child values associated with it. A parent 
value can be assigned to a rollup group. You create parent-child relationships by 
defining a range of child values that belong to a parent value. You can use parent-child 
relationships for reporting and other application purposes. In the figure above, account 
1000 is a parent value with child values 1100 and 1200. Account 1100 is a parent value 
with child values 1125, 1150, and 1175.

Child Value 
A child value is a value that lies in a range of values belonging to a parent value. A 
child value can belong to more than one parent value. A child value is not a dependent 
value; that is, the actual value of the child does not depend on the value of another 
segment. You create parent-child relationships by defining a range of child values that 
belong to a parent value. In the figure above, accounts 1125, 1150, and 1175 are child 
values of parent value 1100. 
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"T" Value
If you plan to use summary accounts, you should specify the pseudo parent value "T" 
for each segment. This segment should not have any child values assigned to it. The 
value "T" is reserved by the system for use in Summary Accounts and represents all 
child values for that segment.

Warning: The segment value "T" should only be used to mean all 
segment values, in other words, the total of all parent values. You 
cannot use it for any other purposes.

Rollup Group 
A rollup group is a collection of parent values. Only parent values can be assigned to a 
rollup group. Parent values and child values belong to the same value set, which is then
attached to a key flexfield segment. 

A rollup group allows you to group related parent values for creating summary 
templates. Given a summary template, General Ledger creates summary balances using
all parent values assigned to that rollup group. 

You define rollup groups using the Rollup Groups window before you define your key 
segment values. Then, you assign your parent values to the rollup groups when you 
define the parent values.

See: Rollup Groups Window, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Segment Values Window, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Rollup groups are separate from parent-child relationships. You can assign any parent 
value to a given rollup group, regardless of that parent value's position in a value 
hierarchy you might create. In the previous figure, rollup group 5 is composed of parent
values 2000, 2100, and 1200. In this case the parent values in the rollup group are from 
different branches in the value set hierarchy.

Creating Parent-Child relationships and Rollup Groups
Oracle Applications provides you with windows to define relationships between parent
and child values. You create these relationships by defining a parent value and 
assigning a range of values to become the children of the parent value. 

For instructions on how to define rollup groups, see Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide.

You can also use the Account Hierarchy Manager to define new rollup groups then 
graphically create parent-child relationships and assign parent values to rollup groups.

For information on the Account Hierarchy Manager, see: The Account Hierarchy 
Manager, page 1-65.

An Independent value set provides a predefined list of values for a segment. A 
Dependent value set is also a list of values, but the list of available values and their 
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associated meanings depends on which independent value is selected for the previous 
flexfield segment. You can see the relationship between independent and dependent 
value sets and parent values and child values in the following diagram: 

For a text description of this figure, see Text Description of Relationship Between 
Parent-Child Values and Independent-Dependent Values, Oracle General Ledger Online 
Help

Oracle Applications stores parent-child relationship information in the 
FND_FLEX_VALUES and FND_FLEX_VALUE_HIERARCHIES tables. 

Parent-Child relationships Using Validation Tables
You can create parent-child relationships for any independent value set used by a key 
flexfield segment. If your value set is a Table validation type value set, you can also use 
the Define Segment Values form to create parent values for the values in your table. 
You cannot create new child values using this form, however (you must create your 
own application form to maintain your validation table). Oracle Applications stores 
your parent values for you in the Oracle Application Object Library table and does not 
add your new parent values to your validation table. In the previous diagram, the 
parent values would reside in the Object Library table, and the child values would 
reside in your validation table, though all the values are part of the same value set. 
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Warning: Do not use the Value Sets form to enter parent values that 
already exist as values in your validation table. Doing so can cause data
corruption issues. If two different descriptions for the same value exist, 
you will not be able to choose values from the list of values on that 
segment.

Note: You must run the program called Setup Flattening Program for 
Table Validated Value Sets whenever you change the parent/child 
hierarchies or add segment values to the value set.

Related Topics
Overview of Values and Value Sets, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Rollup Groups Window, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Value Set Windows, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Validation Table Information Window, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Segment Values Window, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Accounts
Define new accounts by creating new combinations of account segment values. You 
must define all new accounts manually if you do not allow dynamic insertion to create 
new accounts automatically. 

You can enable or disable specific account combinations at any time.

Note: Use the Summary Accounts window to define or maintain 
summary accounts.

Prerequisites

• Define your chart of accounts structure and choose whether to enable dynamic 
insertion. For new charts of accounts, you must enable Dynamic Insertion to 
successfully complete your ledger options when creating accounting setups in 
Accounting Setup Manager.

• Define your account segment values.

• Create an accounting setup using Accounting Setup Manager. The accounting setup
must have a complete status.
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• Assign a data access set to the GL: Data Access Set profile option for your 
responsibility.

To add a new account:
1. Navigate to the GL Accounts window.

2. Enter the account combination you want to add. General Ledger checks the account 
combination against your security and cross-validation rules. If you enter a valid 
account segment combination, General Ledger automatically displays the account 
Type of the natural account segment value.

3. (Optional) If you enter an Effective Date range, your account will only be effective 
during the days defined by the From and To dates.

4. Select Enabled to activate the account. If you entered an Effective Date range, the 
account is only enabled within that date range.

5. Select Preserved to maintain the current attributes associated with this account. The
default setting is unpreserved.

Note: Individual segment value attributes override the account 
attributes you set here. For example, should you disable an account
segment value and run the Segment Value Inheritance program, all 
accounts that include that segment value and not marked 
Preserved, will also be disabled.

6. Choose whether to Allow Posting and Allow Budgeting for the account. 

Note: You cannot Allow Posting for the Net Income account which 
is specified for a ledger with average balance processing enabled.

Oracle Receivables Note: Receivables does not use the Allow 
Budgeting option.

7. (Optional) Specify an alternate account combination for this account combination. 
The alternate account, if specified, is used by the Journal Import program and the 
Create Accounting program in Subledger Accounting to replace the original 
account combination if the latter is disabled or end-dated.

Note: The alternate account will not be used to replace an account 
combination that has posting/budgeting disabled.
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8. Choose whether you would like this account included in Global Reconciliation.

9. Save your work.

To disable an account:
Prerequisites

Verify that all subledger transactions that use this account are complete. For example, in
Payables, complete the Payables Transfer to General Ledger process before disabling an 
account that would be updated by the transfer.

1. Navigate to the GL Accounts window.

2. Query the Account you want to disable.

3. De-select Enabled.

4. Save your work.

Note: The Oracle Workflow Business Event System, introduced in 
Release 2.6, allows products to seed business events and event 
subscriptions. 

Disabling an account is a seeded business event. See: Business 
Events, page 4-1.

Segment Value Inheritance
The Segment Value Inheritance program automatically propagates the attributes of a 
segment value to all account combinations that contain that segment value. 

To protect account combinations from changes when you run the Segment Value 
Inheritance program, check the Preserve check box in the GL Accounts window. See: 
Defining Accounts, page 1-58.

You can assign attributes at two levels:

• The individual segment value in the Segment Values window. See: Defining 
Segment Qualifiers, page 1-51.

• The account combination in the GL Accounts window.

For example, you can disable the 200 cost center segment in the Segment Values 
window, but retain existing account combinations using cost center 200 by marking the 
Preserve check box for each combination in the GL Accounts window. Then, when you 
run the Segment Value Inheritance program, all account combinations that contain the 
200 cost center will be disabled except for those you preserved and no new 
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combinations will be created during data entry. You can view the account code 
combinations that have been changed in either the GL Accounts window or the 
Segment Value Inheritance Execution Report.

Warning: Individual segment value attributes override account 
combination attributes. See the table below for guidelines. 

How Segment Value Attributes Override Account Code Combination

Segment Value Attribute Account combination 
attribute in GL Accounts 
window

Result When Running the 
Segment Value Inheritance 
program and the Account 
Combination is not 
Preserved

Segment Value Disabled Account combination enabled All account combinations that
contain that segment value 
will be disabled.

Segment Value Enabled Account combination 
disabled

All account combinations that
contain that segment value 
will be enabled.

Budgeting Not Allowed Budgeting Allowed All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will not allow 
budgeting.

Budgeting Allowed Budgeting Not Allowed All account combinations that
contain that segment value 
will allow budgeting.

Posting Not Allowed Posting Allowed All account combinations that
contain that segment value 
will not allow posting.

Posting Allowed Posting Not Allowed All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will allow posting.
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Segment Value Attribute Account combination 
attribute in GL Accounts 
window

Result When Running the 
Segment Value Inheritance 
program and the Account 
Combination is not 
Preserved

From Date Latest date used If you have a three-segment 
accounting flexfield, and each
segment value has a different 
start date, the segment value 
with the latest start date 
determines the effective date 
of that account combination.

To Date Earliest date used If you have a three-segment 
accounting flexfield, and each
segment value has a different 
end date, the segment value 
with the earliest end date 
determines the effective date 
of that account combination.

Control Account: No N/A All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will not become control 
accounts.

Control Account: Yes N/A All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will become control 
accounts.

Control Account: Payables N/A All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will become Payables 
control accounts.

Control Account: Receivables N/A All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will become 
Receivables control accounts.

Reconciliation: Yes No All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will allow Global 
Reconciliation. 
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Segment Value Attribute Account combination 
attribute in GL Accounts 
window

Result When Running the 
Segment Value Inheritance 
program and the Account 
Combination is not 
Preserved

Reconciliation: No Yes All the account combinations 
that contain that segment 
value will not allow Global 
Reconciliation. 

To populate attributes of a segment value to all account combinations containing that segment value:
1. Navigate to the GL Accounts window.

2. Query the account combinations you want to protect from changes and check the 
Preserve check box. 

3. Save your work.

4. Navigate to the Segment Values window.

5. Change the attributes associated with your chosen segment value.

6. Save your work.

7. Navigate to the Key Flexfield Segment window.

8. Check the Freeze Flexfield Definition check box to freeze your accounting flexfield 
structure.

9. Navigate to the Submit Requests window.

10. From the List of Values, choose Program - Inherit Segment Value Attributes. In the 
parameters window, choose Yes or No to automatically generate the Segment Value
Inheritance Execution Report. The program automatically updates the accounting 
flexfield structure assigned to the Data Access Set for your responsibility. If you 
want to update another accounting flexfield structure, you must use the 
responsibility for that structure.

11. Submit your request.

12. (Optional) If you choose to generate the Segment Value Inheritance Execution 
Report, note the concurrent request ID. The report lists all account combinations 
that have been updated and details which attributes were changed.
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Warning: Check the Freeze Flexfield Definition check box to protect
your accounting flexfield structure after you change attributes 
associated with your segment value.

Tip: If you want to protect the updated account combinations from 
any additional changes, query the account combinations in the GL 
Accounts window and check the Preserve check box.

Note: The Oracle Workflow Business Event System, introduced in 
Release 2.6, allows products to seed business events and event 
subscriptions. 

A General Ledger account disabled by the Inherit Segment Value 
Attributes program is a seeded business event. See: Business 
Events, page 4-1

Table Validated Chart of Accounts
If you run the Inherit Segment Value Attributes program for a chart of accounts that 
contains a table validated value set, the table must contain two columns: last update 
date and creation date. Both these columns must contain values; they cannot be Null. If 
the table does not have these columns, the Inherit Segment Value Attributes program 
cannot determine which segment value's attributes have changed since it was last run, 
and it assumes that no segment value changed. The execution report shows the same 
information for both the original and current attributes and the Inherit Segment Value 
Attributes program issues a warning upon completion.

Note: You must run the program called Setup Flattening Program for 
Table Validated Value Sets whenever you change the parent/child 
hierarchies or add segment values to the value set. This program moves
the relevant information from your table validated value set into GL 
hierarchy and security tables.

Related Topics
Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Defining Segment Qualifiers, page 1-51

Defining Key Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171
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'Overview of Average Balance Processing, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Segment Value Inheritance Execution Report, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

The Account Hierarchy Manager

Account Hierarchy Manager Overview
With the Account Hierarchy Manager you can graphically create, maintain, and review 
account structure hierarchies. You can define new parent and child segment values, as 
well as change parent/child dependencies. You can also create new rollup groups from 
the Account Hierarchy Manager and have your changes reflected automatically in both 
the Key Segment Values and Rollup Groups windows.

Note: When you change parent/child relationships that affect existing 
summary accounts, run the Incremental Add/Delete Summary 
Templates program to update your summary account balances. 

See: Maintaining Summary Accounts, page 1-174

Note: The Account Hierarchy Manager allows you to graphically create
and modify account hierarchies and related information stored in 
General Ledger. You can only use the Account Hierarchy Manager for 
segments with value sets using Independent validation. 

Note: There are two applications that allow you to graphically create 
and modify account hierarchies and related information stored in 
General Ledger. The Account Hierarchy Manager is accessed through 
the General Ledger Navigator. Applications Desktop Integrator's 
Account Hierarchy Editor is a client server application accessed from 
your desktop. 

Prerequisites

• Define the profile option TCF: Host.

• Define the profile option TCF: Port.

• (Optional) Define the profile option GL AHM: Allow User to Modify Hierarchy, 
Oracle General Ledger Reference Guide.

Parent Levels in an Account Hierarchy
The diagram below illustrates the concept of parent levels in an account hierarchy. This 
concept is used throughout the remainder of this chapter.
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A parent level contains a parent segment value that has one or more child segment 
values associated with it. Parent levels are displayed in Account Hierarchy Manager in 
a top-down fashion. The level 1 parent is always the topmost parent, as shown in the 
diagram. The remaining parent levels, starting with level 2, are referred to as lower 
level parents.

As illustrated in the diagram, a parent value can be a child of a higher level parent. For 
example, in the diagram, parent value 3110 has two child segment values, 3111 and 
3115. The parent is itself a child of the higher level parent value 3100, which also 
includes the child values 3150 and 3180. Parent value 3100 is, in turn, a child of the 
topmost parent value, 3000, which also includes the lower level parent values 3200 and 
3300, as well as all of their child values.

When you select a parent level in the Account Hierarchy Manager, you are selecting the
parent segment value plus all of its child values, which include lower level parents and 
their associated child values. For example, if you select the parent value 3300 from the 
hierarchy shown in the diagram above, you are selecting the values 3300, 3310, 3311, 
3312, 3315, 3318, 3350, and 3370.
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Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

Security, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies, page 1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Planning Your Hierarchies
Plan your hierarchies carefully. When you create and save Parent and Child segment 
values, they become permanent. You cannot change or delete Parent or Child segment 
values using the Account Hierarchy Manager or Oracle General Ledger. You can only 
disable them. Disabled segment values are displayed in the Account Hierarchy 
Manager as greyed out. 

Related Topics
Security, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies, page 1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Security
The Account Hierarchy Manager has security rules that work together. You can control 
read only or read/write access and control access to hierarchies, segment values, and 
charts of accounts. The security rules are outlined below:

• Read Only, Read/Write Security 

Read Only - Disables you from modifying or saving hierarchies or segment values 
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and parameters. You can only query, view hierarchy, view details, and export to a 
tab delimited file. Read Only is displayed in the title bar of the Account Hierarchy 
Manager.

Read/Write Security - Gives you read/write access to all segment values in the Chart
of Accounts. Segment Value Security may limit the segment values you can access.

Set the profile option GL AHM: Allow Users to Modify Hierarchy to No for Read 
Only, Yes for Read/Write access. You can set this profile option at the site, 
responsibility or user level. See: Setting General Ledger Profile Options, Oracle 
General Ledger Reference Guide

• Segment Value Security - An Oracle Applications feature that lets you exclude a 
segment value or ranges of segment values for a specific user responsibility. 

• Chart of Accounts Security - You have access to those charts of accounts associated 
with your user responsibility(s). If you need access to charts of accounts not 
available to you, see your system administrator. 

The Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-65

Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies, page 1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Starting the Account Hierarchy Manager
To start the Account Hierarchy Manager, choose Setup > Accounts > Manager from the 
Navigator.

Choose:

• Yes - to use the Account Hierarchy Manager to edit existing hierarchies or create 
new hierarchies. You can save your changes.

• No - to use the Account Hierarchy Manager only to view account hierarchies.

Note: The profile option GL AHM: Allow Users to Modify 
Hierarchy governs your ability to modify charts of accounts. See: 
Security., page 1-67
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Related Topics
Security, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies, page 1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface
The Account Hierarchy Manager interface consists of multiple windows to help you 
find, manage, and create hierarchies. 

• Chart of Accounts- Segments window: Lists all the Charts of Accounts you can 
access subject to security rules, page 1-67. For example, you can see US Operations 
Chart of Accounts and the corresponding segments of Company, Department, 
Account, Sub-Account, and Product.

• Query Values window: Helps you find existing segment values using a variety of 
search criteria.

• Values List window: Lists segment values returned from search criteria specified in
the Query Values window.

• Hierarchy window: Graphically displays all parents and children belonging to a 
segment selected in the Values List window.

• Attributes window:Displays all attributes for parent and child values listed in the 
Hierarch window.

The Account Hierarchy Manager displays the following icons to represent hierarchy 
relationships in many of the windows.
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Chart of Accounts - Segments Window
The Chart of Accounts- Segments window lists all the Chart of Accounts you can access 
subject to Chart of Accounts Security, page 1-68

To display Parents and Children in a graphical hierarchy:
1. Expand any Chart of Accounts folder to view the individual segments, such as 

Company, Department, Account, etc.

2. Highlight a specific segment and choose Find in the Query Values window.

The window changes to the Values List window and displays all the Parent and 
Child values for that segment.

3. Highlight any parent value and choose the View Hierarchy button.

The Hierarchy window appears. Parent and Child values are displayed in a 
graphical hierarchy.

Query Values Window
Enter search criteria in the Query Values window to search for existing segment values. 
Values you can access are subject to Segment Value Security , page 1-68. Criteria 
entered in the Parent and Child tabs work together in your search. The Parent and 
Child tabs have Values, Status, and Dates tabs to help you limit your query. You can 
sort the results of your search by Value or Description. 

Only the Values tab lists options that are different for the Parent or Child tabs.

Parents /Values Tab

• All Levels - Includes all levels of parent values.
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• Top level - Includes only top level parents.

• None - Omits all parents from the search.

• From - Defines the beginning range of values.

• To - Defines the ending range of values.

• Description - Limits your search to values with descriptions that match the 
description or partial description you enter. Use % to enter partial descriptions.

Children/Values Tab

• All - Includes all child values.

• None - Includes no child values. Check this option if you do not want to find any 
child values in your search.

• Unassigned - Includes those child values that have not been assigned to parents.

• From - Defines the beginning range of values.

• To - Defines the ending range of values.

• Description - Limits your search to values with descriptions that match the 
description or partial description you enter. Use % to enter partial descriptions.

The following options apply both to Parent and Child tabs:

Status Tab

• All - Finds enabled and disabled segment values

• Enabled - Finds enabled segment values only

• Disabled - Finds disabled segment values only

Dates Tab

• All - Finds segment values without any effective date limitation.

• From/To - Finds segment values for a specified effective date range. You must enter 
the specific From and To dates for your query.

Note: You must clear the All Dates check box to enter date ranges. 
Use the format MM-DD-YYYY when entering dates.

Note: When you are specifying your search criteria, be sure to 
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search using both the Parent tab and Child tab. Both of these tabs 
work in conjunction. For example, if you want to find only parent 
values ranging from 1000-2000, enter the range 1000-2000 in the 
Parent/Values tab. Select the Child/Values tab and specify that no 
child values should be displayed. Otherwise, the query will return 
parent values between 1000-2000 and all child values.

Query Examples
The examples below demonstrate two ways to use the Query Values window.

Example 1: To find only parent values that are enabled and contain the word Total in 
their description, you would enter the following:

1. Select the Parent/Values tab, and enter %Total% in the Description field.

2. Select the Parent/Status tab and check the enabled check box.

3. Select the Child/Values tab and check the None check box to indicate no child 
values.

4. Select the Find button to launch your query.

Example 2: To find only unassigned child values ordered by Description, enter the 
following:

1. Select the Parent/Values tab and check the None check box to indicate no parent 
values.

2. Select the Child/Values tab and check the Unassigned check box to find child values
that have not been assigned to parents.

3. Leave the status for both parent and child to All.

4. Leave the dates for both parent and child to All Dates.

5. In the Order By field, enable the Description check box to order your query results 
by Description.

6. Select the Find button to launch your query.

Values List Window
Expand a Chart of Accounts, select a Segment and choose Find in the Query Values 
window. The Account Hierarchy Manager displays 100 segment values at a time in the 
Values Detail window. You can choose the arrows to scroll through the list.
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Values Detail Window
The Account Hierarchy Manager displays your hierarchies and attributes in two 
windows:

Note: The title of the Values Detail window is dynamic to reflect the 
segment you are working with. For example, highlight a parent value 
for the account segment in the Account Values window and choose the 
View Hierarchy button from the toolbar. The parent and its children are
displayed in the Hierarchy and Attributes sub windows of the Account 
Values Detail window. The displayed title of the Values Detail window,
in this case, is Account Values Detail.

Hierarchy window: Displays your hierarchies graphically. From a Hierarchy window, 
you can build, modify, and view account hierarchies. 

To build a hierarchy, select a parent value from the Values List window and choose the 
View Hierarchy button from the toolbar. The parent value and all its children are 
displayed in the Hierarchy window. 

To continue building a hierarchy, select additional values from the Values List window,
then drag and drop them in the Hierarchy window. Any new values must be added to 
existing parent values in the hierarchy window. For example, you can select a child 
value, drag it to the Hierarchy window, then drop it onto any parent value. You can 
also select a parent value, drag it to the Hierarchy window, and drop it on any parent 
value.

However, there are instances when you cannot drop a selected value onto an existing 
value in the hierarchy diagram. For example, you cannot drop a child value onto 
another child value. The Account Hierarchy Manager will prevent you from completing
the drag and drop in these instances. 

To remove a value from a hierarchy, select it and choose Remove from the right-click 
mouse menu.

Attributes window: Lists the attributes of segment values displayed in the Hierarchy 
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window. Attributes are: Description, Rollup Group, Account Type, Effective Date 
Ranges, Enabled, Budgeting Allowed, and Posting Allowed.

Related Topics
Security, page 1-67

Displaying Multiple Hierarchies, page 1-74

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 
1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Displaying Multiple Hierarchies
To display multiple hierarchies simultaneously, you must create a new Hierarchy 
window for each hierarchy. From the Values List window, select the value to use as the 
parent value of the new hierarchy, then choose View Hierarchy from the View menu.

Displaying Segment Value Details
Segment value details can be displayed in the Parent Attributes window, Child 
Attributes window or the Attributes window. These windows can be accessed in a 
variety of ways. 

Related Topics
The Account Hierarchy Manager Toolbar, page 1-74

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Mouse Activated Menus, page 1-76

The Account Hierarchy Manager Toolbar 

Account Hierarchy Manager Toolbar

The Account Hierarchy Manager toolbar provides push button shortcuts for various 
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menu commands, as follows:

Related Topics
The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Mouse Activated Menus, page 1-76

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu 

File Menu
The File Menu includes the following selections:

Close Window: Closes the active hierarchy window. Only affects the hierarchy 
window, not the underlying data. 

Close All Windows: Closes all active windows.

Save: Launches a concurrent process to apply any changes you have made to the 
account hierarchy since you last saved it. There is a toolbar icon for this menu selection. 

Revert: Discards all changes made since you last performed a Save operation. Reverts to
the previously saved version.

Export Hierarchy: Exports a selected hierarchy to a delimited file.

Exit: Exit the Account Hierarchy Manager.

Edit Menu
The Edit Menu includes the following selections:

New Parent:  Opens the Parent Attributes window. Complete the Account Value, 
Description, and Account Type fields to create a new parent value. 

New Child:  Opens the Child Attributes window. Complete the Account Value, 
Description, and Account Type fields to create a new child value.
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Rollup Groups: Opens the Rollup Groups window, where you can create a new rollup 
group or edit an existing rollup group.

View Menu
The View Menu includes the following selections: 

Hierarchy: Displays the hierarchy of the segment you select in the Values List window.

Values List: Displays the Values List window if it is closed.

Query: Displays the Query Values window.

Description: Enable to display the segment value descriptions.

Window Menu
The Window Menu includes the following options:

Tile Vertically: Tiles Multiple Hierarchies vertically.

Tile Horizontally: Tiles Multiple Hierarchies horizontally.

Related Topics
Mouse Activated Menus, page 1-76

Mouse Activated Menus
Use your right mouse button to access the toolbar pushbutton shortcuts or the 
commands listed in the Account Hierarchy menus. The right-click menus that appear 
depend on the window you are working in.

Values List Window
Right-click to use the following options:

Menu Option Description Menu Option Description

View Hierarchy Displays the 
hierarchy of the 
selected segment.

New Child Opens a blank child 
attributes window.

New Parent Opens a blank Parent 
Attributes window.

View Attributes Opens the Parent 
Attributes or Child 
Attributes window.

You can double-click on any parent or child value to activate the Parent Attributes or 
Child Attributes window.
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Hierarchy Window
Right-click to use the following options:

Menu Option Description Menu Option Description

Remove Removes the selected 
segment from the 
hierarchy.

View Attributes Opens the Parent 
Attributes or Child 
Attributes window.

New Parent Opens a blank Parent 
Attributes window.

Export Hierarchy Allows you to export 
a selected hierarchy 
to a delimited file.

New Child Opens a blank child 
attributes window.

   

Attributes Window
Right-click to use the following options:

Menu Option Description Menu Option Description

Remove Removes the selected 
segment from the 
hierarchy.

Edit Ranges Allows you to merge, 
delete, edit, and 
create new child 
ranges assigned to a 
parent.

New Parent Opens a blank Parent 
Attributes window.

Delete Row Allows you to delete 
a selected row if you 
have not performed 
the Save action.

New Child Opens a blank child 
attributes window.

   

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75
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Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies, page 1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager 
You can use the Account Hierarchy Manager, instead of the Key Segment Values 
window in General Ledger, to define a hierarchy for a segment of your chart of 
accounts. In addition to building new hierarchies, you can use the Account Hierarchy 
Manager to change existing hierarchies, regardless of where you defined them.

Tip: When you create a new hierarchy, start from the top of the 
hierarchy organization and build down. In other words, start with a top
level grandparent, then add parent nodes and child entries.

You change a hierarchy by:

• Adding child and parent segment values

• Moving child or parent values within a hierarchy

• Removing values

Prerequisite

• Define the Accounting Flexfield structure that represents your chart of accounts.

See: Defining Your Account Structure, page 1-43

To create a new hierarchy:
1. Start the Account Hierarchy Manager by navigating to Setup > Accounts > 

Manager. 

2. In the Chart of Accounts - Segments window, select the Chart of Accounts and 
Segment for which you want to create a hierarchy. Choose Find in the Query 
window.

3. From the resulting Value List, select the segment value representing the parent 
value of your hierarchy. Optionally, you can create a new parent segment value.

See: Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page
1-80
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4. Choose New Parent from the File menu. 

Complete the fields in the Parent Attributes window.

5. Choose the new parent value from the Values List and select Hierarchy from the 
View menu. 

6. Add values to your hierarchy, as needed, working down from the topmost node. 

7. Save your work.

To add values to an existing hierarchy:
1. Select the Chart of Accounts and Segment for the existing hierarchy.

2. Select the segment value that represents the parent value of your hierarchy, and 
choose Hierarchy from the View menu. The Account Hierarchy Manager displays 
the parent value and all of its child values.

3. From the Values List window, select the value you want to add to your hierarchy.

4. Drag the selected value to the intended parent value in the Hierarchy window, then
drop it. 

Note: You can add a parent segment value between existing parent 
and child values. Drop the new parent value on one of the lines 
connecting existing parent and child values. The Account 
Hierarchy Manager inserts the new parent value. 

Important: When you change parent/child relationships that affect 
existing summary accounts run the Incremental Add/Delete 
Summary Templates program to update your summary account 
balances. 

See: Maintaining Summary Accounts, page 1-174

5. Save your work.

To move values within an existing hierarchy:
1. Display the hierarchy you want to modify in the Hierarchy window.

2. Select the value you want to move and drag it to the new intended parent value.

Note: If you are using multiple hierarchy diagram windows, you 
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can move values between the windows just as you would move 
values within a single window. Simply select the value and drag it 
to its new location.

3. Save your work.

To remove values from an existing hierarchy:
1. Display the hierarchy you want to modify in the Hierarchy window.

2. Select the value you want to remove in the Hierarchy window. Choose Remove 
from the right-click mouse menu.

Note: You are not deleting the value, you are simply removing it 
from the hierarchy.

3. Save your work.

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager
You can use the Account Hierarchy Manager to add new parent segment values, assign 
child ranges for a parent segment value, change parent attributes, and merge child 
ranges.

To create a new parent segment value:
1. Start the Account Hierarchy Manager by navigating to Setup > Accounts > 

Manager. 

2. In the Chart of Accounts - Segment window, select the Chart of Accounts and 
Segment for the existing hierarchy. Choose Find in the Query Values window. 
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3. Choose New Parent Value from the Edit menu. The Parent Attributes window 
appears.

4. Enter a new Segment Value. The segment value must comply with the security 
rules you defined for the value set associated with the segment. The Account 
Hierarchy Manager validates the value when you close the Parent Attributes 
window.

5. Optionally, enter a Description, assign a Rollup Group, and specify a range of 
Effective Dates.

6. If you are creating a new parent value for the natural account segment, specify an 
Account Type. 

7. Review the Enable checkbox. For, example, if you do not want to use this segment 
value in the Enter Journals window, uncheck the Enable checkbox. 

Note: Once you create and save a new parent segment value, you 
cannot delete it. You can, however, disable the segment value at 
any time, by unchecking the Enable check box in the Parent 
Attributes window. 

8. Optionally, assign child value ranges to your parent value (See the next task). You 
must first save a new Parent Segment before you can assign child value ranges to 
that parent.

9. Choose OK, then save your work.

To assign child value ranges to a parent value:
1. In the Values List window, select the parent value to which you want to assign 

child value ranges. Choose View Attributes from the right-click mouse menu.

The Parent Attributes window opens.

2. Choose New. The Range window appears.

3. Select Parent Range or Child Range as the range type.

Note: A parent range includes only the parent segment values 
falling within the range. A child range includes all child values 
falling within the range.

4. Enter a segment value range. Values are validated when you close the Parent 
Attributes window.
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Note: You can not enter overlapping child ranges for a parent 
segment value. The Account Hierarchy Manager prevents you from
making an overlapping range selection. 

Important: If you change parent/child relationships that affect 
existing summary accounts, run the Incremental Add/Delete 
Summary Templates program to update your summary account 
balances.

See: Maintaining Summary Accounts, page 1-174

5. Choose OK to close the Range window. The newly defined Child or Parent range 
appears in the Ranges region of the Parent Attributes window.

6. Choose OK when you are finished assigning child ranges.

7. Save your work.

To change the attributes for a parent segment value:
1. In the Values List window, double-click on the parent node whose attributes you 

want to change.

The Parent Attributes window opens.

2. Make any changes in the Parent Attributes window, then save your work.

Note: If you edit a node that appears more than once in a hierarchy,
the Account Hierarchy Manager changes all occurrences of that 
node to keep the attributes consistent. 

Warning: When you save segment value attribute changes to 
General Ledger, you can also change General Ledger account code 
combination attributes. 

See: Segment Value Inheritance, page 1-60

Merging Ranges 
When you create hierarchies using the drag and drop feature of the Account Hierarchy 
Manager, the system automatically updates parent segment attributes as you build your
hierarchies. For example, if you drag the child segment value "1100-Accounts 
Receivable" to the parent segment value "1000-Assets", the Account Hierarchy Manager 
changes the attributes of 1000-Assets to include the child range 1100-1100.
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If you do this repeatedly for multiple child values, a parent segment can accumulate 
many entries for child ranges-ranges which are actually adjacent in your chart of 
accounts. You can use the Account Hierarchy Manager to consolidate adjacent child 
ranges into a single entry in the Parent Attributes window. For example, separate 
entries for child ranges 1100-1100, 1200-1200, 1300-1300, and 1400-1400, are combined 
into one range, 1100-1400.

Note: The character set of the General Ledger database can affect how 
ranges are merged. For more information, see: Oracle Applications 
Flexfields Guide. 

To merge child ranges for a parent segment value:
1. In the Values List window, double-click on the parent value whose ranges you 

want to merge. 

The Parent Attributes window appears.

2. Choose Merge. 

The Preview Merged Ranges window appears. The left region shows the current 
child ranges. The right region shows the merged ranges as they will appear if you 
confirm the merge operation.

3. Choose Accept Merge to confirm the merge operation or choose Cancel to abort.

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 
1-78

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager
You can use the Account Hierarchy Manager to add new child segment values or 
modify existing child values.
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To create a new child segment value for your hierarchy:
1. Start the Account Hierarchy Manager by navigating to Setup > Accounts > 

Manager.

2. From the Chart of Accounts - Segments window, select the Chart of Accounts and 
Segment for the existing hierarchy you want to work with.

3. Choose Find in the Query Values window.

4. Choose New Child from the Edit menu.

The Child Attributes window appears.

5. Enter a new Segment Value. The Account Hierarchy Manager validates the value 
when you close the Child Attributes window.

6. Optionally, enter a Description and specify a range of Effective Dates.

7. If you are creating a new child value for the natural account segment, specify an 
Account Type. The default is Expense.

8. Mark the Enable check box if you want to use this segment value-for example, in 
the Enter Journals window in General Ledger. 

Note: Once you create and save a new child segment value, you 
cannot delete it. To disable the segment value at any time, uncheck 
the Enable check box in the Child Attributes window. 

9. Determine whether you want the Allow Posting and Allow Budgeting check boxes 
enabled or disabled. The defaults are enabled. 

10. Choose OK to close the Child Attributes window.

11. Save your work.

To change the attributes for a child segment value:
1. In the Values List window, double-click on the child value whose attributes you 

want to change.

The Child Attributes window opens.

2. Make any changes in the Child Attributes window, then save your work.

Note: If you edit a child value that appears more than once in a 
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hierarchy, the Account Hierarchy Manager changes all occurrences 
of that value to keep the attributes consistent. 

Warning: When you upload segment value attribute changes to 
General Ledger, you can also change General Ledger account code 
combination attributes.

See: Segment Value Inheritance, page 1-60

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 
1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Adding and Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager 
You can create new rollup groups or edit existing rollup groups using the Account 
Hierarchy Manager. Rollup groups are groups of parent segment values you use to 
create summary accounts. 

Important: When you change the contents of a rollup group that is used
in a summary template, run the Incremental Add/Delete Summary 
Templates program to update your summary account balances.

• Rollup groups must be unfrozen for the current chart of accounts. See: Defining Key
Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide.

To create a new rollup group:
1. Start the Account Hierarchy Manager by navigating to Setup > Accounts > 

Manager. 

2. Choose Rollup Groups from the Edit menu. The Rollup Groups window appears.

3. Choose New. The Rollup Group window appears.
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4. Enter a name and description for the new rollup group.

5. Choose OK to close the Rollup Group window.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 6 for each rollup group you want to create. When you are 
finished, choose OK to close the Rollup Groups window.

7. Save your work. 

To change an existing rollup group:
1. Choose the existing hierarchy whose rollup groups you want to change.

2. Choose Rollup Groups from the Edit menu.

3. Select the rollup group you want to change.

4. Choose Edit.

5. After making your changes, choose OK.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for each rollup group you want to change. When you are 
finished, choose OK.

7. Save your work. 

To delete an existing rollup group:
1. Choose the existing hierarchy whose rollup groups you want to delete.

2. Choose Rollup Groups from the Edit menu.

3. Select the rollup group you want to change.

4. Choose Delete.

5. After making your changes, choose OK.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for each rollup group you want to delete. When you are 
finished, choose OK.

7. Save your work. 

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69
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The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 
1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-83

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Defining Rollup Groups, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Exporting From the Account Hierarchy Manager
You can export your hierarchies to a delimited file that can be opened and printed in 
other applications. 

To export a hierarchy: 
1. Display the hierarchy you want to export in the Hierarchy subwindow of the 

Values Detail window.

2. Choose the Export Hierarchy icon from the toolbar.

The Export File window opens.

3. Complete the fields in the Export File window.

• Choose the delimiter you want to use for the export file.

• In the File field, enter the path and filename for your export file. 

Alternatively, you can choose the browse button to explore alternative paths. 
Once you select a path and filename using Browse, you can edit the path and 
filename that appear in the File field. Choose Save.

• Choose OK to export your file.

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 
1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-83
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Adding or Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-85

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-88

Closing the Account Hierarchy Manager 

To close the Account Hierarchy Manager: 
1. Choose File > Exit from the Account Hierarchy Manager menu.

2. If you have not already done so, the system asks if you want to save any changes 
you've made. Choose Yes to save your work, or No to abandon your changes.

Related Topics
Planning Your Hierarchies, page 1-67

The Account Hierarchy Manager Interface, page 1-69

The Account Hierarchy Manager Menu, page 1-75

Adding or Changing Account Hierarchies with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 
1-78

Adding or Changing Parent Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-80

Adding or Changing Child Values with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-83

Adding or Changing Rollup Groups with the Account Hierarchy Manager, page 1-85

Project Tracking in General Ledger 
You can set up General Ledger for basic project tracking capabilities. You can set up 
your accounts to record project activity, and you can use the Financial Statement 
Generator to produce customized project tracking reports. 

If you set up your accounts for project tracking, General Ledger automatically 
maintains project-to-date balances. The project-to-date balance is based on the project 
start date you enter when you define a project segment value. Project-to-date balances 
are useful since project time periods rarely coincide with a fiscal year. General Ledger 
carries forward project-to-date balances for all accounts, including revenue and expense
accounts, even across fiscal years.

For more advanced project tracking functionality, you should use the Oracle Projects 
products. You can keep detail project information in Oracle Projects, import journals 
into General Ledger, and report on project balances in General Ledger.

To set up General Ledger for project tracking:
1. When you define your account structure, define a project segment. If necessary, you
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can define more than one project segment.

2. Define the project segment values. Enter a new project value (project name, number
or code) and a description of each project. Specify a start date and end date for each 
project, so that you can only enter amounts for that project within that date range. 
The start date is also the reference point for the project-to-date-balance.

3. Define parent project segment values to summarize projects. For example, you 
might define project 9999 as the sum of all your other projects. You could then 
produce a report for project 9999 that shows the total of all your projects. 

You can also define project summary accounts to summarize other detail project 
account balances. Whenever you update the balances of your detail accounts, 
General Ledger automatically updates the balances of your summary accounts at 
the same time. 

4. Define and assign cross-validation rules to allow only certain segment values in 
combination with your project. For example, you can define a cross-validation rule 
that only allows certain expense accounts to be used with certain projects.

5. Create accounts by combining your project segment values with other account 
segments. This enables you to account for a project any way you want -- within a 
single cost center, across departments or across companies. 

To set up project budgets:
You can enter budgets for projects with your regular budgeting. Assign project accounts
to your budget organizations. When your budget organizations prepare their budgets, 
they can budget project amounts. 

You can also perform project budgeting independent of other budgeting. Define a 
project as a separate budget organization, and prepare its budget independently from 
the rest of your company.

Related Topics
Overview of Setting Up, page 1-1

Defining Your Cross-Validation Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Key Flexfield Segments, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Defining Budget Organizations, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

'Defining Budgets, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide
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Maintaining Project Balances
You keep your project balances current by entering, generating, or importing journals. 

To enter project journals:
Enter project journals the same way you enter standard journals, except that you enter a
project code in the project segment of your account. You can combine multiple projects 
in a single journal batch. 

To generate project journals:
Set up recurring journal entries for your project tracking.

• Use a skeleton recurring journal entry if the amounts vary each accounting period 
but the accounts remain the same. 

• Use standard recurring journals for transactions whose amounts are the same every
accounting period, such as standard accruals or depreciation charges. 

• Use formulas to automatically calculate project journal amounts. 

To import project journals:
Use Journal Import to import journals to your projects from your feeder systems or 
other applications.

To generate project allocations:
You can perform simple or complex allocations to or from your projects. Define project 
allocations the same way you define regular allocations, using a project code in the 
project segment of your account. 

To define a project allocation, you must specify the cost objective (where you want the 
costs to go), the cost pool (the account from which you want to allocate), and the 
allocation method. You can define any kind of allocation you want for your projects, 
including usage-based, rate-based, and step-down allocations. You can include multiple
projects in a single allocation entry. 

You define your project allocations once and then generate them periodically as 
necessary. 

Related Topics
'Creating Journal Batches, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'About Recurring Journals, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Creating Recurring Journal Formula Batches, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide
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'Creating Allocation Entries, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'About MassAllocations, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Importing Journals, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Posting Journals, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Reporting on Projects in General Ledger 
Use the Financial Statement Generator to build custom project reports. By combining 
report components such as row sets, column sets and content sets, you can produce 
reports that contain exactly the information you want in the format you want. 

Because General Ledger automatically maintains project-to-date balances for all project 
accounts, you can include any project amounts from the start of your project through 
the period you designate when requesting your report. In addition, you can report on 
period-to-date, quarter-to-date, and year-to-date amounts, as well as actual, budget, 
and variance amounts and percentages. 

When you create a project report, you can define a row set to specify the format and 
content of rows in your reports. You may want to define a standard project row set that 
you use to produce reports for all your projects.

Define a content set to override the information in your row set and to specify how 
many reports you want. For example, you can define a content set to produce one 
report for each project plus a consolidated report that shows the total of all projects. 

In addition to Financial Statement Generator reports, you can generate a complete 
listing of all the projects you have defined in General Ledger by running the Segment 
Values Listing.

Related Topics
'Overview of Financial Statement Generator, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Mapping Charts of Accounts
A chart of accounts mapping is a set of instructions for mapping accounts or entire 
account segments from one chart of accounts to another chart of accounts. You can use 
chart of accounts mapping for consolidation purposes and for secondary ledgers.

Consolidation
A chart of accounts mapping can be assigned to a consolidation definition that is used 
to transfer consolidation data from your subsidiary ledger to your parent ledger.

The number of mappings that you need depends on the number of different charts of 
accounts used by each ledger or subsidiary. If all of your ledgers or subsidiaries share 
the same chart of accounts, you only need to create one chart of accounts mapping for 
consolidation purposes.
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Secondary Ledger
A chart of accounts mapping is required for secondary ledgers that use a different chart 
of accounts from their respective primary ledgers. If you do not assign a chart of 
accounts mapping when your primary and secondary ledgers use different charts of 
accounts, it will cause errors with Oracle Subledger Accounting and General Ledger 
Posting, depending on the data conversion level for your secondary ledger.

Note: To assign the chart of accounts mapping, use the Primary to 
Secondary Ledger Mapping page in Accounting Setup Manager.

If your primary and secondary ledgers use the same chart of accounts, you can 
optionally assign a chart of accounts mapping to the Journal level and Balance level 
secondary ledgers. This allows you more flexibility to use different rollup rules when 
transferring journals or balances from the primary ledger to the secondary ledger. For 
example, you can maintain more detailed information in your primary ledger but 
maintain more summarized information in your secondary ledger, depending on the 
rollup rules you define for your chart of accounts mapping.

For more information, see Secondary Ledger.

Definition Access Sets
If you want to secure use, view, or modify access to your chart of accounts mapping, 
you can secure your mapping using definition access sets. For example, you can prevent
a mapping from being used in consolidations, viewed online or in reports, or modified 
by other users.

See Definition Access Sets, page 1-128.

Prerequisites

• Define your charts of accounts.

To define a chart of accounts mapping:
1. Navigate to the Chart of Accounts Mappings window.

2. Enter a Mapping name and Description.

3. In the Chart of Accounts region, choose the Target chart of accounts and the Source 
chart of accounts.

4. Select Mapping Rules to map segment rules and/or account rules from your source 
and target charts of accounts. See: Select Mapping Rules, page 1-93.

5. (Optional) Select the Enable Security checkbox to apply definition access set 
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security to your chart of accounts mapping.

Definition access sets are an optional security feature that allows you to control 
access to your General Ledger definitions. For example, you can prevent certain 
users from viewing, making changes, or using your chart of accounts mapping for 
consolidation definitions. 

If you do not enable security, all users will be able to use, view, modify, and delete 
your chart of accounts mapping.

If the Assign Access function is available for your responsibility, the Assign Access 
button is enabled once you select the Enable Security check box. Choose the Assign 
Access button to assign the definition to one or more definition access sets with the 
desired privileges.

For more information, see Definition Access Sets, page 1-128.

6. Save your chart of accounts mapping.

Definition Access Set Security
The following describes what Use, View, and Modify access mean as it pertains to chart 
of accounts mappings:

Use Access: Allows specific users to use the chart of accounts mapping when creating 
Consolidation Definitions. If you have Use access, you will be unable to view or modify 
the definition in the Chart of Accounts Mapping window.

View Access: Allows specific users to only view the chart of accounts mapping 
definition from the Chart of Accounts Mapping window and the Chart of Accounts 
Mapping Rules report. If you have View access, you cannot make changes to the 
mapping rules or use the mapping when creating Consolidation Definitions.

Modify Access: Allows specific users to view, delete, and make changes to the chart of 
accounts mapping. This includes being able to make changes to the definition access set 
if the Assign Access button is available.

Selecting Mapping Rules
Use segment rules, account rules, or a combination of both to specify how to transfer 
balances or transactions from your source chart of accounts to your target chart of 
accounts.

Segment rules: Map the source account segments to the target account segments. For 
example, you can map the Department segment of your source chart of accounts to the 
Cost Center segment of your target chart of accounts.

Account rules: Map a specific source account or a range of accounts to a specific 
account in your target chart of accounts. For example, you can map source account 
02.300.5400.100 to the account 01.100.3000.000.000 in your target chart of accounts. Or, 
you might map the entire range of the source accounts 02.300.5400.100 through 
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02.300.6999.100 to account 01.100.3000.000.000 in your target chart of accounts.

Notes: You must define a segment rule action for each segment in your target's chart of 
accounts. You cannot define more than one action per segment.

Segment rules are preferable to account rules because:

• It's fast and easy to create a chart of accounts mapping by using segment rules. For 
example, if your target account has only three segments, you can map the entire 
chart of accounts from the source with just three segment rules.

• If using the chart of accounts mapping for consolidations, consolidations based on 
segment rules process faster.

Note: Use account rules only for specific exceptions where a source 
account cannot be mapped correctly with a segment rule.

• Account rules override segment rules if there is any conflict.

• If you define segment rules for dependent segments in your chart of accounts, the 
list of values for the dependent segment value may appear to contain duplicate 
entries if you have defined the same dependent value and description for different 
independent segment values. Choose any entry with the appropriate value; the 
Global Consolidation System does not use the description

To enter segment rules:
1. Navigate to the Chart of Accounts Mapping window.

2. Enter or query a chart of accounts mapping.

3. Choose the Segment Rules button.

4. For each source segment being mapped, enter the target segment name to which it 
will map, an Action, and the source segment name. You can use only one action for 
each target segment. Possible Actions include:

Copy Value From: Copy all values in your source segment to the same values in 
your target segment. The segments do not have to use the same value set, but must 
use the same segment values.

Note: This action produces the same result as the Copy Value 
segment rule in earlier versions of General Ledger. General Ledger 
also prevents you from copying larger source segments to smaller 
target segments. For example, you cannot copy the subsidiary 
value 101 to a target value set with a maximum length of 2.
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Assign Single Value: Assign one specific value that will be used for the target 
segment. You must enter the value that the target chart of accounts will use.

Tip: Use this action when your target account has more segments 
than your source account.

Note: This action produces the same result as the Single Value 
segment rule in earlier versions of General Ledger.

Use Rollup Rules From: Map values from your source segments to your target 
segments using the rule specified in the Rollup Rules region.

5. If you chose the Use Rollup Rules From action in the previous step, enter the 
mapping rules in the Rollup Rules region.

6. Save your work.

Note: Once you save your work, you cannot modify your rollup 
rules, except to change the target and source segment detail values. 
To change a rollup rule, delete it and then create a new one.

To enter account rules:
1. Navigate to the Chart of Accounts Mapping window.

2. Enter or query a chart of accounts mapping.

3. Choose the Account Rules button.

4. Enter the source accounts that you want to consolidate. If you enter multiple 
ranges, they must not overlap.

5. Enter the target account to which you want to map each source account range.

6. Save your work.

Related Topics
Consolidation Run Options, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Global Consolidation System, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Consolidation Workbench, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Transferring Subsidiary Data to Your Parent, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Transferring Consolidation Sets, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide
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Posting Subsidiary Data, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Creating Eliminating Entries, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Secondary Ledgers

Primary to Secondary Ledger Mapping

Special Considerations for Average Daily Balance Ledgers, Oracle General Ledger User's 
Guide

Special Considerations for Average Balance Consolidation Ledgers, Oracle General 
Ledger User's Guide

Rollup Rules
You can choose one of four rollup rules when specifying segment rules for your chart of
accounts mapping. A rollup rule consists of a Transfer Level value and a Using value, 
entered in the Segment Rules window. The four rollup rules are shown in the following 
table:

Rollup Rules

Transfer Level Using Resulting Effect

Detail Detail Ranges Maps a range of detail values 
from your source chart of 
accounts into one detail value 
in your target chart of 
accounts. 

Note: This rule produces 
the same result as the 
Detail Rollup segment rule
in earlier versions of 
General Ledger
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Detail Parent Maps a target value from 
your source chart of accounts 
into a detail value in your 
target chart of accounts.

Note: This rule produces 
the same result as the 
Parent Rollup segment 
rule in earlier versions of 
General Ledger.

Summary Parent Maps a source segment 
parent value into a segment 
value in your target chart of 
accounts. This transfers 
balances from a summary 
account associated with the 
source segment parent value.

Note: This rollup rule can 
only be used with the 
balances consolidation 
method. You cannot use 
this rollup rule for 
mapping accounts from 
Primary Ledger to 
Secondary Ledger.
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Summary Parent Ranges Maps one or more ranges of 
source segment parent values 
into a segment value in your 
target chart of accounts. This 
transfers balances from the 
summary accounts associated 
with the source segment 
parent values.

Note: This rollup rule can 
only be used with the 
balances consolidation 
method. You cannot use 
this rollup rule for 
mapping accounts from 
Primary Ledger to 
Secondary Ledger.

When specifying a rollup rule, you must enter the Target Segment Detail Value, 
Transfer Level, and Using fields. If you select the Detail/Parent or Summary/Parent 
rules, you must also enter a Source Segment Parent Value. If you select the Detail/Detail
Ranges or Summary/Parent Ranges rules, you must enter Low and High values for the 
Source Segment Ranges.

You can enter multiple rollup rules for a single segment as long as the segment values 
specified in each rule do not overlap.

You can enter more than one source segment range as long as the segment values 
included in the ranges do not overlap.

Note: An overlap occurs when two or more rollup rules map the same 
detail source accounts to the same target account. The matching detail 
source accounts in the different rollup rules may be a partial or 
complete match.

Related Topics
Consolidation Run Options, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Global Consolidation System, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Consolidation Workbench, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Transferring Subsidiary Data to Your Parent, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Transferring Consolidation Sets, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Posting Subsidiary Data, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide
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Creating Eliminating Entries, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Creating Accounting Setups

Special Considerations for Average Daily Balance Ledgers, Oracle General Ledger User's 
Guide

Special Considerations for Average Balance Consolidation Ledgers, Oracle General 
Ledger User's Guide

Using Summary Accounts
If you are using Global Consolidation System to consolidate balances from a subsidiary 
ledger to a parent ledger or to transfer primary ledger balances to a Balance level 
secondary ledger, you can choose to transfer summary balances from your source 
ledger's summary accounts to your target ledger's detail accounts. Transferring 
summary balances generally run faster than transferring detail balances because there is
less data to transfer.

Note: You cannot transfer summary balances from a primary ledger to 
a Journal level or Subledger level secondary ledger. You can only 
transfer summary balances to a Balance level secondary ledger that 
relies on the Global Consolidation System to populate its balances.

When you transfer summary balances from your source ledger, General Ledger checks 
for overlapping accounts. If overlapping accounts are defined solely within your 
segment rules, the consolidation transfer fails and the system generates an exception 
report showing the overlapping accounts.

If accounts defined by your segment rules overlap with accounts defined by your 
account rules, the account rules override the segment rules. General Ledger corrects any
double–counted balances that result from the overlapped accounts.

If your source account has more segments than your target, the additional source 
segments are left unmapped. During a summary balance transfer, the unmapped 
segment is treated as a summary account segment with a value of "T".

Warning: The segment value "T" should only be used to mean all 
segment values, in other words, the total of all parent values. You 
cannot use it for any other purposes.

To map source ledger summary accounts:
1. Specify segment rules for your chart of accounts mapping.

2. For your account segments, select the Use Rollup Rules From action.

3. For your rollup rules, use either the Summary/Parent or Summary/Parent Ranges 
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rule.

4. Select your summary accounts. For the Summary/Parent rollup rule, enter the 
summary account in the Source Segment Parent Value field. For the 
Summary/Parent Ranges rollup rule, enter a range of summary accounts in the Low
and High fields of the Source Segment Ranges region.

Tip: Map summary accounts first before mapping the entire chart of 
accounts.

Related Topics
Mapping Charts of Accounts, page 1-91

Global Consolidation System, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Consolidation Workbench, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Period Types
You can define your own period types to use in addition to the General Ledger 
standard period types Month, Quarter and Year. You use these period types when you 
define the accounting calendar for your organization. 

Defining Period Types
Each ledger has an associated period type. When you assign a calendar to a ledger 
using Accounting Setup Manager, the ledger only accesses the periods with the 
appropriate period type. Thus, you can define an accounting calendar with periods of 
more than one period type; however, each ledger will only use periods of a single 
period type.

Note: If you close your balance sheet using the Create Balance Sheet 
Closing Journals program, define enough accounting periods for your 
period type to allow for two adjusting periods. See: Year End Closing 
Journals, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

Warning: Do not change the number of accounting periods per year for 
a period type. Doing so will cause data corruption.

To define a new period type:
1. Navigate to the Period Types window.
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2. Enter a unique Name for your accounting period type.

3. Enter the number of accounting Periods per Year. For example, you could define a 
Week period type and specify 52 periods per year. You can assign up to 366 
accounting periods per fiscal year for any period type, and maintain actual balances
for those periods. However, for budgets you can only use the first 60 periods.

4. Enter the Year Type to specify whether the period is part of a fiscal or calendar year.
General Ledger uses the year type to assign a year in the accounting period system 
name when you set up your calendar. 

• Choose Calendar to use the year in which an accounting period begins for the 
system name.

• Choose Fiscal to use the year in which your fiscal year ends for the system 
name. 

For example, assume your fiscal year spans from July 1 to June 30 and the current 
date is July 15, 2005. If you choose the Calendar year type, General Ledger appends 
the year 2005 to the period name (JUL-05) because July begins in 2005. If you choose
the Fiscal year type, General Ledger appends 2006 to the period name (JUL-06) 
because the fiscal year ends in 2006.

Using the same July to June fiscal year example, if the current date is March 15, 2005
and you choose the Fiscal year type, General Ledger appends the year 2005 to the 
period name because the fiscal year ends in 2005.

5. (Optional) Enter a Description for the period type.

6. Save your work.

Related Topics
Defining Calendars, page 1-102

Calendars
Create a calendar to define an accounting year and the periods it contains. You should 
set up one year at a time, specifying the types of accounting periods to include in each 
year. Defining one year at a time helps you be more accurate and reduces the amount of
period maintenance you must do at the start of each accounting period. You should 
define your calendar at least one year before your current fiscal year. 

Related Topics
Defining Calendars, page 1-102
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Adding Periods to a Calendar, page 1-103

Changing a Calendar, page 1-106

Defining Calendars
You can define multiple calendars and assign a different calendar to each ledger. For 
example, you can use a monthly calendar for ledger, and a quarterly calendar for 
another.

Calendars you create are validated online. Full calendar validation is launched 
whenever you exit the Accounting Calendar window. Navigate to Help>View My 
Requests to view or print the Calendar Validation Report. You may also choose this 
report from the Standard Reports list to identify any errors associated with the calendar 
you created. 

Securing Calendars
You can secure your calendar definition using definition access sets. Definition access 
sets are an optional security feature that allows you to control use, view, and modify 
access to your General Ledger definitions.

For accounting calendars, only View and Modify access are applicable.

View Access:  Allows specific users to view the calendar definition from the 
Accounting Calendar window. If you have view access, you will be unable to make 
changes to the calendar definition.

Modify Access:  Allows specific users to view and make changes to the calendar from 
the Accounting Calendar window.

Prerequisite
• Carefully consider the type of calendar you need for your organization, since it can 

be difficult to change your calendar (e.g., from a fiscal year to a calendar year) once 
you've used it to enter accounting data. Changing your calendar may require 
assistance from an Oracle consultant.

• Define your accounting period types

To define a new calendar:
1. Navigate to the Accounting Calendar window.

2. Enter a Name and Description for the calendar.

3. Add the periods that make up the calendar year.

4. (Optional) Select the Enable Security check box to apply definition access set 
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security to the Calendar definition.

If you do not enable security, all users who have access to this calendar definition 
will be able to view and modify the calendar definition.

If the Assign Access function is available for your responsibility, the Assign Access 
button is enabled once you check the Enable Security check box. Choose the Assign 
Access button to assign the calendar definition to one or more Definition Access 
Sets with the desired privileges. See Definition Access Sets, page 1-128.

If the Assign Access function has been excluded from your responsibility, you will 
not be able to view the Assign Access button in the Accounting Calendar window. 
You can still secure the calendar by checking the Enable Security check box, but 
only Definition Access Sets that are AutoAssigned will be automatically assigned to
this calendar. See your System Administrator for more information on Function 
Security.

5. Save your work.

Note: When you exit the Accounting Calendar window, full 
calendar validation is launched. You can choose to validate all 
calendars or the current calendar. Navigate to Help > View > My 
Requests to view or print the Calendar Validation Report. This 
report helps you identify any errors in your calendar that might 
interfere with the proper operation of General Ledger.

Related Topics
Adding Periods to a Calendar, page 1-103

Changing a Calendar, page 1-106

Period Types, page 1-100

Defining Transaction Calendars, page 1-107

'Calendar Validation Execution Report, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Year-End Closing Journals, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Definition Access Sets, page 1-128

Adding Periods to a Calendar
Add accounting periods to your calendar to define the number of periods in the 
calendar year. You can add periods to a calendar at any time. Your calendar can contain
both adjusting and non-adjusting accounting periods.

Note: If your calendar is secured using Definition Access Sets, you 
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must have Modify access to the calendar to make changes.

Note: You cannot assign a calendar to a ledger using Accounting Setup 
Manager if the calendar contains gaps between periods or it does not 
have a full fiscal year defined.

When you add periods, keep in mind these important rules:

• Accounting periods cannot overlap, except for adjusting periods. If any of your 
non-adjusting accounting periods overlap, General Ledger reports an error.

• Adjusting periods must overlap non-adjusting periods.

• Periods of the same period type must be consecutively numbered in ascending 
order without gaps.

• All periods must have period numbers assigned between 1 and the maximum 
number for that period type. 

• All periods must have quarter numbers assigned between 1 and the maximum 
number for the period type. 

• All non-adjusting periods should contain dates that span the entire calendar or 
fiscal year. 

Note: This should include the 29th day in February for leap years.

• Period ordering must be based on the period starting dates.

• The starting fiscal year must start no earlier than one year before the calendar year 
and end no later than one year after the calendar year.

• Periods should be defined for the full year.

• You cannot report on a year that has no periods defined.

Note: You cannot perform foreign currency translations for the first
accounting period in a calendar. You must define at least one 
period preceding, as well as the period immediately following, the 
first period for which you will perform translations.

Note: If you close your balance sheet using the Create Balance 
Sheet Closing Journals program, define a calendar using a period 
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type that contains two adjusting periods, one at the beginning of 
the year and one at the end of the year.

If your are using Average Daily Balance Non-Consolidation ledgers
and you close your balance sheet, define a calendar with two 
adjusting periods at the end of the year. The first adjusting period, 
representing the last day of the fiscal year, is used to generate the 
Create Balance Sheet Closing Journals program. The second 
adjusting period, also representing the last day of the fiscal year, is 
used to reverse the closing journal. This ensures that the average 
balance calculation is unaffected in the following year.

See: Year End Closing Journals, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

To add periods to your calendar:
1. Navigate to the Accounting Calendar window.

2. Enter or query the Name of the calendar.

3. Enter a period Prefix for each accounting period. General Ledger combines this 
prefix with the year to create the period name. For example, you can enter Jan, Feb, 
Mar, etc. or Period1, Period2, Period3, etc.

Note: If a period you specify here has been used (opened or used in
an open budget or encumbrance year), the resulting name in the 
Name field cannot be updated.

4. Enter the period Type.

5. Enter the Year of the accounting period. This is the year in which your fiscal year 
ends. For example, if your fiscal year begins in 2005 and ends in 2006, enter 2006 for
all periods in the fiscal year.

6. Enter a number to specify which Quarter of your fiscal year your accounting period 
is in. General Ledger uses this number to determine how your accounting periods 
roll up for quarter-to-date balances.

7. Enter the Number of the period within the fiscal year. Be sure to number your 
accounting periods sequentially, based on the period starting dates you specify in 
the From/To range.

8. Enter the range of dates (From and To) when the accounting period begins and 
ends.

General Ledger automatically creates and displays a period Name for each 
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accounting period. The name consists of your period prefix and the last two digits 
of either your calendar year or your fiscal year, depending on the year type you 
assigned in the period type definition. General Ledger displays the period name 
whenever you choose an accounting period. 

9. If you choose to make an accounting period an Adjusting period, it must overlap 
the dates of other accounting periods. For example, you can define a period called 
DEC-06 that includes 01-DEC-2006 through 31-DEC-2006. You can also define an 
adjusting period called DEC31-06 that includes only one day: 31-DEC-2006 through 
31-DEC-2006. Both your adjusting and non-adjusting periods should have the same 
period type associated with your ledger.

Adjusting periods apply only to General Ledger. They are not used in Oracle feeder
systems, such as Inventory, Payables, Purchasing, and Receivables.

10. Save your work.

Note: When you exit the Accounting Calendar window, full 
calendar validation is launched. You can choose to validate all 
calendars or the current calendar. Navigate to Help > View > My 
Requests to view or print the Calendar Validation Report. This 
report helps you identify any errors in your calendar that might 
interfere with the proper operation of General Ledger.

Related Topics
Defining Calendars, page 1-102

Changing a Calendar, page 1-106

'Calendar Validation Execution Report, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Year-End Closing Journals, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Changing a Calendar
You can change a period's specifications, except for the period type, as long as the 
period has not been used for transaction processing in General Ledger or Oracle 
Subledgers. You cannot change a calendar period that is open, closed, future enterable, 
permanently closed, or is included in an open budget or encumbrance year.

Note: If the calendar has been secured using definition access sets, you 
must have Modify access to the calendar to make changes.

Related Topics
Defining Calendars, page 1-102
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Adding Periods to a Calendar, page 1-103

Defining Transaction Calendars
Each ledger with average balance processing enabled, must be assigned a transaction 
calendar, which is used to control transaction posting in Oracle General Ledger and 
Oracle Subledger Accounting. When you define the transaction calendar, you choose 
which days of the week will be business days. You can also specify other non-business 
days, such as holidays, by maintaining the transaction calendar.

Transaction calendars ensure that journals created in Oracle General Ledger and Oracle 
Subledger Accounting, if used, are only posted on valid business days.

Note:  General Ledger is currently designed to support daily aggregate 
balances of up to 35 days per period.

Securing Transaction Calendars
You can secure your transaction calendar definition using definition access sets. 
Definition access sets are an optional security feature that enables you to control use, 
view, and modify access to your General Ledger definitions.

For transaction calendars, only View and Modify access are applicable.

View Access: Allows specific users to view the Transaction Calendar definition from 
the Transaction Calendar window. Users will not be able to assign the calendar to 
ledgers or make changes to the business days of the Transaction Calendar.

Modify Access: Allows specific users to view and make changes to the Transaction 
Calendar from the Transaction Calendar window.

To define a transaction calendar:
1. Navigate to the Transaction Calendar window.

2. Enter a Name and Description for the transaction calendar.

3. Optionally, choose Defaults to change the Business Day defaults.

4. (Optional) Select the Enable Security check box to secure the Transaction Calendar 
definition to prevent some users from viewing or making changes to the calendar.

If you do not enable security, all users who have access to this Transaction Calendar
definition will be able to view and modify it. See Securing Calendars, page 1-102.

If the Assign Access function is available for your responsibility, the Assign Access 
button is enabled once you check the Enable Security check box. Choose the Assign 
Access button to assign the definition to one or more Definition Access Sets with the
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desired privileges. See Definition Access Sets, page 1-128.

If the Assign Access function has been excluded from your responsibility, you will 
not be able to view the Assign Access button in the Transaction Calendar window. 
You can still secure the Transaction Calendar by checking the Enable Security check
box, but only Definition Access Sets that are AutoAssigned will be automatically 
assigned to this calendar. See your System Administrator for more information on 
function security.

5. Save your work. 

To establish the first transaction day, General Ledger looks at all calendars in the 
system to determine which calendar has the earliest period. January 1st for the year 
in which this earliest period occurs is the first transaction day.

To maintain a transaction calendar:
1. Navigate to the Transaction Calendar window.

2. Query the transaction calendar you want to maintain.

General Ledger will display the requested transaction calendar. Note that valid 
business days have a checkmark in the corresponding Business Day check box.

3. Query the specific date, or range of dates, that you want to maintain.

4. To make a date a valid business day, mark the Business Day checkbox for the date 
line. To make a date a non-business day, unmark the checkbox.

5. Save your work.

Related Topics
Business Day Defaults, page 1-108

Defining Calendars, page 1-102

Overview of Average Balance Processing, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Definition Access Sets, page 1-128

Business Day Defaults
When you first define a transaction calendar, General Ledger uses default values for 
determining which days are business days and which are non-business days. You can 
change the business day defaults before you have General Ledger generate your initial 
transaction calendar.
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To change the default business days:
1. Navigate to the Transaction Calendar window.

2. Choose Defaults. The Creation Defaults window appears.

3. Mark the checkbox next to those days of the week that you want to be used as 
default business days when General Ledger generates your initial transaction 
calendar. Unmark those days that you do not want as default business days.

4. Choose OK to save your work.

Related Topics
Defining Transaction Calendars, page 1-107

Overview of Average Balance Processing, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Definition Access Sets, page 1-128

Defining Ledgers
A ledger determines the currency, chart of accounts, accounting calendar, ledger 
processing options and subledger accounting method, if used, for a legal entity, group 
of legal entities, or some other business purpose that does not involve legal entities.

You define ledgers when you create accounting setups in Accounting Setup Manager. 
Each accounting setup requires a primary ledger and optionally one or more secondary 
ledgers and reporting currencies.

Types of Ledgers
There are two types of ledgers: primary and secondary.

Primary Ledger
The primary ledger acts as the main record-keeping ledger. If used for the purpose of 
maintaining transactions for one or more legal entities, it uses the legal entities' main 
chart of accounts, accounting calendar, currency, subledger accounting method, and 
ledger processing options to record and report on all of their financial transactions. If 
used for another business purpose where no legal entities are involved, then the 
primary ledger is defined with the chart of accounts, accounting calendar, and currency 
that is suited for the business need. One primary ledger is required for each accounting 
setup.

Secondary Ledger
The secondary ledger is an optional, additional ledger that is associated with the 
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primary ledger for an accounting setup. Secondary ledgers can be used to represent 
your primary ledger's accounting data in another accounting representation that differs 
in one or more of the following from the primary ledger:

• Chart of accounts

• Accounting calendar/period type combination

• Currency

• Subledger accounting method

• Ledger processing options

Secondary ledgers can be used in many ways. For example, if a legal entity must 
perform corporate and statutory reporting, you can use the primary ledger to satisfy 
corporate reporting requirements and then use a secondary ledger to satisfy statutory 
reporting requirements.

If a legal entity is a subsidiary of a parent company and must produce its financial 
results according to the parent company's reporting requirements in addition to its own
local reporting requirements, then a secondary ledger may be used to satisfy the 
additional reporting requirement.

Secondary ledgers can be maintained at the following data conversion levels:

• Subledger: The Subledger level secondary ledger maintains subledger journals, 
general ledger journal entries, and balances in the additional accounting 
representation. This data conversion level uses both Oracle Subledger Accounting 
and General Ledger Posting to create the necessary journals in both your primary 
and secondary ledgers simultaneously.

• Journal: The journal level secondary ledger maintains your primary ledger journal 
entries and balances in an additional accounting representation. This type of 
secondary ledger is maintained using the General Ledger Posting Program. Every 
time you post a journal in your primary ledger, the same journal can be 
automatically replicated and maintained in the secondary ledger for those journal 
sources and categories that are set up for this behavior.

• Balance: The balance level secondary ledger maintains your primary ledger account
balances in another accounting representation. This type of secondary ledger 
requires you to use Oracle General Ledger Consolidation to transfer your primary 
ledger balances to this secondary ledger.

• Adjustments Only: The Adjustments Only Secondary Ledger is an incomplete 
accounting representation that only holds adjustments. The adjustments can be 
manual adjustments or automated adjustments from Oracle Subledger Accounting. 
This type of ledger must share the same chart of accounts, accounting 
calendar/period type combination, and currency as the associated primary ledger. 
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To obtain a complete secondary accounting representation that includes both the 
transactional data and the adjustments, you must then combine the 
adjustments-only secondary ledger with the primary ledger when running reports.

For more information on secondary ledgers, see Secondary Ledgers.

Note: If you only need to represent your primary ledger transactions in 
another currency, you do not need to use secondary ledgers; you can 
use reporting currencies.

For more information on reporting currencies, see Reporting Currencies, page 1-111.

Reporting Currencies
If you want to maintain your ledger transactions in multiple currencies, you can use 
reporting currencies. Reporting currencies are additional currency representations of 
primary or secondary ledgers. Unlike secondary ledgers, reporting currencies can only 
differ by currency from their source ledger and must share the same chart of accounts, 
accounting calendar/period type combination, subledger accounting method, if used, 
and ledger processing options. Reporting currencies can be used for supplementary 
reporting purposes, such as consolidation or management reporting. They can also be 
used if you operate in countries with highly inflationary economies.

Reporting currencies can be maintained at the following currency conversion levels:

• Balance Level: The Balance level reporting currency is maintained only for GL 
account balances by using translation to convert the balances from the ledger 
currency to the reporting currency. Balance level reporting currencies can be 
assigned to primary and secondary ledgers using Accounting Setup Manager, or 
they can be system-generated the first time you run translation using a different 
currency.

• Journal Level: The Journal level reporting currency is maintained for GL journal 
entries and balances when you post journals in your primary or secondary ledger. 
This type of reporting currency is maintained using the General Ledger Posting 
program. Each time you post a journal entry in the associated primary or secondary
ledger, another journal is created and posted to the Journal level reporting currency 
within the same journal batch.

• Subledger Level: The Subledger level reporting currency is maintained for primary
ledgers only. They maintain a currency representation of the primary ledgers' 
subledger journals, journal entries, and balances. This type of reporting currency is 
maintained by Oracle Subledger Accounting (SLA) and the GL Posting program.

Journal level and Subledger level reporting currencies are intended for use by 
organizations that must regularly and routinely report their financial results in multiple
currencies. For example, an organization with a once-a-year need to translate its 
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financial statements to its parent company's currency for consolidation purposes, but no
other foreign currency reporting needs should use the balance level reporting currency 
instead of journal or subledger levels.

The choice of balance level (translation) versus journal or subledger level reporting 
currencies depends on whether a company wants to track balances or transaction level 
details in the reporting currencies. Typically, you should consider using journal or 
subledger level reporting currencies when:

• You operate in a country whose unstable currency makes it unsuitable for 
managing your business. As a result, you need to manage your business in a more 
stable currency and still be able to report your transactions and account balances in 
the unstable local currency

• Your company is multinational, and you need to report financial information in a 
common currency other than that of the transaction or your ledger's currency.

General Ledger stores reporting currency amounts. These amounts can be used with 
many other General Ledger features, such as translation, consolidation, multi–currency 
accounting, and formula journals.

You can use General Ledger's online inquiry features to display information about 
reporting currencies. You can also request standard reports, as well as create your own 
custom Financials Statement Generator reports to report in reporting currency balances.

You define reporting currencies when you create accounting setups using Accounting 
Setup Manager.

See: Reporting Currencies.

Ledger Prerequisites
The following need to be defined or enabled in Oracle General Ledger before you can 
create ledgers using Accounting Setup Manager:

• Chart of accounts

• Accounting calendar

• Transaction calendar, if you plan to use average balance processing and want to 
ensure journals created in Oracle General Ledger and Oracle Subledger Accounting 
(SLA) only get booked on valid business days

• Currencies

• Currency conversion rate types and rates, if you plan to use more than one currency

• Journal reversal criteria, if you plan to automatically reverse journals

• The following accounts:
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• Retained Earnings account

• Suspense account, if you want to enable suspense posting

• Cumulative Translation Adjustment account, if you plan to translate balances

• Rounding Differences account, if you want to use a specific account to track 
small currency differences during currency conversion 

• Non-Postable Net Income account, if you plan to use average balance 
processing. This account is used to capture the net activity of all revenue and 
expense accounts when calculating the average balance for retained earnings.

• Reserve for Encumbrance account, if you plan to use Encumbrance Accounting

• Entered Currency Balancing Account, if you plan to use Oracle Subledgers and 
want to balance foreign currency subledger journals by the entered currency 
and balancing segment value

• Ledger Currency Balancing Account, if you plan to use Oracle Subledgers and 
want to balance subledger journals by the ledger currency and balancing 
segment value

See: Ledger Options.

Assigning Ledgers to Profile Options
If using Oracle Subledgers, you must assign a ledger to the GL Ledger Name profile 
option to indicate the ledger that will be used for transaction processing by your 
subledger applications. The ledger specified is automatically assigned to the GL: Data 
Access Set profile option to control the ledgers that can be used by Oracle General 
Ledger. 

If you want to access more than one ledger for Oracle General Ledger, assign a data 
access set to the GL: Data Access Set profile option. This data access set should include 
the same ledger used by your Oracle Subledgers so you can view subledger data 
transferred to General Ledger.

See: Data Access Sets, page 1-116.

Ledger Sets
To achieve processing efficiencies, such as opening periods for multiple ledgers or 
summarizing balances across ledgers using FSGs, you can group multiple ledgers into a
ledger set.

All ledgers in a ledger set must share the same chart of accounts and accounting 
calendar/period type combination. This includes reporting currencies at the Journal and
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Subledger levels that you may want to combine with the primary ledger to allow you to
synchronize accounting periods or view data across ledgers.

See: Defining Ledger Sets, page 1-114.

Data Access Sets
Data access sets control which ledgers can be accessed by different responsibilities. Data
access sets can also limit a user from accessing certain balancing segment values or 
management segment values or grant read–only or read and write access to data in a 
ledger.

General Ledger automatically creates a data access set when you define a ledger or 
ledger set. This system-generated data access set provides full read and write access to 
ledgers. You can also provide more limited access to your ledgers and ledger sets by 
defining your own data access sets.

Your System Administrator must assign the data access set that you want to use to the 
profile option GL: Data Access Set for each responsibility.

See: Data Access Sets, page 1-116.

Defining Ledger Sets
A ledger set is a group of ledgers that share the same chart of accounts and 
calendar/period type combination. Ledger sets allow you to run processes and reports 
for multiple ledgers simultaneously.

For example, you can open/close periods for multiple ledgers at once, run recurring 
journals that update balances for multiple ledgers, or run consolidated financial reports 
that summarize balances across multiple ledgers in a ledger set.

You can group all types of ledgers in a ledger set, such as primary ledger, secondary 
ledgers, and reporting currencies (journal and subledger levels), as long as they share 
the same chart of accounts and calendar/period type combination. The same ledger can 
belong to multiple ledger sets, and ledger sets can contain other ledger sets.

Reporting Currencies
If using reporting currencies at the journal-level or subledger level, it is recommended 
that you group reporting currencies with their associated source ledgers in a ledger set. 
Doing so makes it easier to maintain the same number of open and closed periods for 
the ledgers and their reporting currencies. It also enables you to view transactions, 
journals, or balances across ledgers and reporting currencies in a single view.

See: Overview of Reporting Currencies, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.
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Securing Ledger Sets
You can secure your ledger set using definition access sets. Definition access sets are an 
optional security feature that enables you to control use, view, and modify access to 
your General Ledger definitions.

The following describes what Use, View, and Modify access mean as it pertains to 
ledger sets:

• Use Access: Allows specific users to assign the ledger set to another ledger set 
definition or data access set. If you have Use Access, you will be unable to view the 
ledger set definition or make changes to the ledger set.

• View Access: Allows specific users to view the ledger set definition from the 
Ledger Sets window. If you have View Access, you will be unable to make changes 
to the ledger set, such as adding and removing ledgers or ledger sets.

• Modify Access: Allows specific users to view and make changes to the ledger set 
from the Transaction Calendar window.

Prerequisites

• Define ledgers or ledger sets.

To define a ledger set:
1. Navigate to the Ledger Set window.

2. Enter a name for the Ledger Set.

3. Enter a Short Name for the ledger set.

4. (Optional) Enter a Description for the ledger set.

5. Choose a Chart of Accounts.

6. Choose a Calendar and Period Type.

7. (Optional) Specify a default ledger. The default ledger automatically defaults in all 
windows where the Ledger field is required.

Note: A Default Ledger is required for Financial Statement 
Generator (FSG).

8. (Optional) Select the Enable Security checkbox to secure the Ledger Set definition. If
you do not enable security, all users who have access to this definition will be able 
to use, view, and modify the ledger set definition.
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If the Assign Access function is available for your responsibility, the Assign Access 
button will be enabled once you select the Enable Security checkbox.

Choose the Assign Access button to assign the definition to one or more Definition 
Access Sets with the desired privileges. For more information, see Definition Access
Sets, page 1-128.

If the Assign Access function has been excluded from your responsibility, you will 
be unable to view the Assign Access button in the Ledger Sets window. You can 
still secure the Ledger Set definition by selecting the Enable Security checkbox, but 
only Definition Access Sets that are AutoAssigned will be automatically assigned to
this Ledger Set. See your System Administrator for more information on Function 
Security.

9. In the Ledger/Ledger Set column, choose the ledgers and/or ledger sets to be 
included in the ledger set. Only those ledgers and ledger sets that share the same 
chart of accounts, calendar, and period type specified for the ledger set definition 
will be available.

If you use reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), you can choose 
reporting currencies to be included in the ledger set. Only those reporting 
currencies that share the same chart of accounts, calendar, and period type specified
for the ledger set definition will be available

10. Save your work. The General Ledger Accounting Setup Program will be submitted. 
Ensure this program completes successfully.

Once saved, a ledger set cannot be deleted. You can only add or remove ledgers 
and ledger sets from ledger sets.

Note: You must have at least one ledger or ledger set assigned to a 
ledger set.

Before you can begin using the ledgers contained in your ledger set for transaction 
processing, you must assign the ledger set to the profile option, GL: Data Access Set.

Related Topics
Creating Accounting Setups

Data Access Sets
Data access sets control which ledgers can be accessed by different responsibilities. Data
access sets can also limit a user from accessing certain balancing segment values or 
management segment values or grant read–only or read and write access to data in a 
ledger. The ledgers and ledger sets assigned to a data access set must share the same 
chart of accounts, calendar, and period type.
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You can define three types of data access sets:

• Full Ledger: Grants access to all the data in a ledger. For example, in a data access 
set with two ledgers, A and B, you can grant read-only privileges to all the data in 
Ledger A and grant read and write privileges to all the data in Ledger B.

• Balancing Segment Value: Grants access to all or specific ledger/balancing segment
value (BSV) combinations. For example, you can have a data access set with Ledger 
A, and grant read-only privileges to balancing segment value 01, grant read and 
write privileges to balancing segment value 02, and grant no access to balancing 
segment value 03 in the same ledger. This is useful for companies that use a small 
number of ledgers with a high number of balancing segment values to represent 
multiple companies or legal entities.

• Management Segment Value: Grants access to all or specific ledger/management 
segment value (MSV) combinations. For example, you can have a data access set 
with ledger A and grant read only privileges to management segment value 100, 
grant read and write privileges to management segment value 200, and grant no 
access to management segment value 300. This can only be used if you have 
specified a management segment in your chart of accounts

Note: The Full Ledger access set type provides better system 
performance than the Balancing Segment Value or Management 
Segment Value access set type.

Note: When you assign specific balancing segment 
values/management segment values, you can specify all values, 
parent values that include their child values, or child values 
individually.

You must specify one of the three types for each data access set. Once defined, you 
cannot alter the type. You can only add or delete ledgers/ledger sets and segment 
values specified in the data access set.

Oracle General Ledger automatically creates a data access set when the following 
occurs:

• A ledger is created

• A ledger set is defined

The system-generated data access set for a ledger uses the same name as the ledger. 
This data access set uses the Full Ledger access set type that provides full read and 
write access to the ledgers.

The system-generated data access set for ledger sets uses the same name as the ledger 
set. This data access set uses the Full Ledger access set type that provides full read and 
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write access to all of the ledgers assigned to the ledger set.

If the level of access provided by the system–generated data access set is sufficient for 
your needs, you do not need to manually create a data access set; just use the one 
created by the system.

You only need to create your own data access sets when you want to further limit read 
and write access to ledgers, ledger sets, or specific balancing segment values or 
management segment values for a ledger or ledger set.

Full Ledger Access
Full ledger access is required to perform certain operations, such as opening and closing
periods, creating summary accounts, creating budgets, and performing Mass 
Maintenance. Full ledger access means having full read and write access to the ledger 
and all of its balancing segment values or management segment values.

To obtain full ledger access, your data access set must be one of the following types: 

• The Full Ledger data access set type that provides read and write access to the 
ledger.

• The Balancing Segment Value data access set type that provides read and write 
access to all balancing segment values for a ledger using the All Values checkbox.

• The Management Segment Value data access set type that provides read and write 
access to all management segment values for a ledger using the All Values 
checkbox.

Note: Choosing the All Values check box for the Balancing Segment
Value or Management Segment Value access set type is not 
equivalent to assigning all of the balancing segment values or all of 
management segment values individually.

To prevent potential errors in processing, such as not being able to open or close a 
ledger's periods, make sure at least one responsibility has a data access set assigned 
with full ledger access.

Note: Data Access Sets work with Segment Value Security Rules and 
Cross–Validation Rules. If you have defined Segment Value Security 
Rules that prevent certain responsibilities from accessing certain 
segment values, those rules are combined with data access set security.

For example, if you defined Segment Value Security rules to exclude 
Balancing Segment Value 01 and then defined data access set security 
that provides read-only access to values 01–03, the user assigned this 
responsibility would not be able to read segment value 01 due to the 
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Segment Value Security rule.

Defining Your Cross–Validation Rules and Defining Segment Values.

Reporting Currencies
If you use reporting currencies, Oracle General Ledger automatically creates both of the 
following:

• a data access set with the source ledger and the journal-level or subledger-level 
reporting currencies

• a data access set with the journal-level or subledger-level reporting currency only

The system-generated data access set for a reporting currency uses the same name as 
the reporting currency. This data access set uses the Full Ledger access set type that 
provides full read and write access to the reporting currency.

If a ledger set is defined that includes reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), 
the system-generated data access set for the ledger set uses the Full Ledger access set 
type that provides full read and write access to all of the reporting currencies assigned 
to the ledger set.

Planning Your Data Access Sets
Before creating data access sets, consider the following:

Securing Balancing Segment Values
When you create accounting setups in Accounting Setup Manager, it is recommended 
that you assign specific balancing segment values to legal entities. This enables you to 
easily identify transactions by legal entity and take advantage of many legal entity 
features, such as Intercompany Accounting.

Optionally, you can assign balancing segment values to the ledger itself if you want to 
reserve specific values for non-legal entity related transactions, such as adjustments.

If you assign specific balancing segment values to legal entities and ledgers, you will 
only be able to use those balancing segment values during transaction processing and 
journal entry.

Example
Assume the following legal entities share the same primary ledger called Vision 
Operations. Each legal entity has the following balancing segment values assigned:
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Legal Entity and Balancing Segment Value Assignment for Vision Operations

Legal Entity Balancing Segment Value Assignment

Vision USA 01,02

Vision Services 03

Vision Distribution 04

When entering subledger transactions or journal entries for the ledger, Vision 
Operations, you will only be able to use the balancing segment values assigned to the 
legal entities for that ledger, values 01– 04.

If you also assigned one or more balancing segment values to the ledger, such as value 
99, then you would also be able to use value 99 to enter journal entries and view data in 
reports.

When you assign balancing segment values to legal entities and ledgers, all users who 
have access to the ledger will be able to use those balancing segment values for data 
entry and reporting. If you want to further limit read-only or read and write access to 
the balancing segment values, then you must create data access sets to secure those 
values.

Using the same example above, assume you want to prevent users who enter data for 
Vision USA from viewing and entering data for Vision Services and Vision Distribution.
You can create the following data access set with the following parameters:

• Data Access Set: Vision Services Only

• Data Access Set Type: Balancing Segment Value

Data Access Set

Ledger Balancing Segment Value Privileges

Vision USA 01 Read and Write

Vision USA 02 Read and Write

By assigning this data access set to the responsibilities for Vision Services, the Vision 
Services users will only be able to enter and view data using balancing segment values 
01 and 02.
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Note: The balancing segment values you secure using data access sets 
should correspond to the values assigned to the legal entities of a 
particular ledger. In this example, if you created a data access set that 
only provided read and write access to balancing segment values 21 
and 22, which are not assigned to the legal entities for the Vision USA 
ledger, users would not be able to enter or view data for any balancing 
segment value.

Securing Management Segment Values
When securing management segment values for a ledger, take note of the management 
segment values you used when you assigned the default accounts to the ledger, such as 
the retained earnings account and the cumulative translation adjustment account. Make
sure that your data access set that uses the Management Segment Value Access Set Type
includes read and write access to the management segment values you used for the 
ledger's default accounts.

For example, if your ledger's retained earnings account is 11-000-3110, where 000 is the 
management segment value, make sure all data access sets using the Management 
Segment Value Access Set Type includes read and write access to value 000. This will 
prevent processing errors when users perform certain processes, such as Translation 
and Posting, that automatically update the ledger's default accounts.

Using Data Access Sets
To use a data access set that allows you to access data in one or more ledgers for 
transaction processing, you must have your System Administrator assign the data 
access set to a General Ledger responsibility using the profile option GL: Data Access 
Set. Each responsibility can have only one data access set assigned.

Because General Ledger uses many profile options that you can assign to General 
Ledger responsibilities to control journal processing, you should carefully plan your 
data access sets to combine similar ledgers that will use the same processing options.

For example, the profile option called GL: Owners Equity Translation Rule controls the 
method to use when translating owner's equity accounts. If you set this profile option to
YTD at the Responsibility level, all ledgers in the data access set that are assigned to the 
same responsibility will use the YTD method. If you combined ledgers that needed to 
use a mixture of PTD and YTD Translation methods, you will need to change the profile
option setting before running Translation for each ledger individually.

Data Access Set Examples
For the examples below, assume you have defined the following ledgers and ledger 
sets:

• Vision Services Ledger
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• Vision Operations Ledger

• Vision Global Industries Ledger Set contains three ledgers: US Operations, Canada 
Operations, and a Consolidation Ledger

Example A: Full Ledger Access Set Type
Assume you define the following data access set with the Full Ledger Access Set Type:

Example A - Full Ledger Data Access Set Type

Ledgers/Ledger Sets Privileges

Vision Services Read and Write

Vision Operations Read-Only

Vision Global Industries Ledger Set Read-Only

Responsibilities using this data access set will have full read and write access to the 
Vision Services ledger. Users can enter journals, perform account inquiries, and run 
reports for the Vision Services ledger. Users can only view existing data for the Ledgers 
Vision Operations, US Operations, Canada Operations, and Consolidation, such as 
querying journals or running reports. They cannot enter journals or update balances for 
these ledgers because they have read-only access to these ledgers.

Example B: Balancing Segment Value Data Access Set Type
Assume you define the following data access set with the Balancing Segment Value 
Access Set Type:

Example B: Balancing Segment Value Data Access Set Type

Ledgers/Ledger Sets Balancing Segment Value Privileges

Vision Services All Read and Write

Vision Operations 01 Read-Only

Vision Operations 20 (Parent of child values 21–
29)

Read and Write
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Vision Global Industries 
Ledger Set

All Read and Write

Users with responsibilities using this data access set will have read and write access to 
the data in Vision Services and for all of its balancing segment values. Users can only 
view the existing data in Vision Operations for balancing segment value 01. Users have 
read and write access to the data in Vision Operations for balancing segment value 20, 
including its child values (21–29). Users have read and write access to the data in all 
balancing segment values in Ledger Set, Vision Global Industries.

Example C: Management Segment Value Data Access Set Type
Assume you define the following data access set with the Management Segment Value 
Access Set Type:

Example C: Management Segment Value Data Access Set Type

Ledgers/Ledger Sets Management Segment 
Value

Privileges

Vision Services All Read-Only

Vision Operations 001 Read-Only

Vision Operations 003 (Parent of child values 010
–020)

Read and Write

Vision Global Industries 
Ledger Set

All Read and Write

Users with responsibilities using this data access set can view data for all of the 
management segment values in Vision Services. Users can only view the data for Vision
Operations for management segment value 001. Users can read and write data for 
Vision Operations for management segment value 003, including its child values (010–
020). Users can read and write to data in all management segment values in Ledger Set 
Vision Global Industries.

Defining Data Access Sets
Prerequisites

• Ledgers must be assigned to accounting setups that have a complete status.
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To define a Data Access Set:
1. Navigate to the Data Access Set window.

2. Enter a name for the data access set.

3. (Optional) Enter a Description for the data access set.

4. Enter the name of the Chart of Accounts for the data access set.

5. Enter the Calendar for the data access set. The Period Type will default.

6. Choose a value from the Access Set Type field:

Full Ledger: To grant privileges to an entire ledger or ledger set.

Balancing Segment Value: To grant privileges for all or specific balancing segment 
values in a ledger or ledger set.

Management Segment Value: To grant privileges for all or specific management 
segment values in a ledger or ledger set.

7. In the Ledger/Ledger Set column, enter the ledger or ledger set that you want to 
include in the data access set. You can only choose ledgers and ledger sets that 
share the same chart of accounts, calendar, and period type as the data access set.

Note: You will not be able to choose a ledger unless it is assigned to
a complete accounting setup.

Note: If you use reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), 
then you may enter a reporting currency that shares the same chart 
of accounts, calendar, and period type as the data access set.

You can assign the same ledger and/or ledger sets to multiple data access sets, but 
you cannot assign one data access set to another data access set.

8. If you specified the Full Ledger Access Set Type, skip to step 9. If you specified the 
Balancing Segment Value or Management Segment Value Access Type, specify one 
of the following:

• Check the All checkbox to grant privileges to all balancing or management 
segment values in the ledger.

• Enter a specific balancing or management segment value for the ledger or 
ledger set. To include more than one balancing or management segment value 
per ledger or ledger set, complete additional rows. 
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Note: If you specify a parent segment value, then the read-only and
read and write privileges are automatically propagated to all of its 
child values at all levels of the hierarchy.

9. Choose a Privilege: 

Read Only: Allows users to view data in ledgers and balancing or management 
segment values.

Read and Write: Allows users to view and enter data in ledgers and balancing or 
management segment values.

10. (Optional) Choose the Default Ledger button to specify a default ledger for this data
access set. The default ledger will automatically default in all windows that provide
a Ledger field.

11. Save your work. The General Ledger Accounting Setup Program will be submitted. 
Note the Request ID and ensure this program completes successfully.

Close the form to create and update a Data Access Set.

Once saved, you cannot delete the data access set. Ledgers and ledger sets can be 
added or removed from the data access set.

If you need to change the segment value or privilege for a ledger or ledger set in the
Segment Values region, you must first delete the ledger or ledger set and then add 
it back with the preferred segment value or privilege.

You can use the Data Access Set Listing report to review the details of your data 
access sets.

Note: Before you can use a system-generated or user-defined data 
access set for General Ledger processing, you must have your 
System Administrator assign it to the profile option GL: Data 
Access Set at the General Ledger Application, or Responsibility 
level. This profile option controls the ledgers that can be accessed 
by Oracle General Ledger.

If using Oracle Subledgers, you must assign a ledger to the GL Ledger Name profile
option to indicate the ledger to use for your subledger applications. The ledger 
specified is automatically assigned to the GL: Data Access Set profile option, but 
you can override it. If you want to access more than one ledger for Oracle General 
Ledger processes, assign a data access set to the GL: Data Access Set profile option. 
This data access set should include the same ledger used by your Oracle Subledgers
so you can view subledger data transferred to General Ledger.
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Definition Access Sets
Definition Access Sets are an optional security feature that allow you to secure shared 
General Ledger definitions such as MassAllocations, Recurring Journal Formulas, and 
Financial Statement Generator (FSG) components. Definition Access Sets allow you to:

• Assign a user or group of users access to specific definitions.

• Specify what actions can be performed on secured definitions for a user or group of 
users.

For example, you can secure FSG reports to allow some users to modify the report 
definition, other users to only view the report definition, while other users can modify, 
view, and submit the report.

To use Definition Access Set security you:

1. Create a Definition Access Set.

2. Assign it to one or more responsibilities.

3. Create a definition.

4. Secure the definition in its respective window and assign it to a Definition Access 
Set with the proper privileges.

Access Privileges
You can control who has access to definitions by assigning them to Definition Access 
Sets with one or more of the following privileges:

• Use: Enables a user to use a definition in a process or report, such as FSG Report 
components, Recurring Journa,l, and MassAllocation definitions. It also enables a 
user to use the definition to create another definition, such as using a Recurring 
Journal to create an AutoAllocation Set or using a FSG Report component to create 
a FSG report.

If a user only has Use access to a definition, that user cannot view or modify the 
definition. For example, if a user only has Use access to a MassAllocation definition,
that user can generate journals using the MassAllocation in the Generate 
MassAllocation Journals window, but she cannot view or modify the definition in 
the Define MassAllocation window.

• View: Enables a user to view a definition.

If a user only has View access to a definition, that user cannot use or modify the 
definition. If AutoCopy is available as a function for that particular definition, the 
user will be able to use AutoCopy to create a copy of the definition. This allows the 
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user to create a definition based on an existing definition without changing the 
original.

• Modify: Enables a user to View and Modify a definition. Modify access 
automatically includes View access.

If a user only has Modify access to a definition, that user cannot use the definition.

Note: The actions permitted by Use, View, and Modify access vary by 
definition. Table 1–21 specifies Use, View, and Modify access in the 
context of each definition that can be secured in General Ledger.

Definition Access Sets and Responsibilities
One or more Definition Access Sets can be assigned to one or more responsibilities. If a 
user has multiple responsibilities assigned with multiple Definition Access Sets that 
secure the same definition, she will obtain the aggregate effect of all the privileges for 
that definition. One or more Definition Access Sets can be assigned to one or more 
responsibilities. If a user has multiple responsibilities assigned with multiple Definition 
Access Sets that secure the same definition, she will obtain the aggregate effect of all the
privileges for that definition.

Example
Consider the following:

Responsibility Definition Access 
Set

Report Definition 
Secured

Privilege

GL Budget User Report Viewers Balance Sheet View

GL Report User Report Users Balance Sheet Use

GL Manager Reporting All Balance Sheet Modify

This combination of responsibilities and Definition Access Sets allow any single 
responsibility to give her View, Use, and Modify access to the Balance Sheet FSG report.

When a definition is secured, it is automatically assigned to the Definition Access Set 
called Super User Definition Access Set that has full privileges; Use, View, and Modify 
access to all secured definitions. Anyone with access to the Definition Access Set 
window can query the Super User Definition Access Set to view all secured definitions. 
You can assign the Super User Definition Access Set to any responsibility to grant 
unlimited access to all secured definitions. The Super User Definition Access Set is 
intended for use by the System Administrator for maintenance purposes.
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Note: Only Definition Access Sets assigned to your responsibilities can 
be assigned to a definition. If you need to create a definition and assign 
it to users beyond your Definition Access Sets, you must ask the Super 
User or someone with broader privileges to do so.

Definition Access Set Reports
You can view Definition Access Sets and a list of secured definitions using one of the 
following reports that can be submitted from the Submit Request window:

• Definition Access Set Listing: This report lists all of the definitions and their 
privileges that have been assigned to a specific Definition Access Set.

• Definition Access by User: This report lists the secured definitions and their 
privileges that have been assigned to Definition Access Sets for a specific user.

Defining Definition Access Sets
To create a Definition Access Set, perform the following steps.

To create a Definition Access Set:
1. Navigate to the Definition Access Set window.

2. Enter a Name and Description. You cannot modify or delete the Name once it is 
saved.

Tip: You can initially create a Definition Access Set that has no 
associated definitions. While subsequently creating a definition, 
you can secure it by choosing the Definition Access Set from the 
List of Values in the Definition's Assign window.

Tip: For ease of maintenance, consider a naming convention for 
your Definition Access Sets that group similar definitions together. 
For example, you can create a Definition Access Set that groups 
similar definitions together, such as all of your FSG components. 
Alternatively, you can create definition access sets that group 
definitions by privileges, such as Use, View, and Modify privileges.
Because you can have an unlimited number of Definition Access 
Sets assigned to a responsibility, a good naming convention 
prevents confusion as you secure more definitions in the future.

3. (Optional) From the Definitions region, you can add definitions to the Definition 
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Access Set. To do so, choose a Definition Type and Name from the List of Values. 
Only definitions that have been secured with the Enable Security checkbox checked 
in the definition window will be available.

4. Assign one or more privileges to the definition:

Use: The definition can be used.

View: The definition can be viewed.

Modify: The definition can be viewed and modified. View defaults automatically.

See Table 1–21 for more information on Use, View, and Modify access.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to add more definitions to the Definition Access Set.

6. Save your work.

7. Navigate to the Definition Access Set Assignments window to assign a Definition 
Access Set to a Responsibility.

8. Select a General Ledger Responsibility that will be assigned to the Definition Access
Set . 

9. In the Assignments region, choose one or more Definition Access Sets to assign.

Note: The definition access sets you assign will appear in the list of 
values in the Assign window when securing each definition in their
respective definition window.

10. (Optional) Enable the AutoAssign checkbox to automatically have definitions 
created by responsibility assigned to the Definition Access Set. If you enable 
AutoAssign, you must choose default privileges for those responsibilities. Specify 
one or more AutoAssign Privileges for the Definition Access Set: your choices are 
Use, View, and Modify.

Note: You will be able to override the privileges when securing the 
individual definitions if you have the Assign Access button 
available in the respective definition window.

If the Assign Access function has been excluded for this definition 
from your responsibility, the button will not appear in the 
respective definition window.

The following table lists General Ledger definitions that can be secured and 
explains what Use, View, and Modify access mean for each definition.
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General Ledger Definitions

Definition Use Access View Access Modify Access 
(with View Access)

Accounting 
Calendar

N/A View calendars in 
the Accounting 
Calendar window.

Modify calendars.

AutoAllocation Generate and 
Schedule 
AutoAllocation Sets.

View 
AutoAllocations in 
the AutoAllocation 
Workbench 
window.

Modify 
AutoAllocationSets.

AutoPost Criteria 
Set

Generate or 
schedule AutoPost 
Criteria Sets.

View AutoPost 
Criteria Sets in the 
AutoPost Criteria 
Sets window.

Modify AutoPost 
Criteria Sets.

Budget Formula Calculate Budget 
Amounts from the 
Calculate Budget 
Amounts window.

Calculate/schedule 
Budget Amounts 
from the Define 
Budget Formula 
window if combined
with View privilege.

View the Budget 
Formula in the 
Define Budget 
Formula Window.

Modify Budget 
Formulas.

Budget Organization Use Budget 
Organizations when 
entering budget 
amounts or journals.

View Budget 
Organizations in the 
Define Budget 
Organization 
window.

Modify Budget 
Organizations.

Chart of Accounts 
Mapping

Assign the mapping 
to Consolidations.

View mappings in 
the Chart of 
Accounts Mapping 
window.

Modify Mappings.
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Definition Use Access View Access Modify Access 
(with View Access)

Consolidation 
Definition

Use Consolidation 
definitions in the 
Consolidation 
Transfer window.

Assign 
Consolidation 
Definitions to 
Consolidation Sets.

View Consolidation 
definitions in the 
Consolidation 
Definition window 
that can also be 
accessed from the 
Consolidation Sets 
window.

Modify 
Consolidation 
definitions in the 
Consolidation 
Definition window 
that can also be 
accessed from the 
Consolidation Set 
window

Consolidation Sets Use Consolidation 
Sets in the Transfer 
Consolidation 
DataSet window.

View Consolidation 
Sets in the 
Consolidation Set 
window.

Modify 
Consolidation Sets.

Elimination Sets Generate 
Elimination Sets.

View Elimination 
Sets in the 
Elimination Sets 
window.

Modify Elimination 
Sets.

FSG Report Submit FSG reports 
regardless of access 
to FSG components.

Assign FSG Reports 
to a Report Set.

View FSG Reports in
the Define Financial 
Reports window.

Modify FSG reports

FSG Report 
Components

Assign FSG 
components to a 
FSG Report.

View FSG 
components in their 
respective definition 
windows.

Modify FSG 
components in their 
respective definition 
windows.

FSG Report Set Submit the Report 
Set regardless of the 
privileges to the 
reports in the set.

View the Report Set 
definition in the 
Financial Report Set 
window.

Modify Report Sets.

Journal Reversal 
Criteria 
(AutoReversal)

N/A View Journal 
Reversal Criteria in 
the Reversal Criteria 
window.

Modify Journal 
Reversal Criteria.
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Definition Use Access View Access Modify Access 
(with View Access)

Ledger Set Use or assign Ledger
Sets to Data Access 
Sets or another 
Ledger Set.

View Ledger Sets in 
the Ledger Set 
window.

Modify Ledger Sets.

MassAllocation Generate 
MassAllocations and
assign them to 
AutoAllocation Sets.

If combined with the
View privilege, you 
can 
generate/schedule 
MassAllocations 
from the Define 
MassAllocation 
window.

View 
MassAllocations in 
the Define 
MassAllocation 
window.

Modify 
MassAllocations.

MassBudget Generate/schedule 
MassBudgets and 
assign them to 
AutoAllocation Sets.

If combined with the
View privilege, you 
can 
generate/schedule 
MassBudgets from 
the Define 
MassBudget 
window.

View MassBudgets 
in the Define 
MassBudget 
window.

Modify 
MassBudgets.

Rate Type Use or assign the 
rate type when 
entering journals, 
defining 
MassAllocations, or 
running 
Revaluations.

View Rate Type in 
the Conversion Rate 
Types window.

View rates 
associated with Rate 
Types in the Daily 
Rates window.

Modify Rate Types.

Create, update, and 
delete rates 
associated with the 
Rate Types in the 
Daily Rates window.
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Definition Use Access View Access Modify Access 
(with View Access)

Recurring Journal Generate Recurring 
Journals and assign 
them to 
AutoAllocation Sets.

If combined with the
View privilege, you 
can 
generate/schedule 
Recurring Journals 
from the Define 
Recurring Journal 
window.

View Recurring 
Journals in the 
Define Recurring 
Journal window.

Modify Recurring 
Journals.

Revaluation Generate 
Revaluations and 
assign them to 
Request Sets.

View Revaluations 
in the Define 
Revaluation 
window.

Modify 
Revaluations.

Transaction 
Calendar

N/A View Transaction 
Calendars in the 
Transaction 
Calendar window.

Modify Transaction 
Calendars.

Securing Definitions
Caution: Once a definition is secured, use Function Security to prevent 
a user with Modify access from modifying the privileges for a 
definition. For more information, refer to Modifying Definition 
Privileges, page 1-135.

Definitions are secured in their respective windows. For example, you secure Row Sets 
in the Row Sets window. Once a definition is secured, you can assign the definition to 
other Definition Access Sets using the Definition Access Set window.

Prerequisite

• Create one or more Definition Access Sets and assign one or more of your 
responsibilities to them.
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To secure a definition:
1. Navigate to a definition window, such as, the Accounting Calendar or AutoPost 

Criteria Sets window.

See Table 1–21 for a list of all definitions that can be secured using Definition Access
Sets.

2. Check the Enable Security checkbox. Definition Access Sets that have been marked 
as AutoAssign for this responsibility are automatically assigned.

3. Choose the Assign Access button to open the Assign window for that definition. 
Assign this definition to one or more pre–defined Definition Access Sets.

See: Definition Access Sets, page 1-128

Note: You must assign at least one Definition Access Set to this 
definition.

Note: If the Assign Access function has been excluded for this 
definition and responsibility in the Responsibilities window, the 
Assign Access button is not displayed. Any definition access sets 
that have been marked as AutoAssign for this responsibility are 
automatically assigned. See your System Administrator for more 
information on Function Security.

4. Specify the privileges you want to assign to each Definition Access Set.

If you choose to AutoAssign a Definition Access Set, the Definition Access Set and 
its privileges are automatically assigned to the definition once you check the Enable
Security checkbox in the definition window.

You can always remove the default Definition Access Sets assigned or modify the 
privileges for the Definition Access Sets. You can include any additional Definition 
Access Set by choosing from the List of Values. Adjust the privileges as necessary.

The actions for the buttons at the bottom of the definition's Assign window are as 
follows: 

• Clear Record: Removes the selected Definition Access Set assignment that has 
not been saved from your definition.

• Delete Record: Deletes the selected Definition Access Set assignment that has 
been previously saved from your definition.

• OK: Saves the settings in this window. 
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• Cancel: Cancels the settings in this window.

5. Choose OK in the Assign window.

6. Save your work

General Ledger submits a concurrent request called Compile Definition Access Sets 
to add the definition to the Definition Access Sets. Your definition will not be 
secured until the concurrent request completes successfully.

To remove security on a definition:
You can remove security on a definition at any time by disabling the Enable Security 
checkbox. This removes all Definition Access Sets assigned to the definition.

Modifying Definition Privileges
You must have Modify privilege for a definition to change the privileges on a definition.
There are two ways to modify Definition Access Set Privileges:

Query the definition in the respective definition window. Then select the Assign Access 
button to open the Assign window and change the privileges.

OR

Query the Definition Access Set in the Definition Access Sets window. Then Locate the 
definition type and name and modify the privileges.

Note: Use Function Security to prevent a user with Modify access from 
modifying the privileges for a definition. For example, if a user has 
Modify privileges on an FSG Report, the user can potentially change his
privileges to include Use access. To prevent this, exclude the Assign 
Access function for those definitions from the user's responsibility.

The Assign Access function is called Secure <Object Name>. For 
example, if the Secure Financial Report function is excluded from a 
responsibility, then the Assign Access button is hidden from the Define 
Financial Report window for that responsibility.

Setting Up Journal Approval
Use General Ledger's Journal Approval feature to ensure that journal entries and 
batches are approved by appropriate management personnel before the journals can be 
posted to your account balances.

Journal Approval uses Oracle Workflow to control and monitor the approval process, 
sending notifications to journal batch preparers and approvers when needed. Some of 
the Journal Approval components can be customized to meet your organization's 
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specific needs. See: Journal Approval Overview, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

Before you use Journal Approval, you must enable journal approval for your ledgers. 
You must also set up your journal sources to use journal approval. Finally, you must 
create an approval hierarchy and define your approver authorization limits.

You can also restrict who a journal approval request is reassigned to by running a 
program that restricts the assignee list of values. The restricted list of values includes 
valid employees who are application users with journal authorization limits. Otherwise,
the assignee list of values lists employees, whether they have or do not have journal 
authorization limits or they are or are not associated with application users.

Prerequisites

Before you use Journal Approval, you or your system administrator must:

• Set up Oracle Workflow. See: Setting Up Oracle Workflow, Oracle Workflow Guide

• Set the two profile options Journals: Allow Preparer Approval and Journals: Find 
Approver Method. See: Setting General Ledger Profile Options, Oracle General 
Ledger Reference Guide.

• Configure the GL Journal Approval Process in Oracle Workflow Builder. 
Specifically, you must set the performer for the Notify System Administrator - No 
Approver and Notify System Administrator - No Approver Manager activities. 
Also, you can change the default settings for Request Approval From Approver 
timout and the Reached Manager Notification Resend Limit. See: Journal Approval 
Overview, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

• Enable Journal Approval for your ledger in Accounting Setup Manager.

To enable Journal Approval for your ledgers:
When you define your ledgers using Accounting Setup Manager, mark the Enable 
Journal Approval check box on the Ledgers page.

If you use reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), you can enable Journal 
Approval for your reporting currencies in Accounting Setup Manager.

See: Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

See: Creating Accounting Setups.

To specify journal sources that require journal approval:
On the Journal Sources window, mark the Require Journal Approval check box for each 
journal source that should be subject to approval.

When a journal entry or batch is created using one of these journal sources, the journal 
must be approved before it can be posted.
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See: Defining Journal Sources, page 1-140

To create an approval hierarchy:
Use the Enter Person window in Oracle General Ledger to enter all of your employees 
who are involved in preparing and approving journal entries and batches.

See: Entering a New Employee, Oracle Human Resources User's Guide

When you enter an employee, you also enter the employee's supervisor or manager 
name. The supervisor is the default next approver for journal entries and batches. 
Likewise, the supervisor's manager is the next approver after the supervisor.

To define authorization limits:
1. Navigate to the Journal Authorization Limits window.

2. Enter the ledger in the Ledger column. You can select a ledger in your data access 
set if you have read/write access to at least one or more balancing segment values or
management segment values in the ledger.

Note: If you use reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), 
you can enter a reporting currency in the Ledger column if you 
have read/write access to one or more balancing segment values or 
management segment values in the reporting currency.

3. The Currency column defaults to the currency of the ledger or reporting currency 
you entered in the previous step.

4. Enter the Employee name, or select it from the list of values.

5. Enter the amount of the employee's Authorization Limit.

6. Repeat the previous two steps for each employee for whom you want to define 
authorization limits.

7. Save your work.

To query authorization limits:
1. Navigate to the Journal Authorization Limits window.

2. In the Find Journal Authorization Limits window, enter the ledger and or employee
you are trying to find.
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Note: You can select a ledger in your data access set if you have read 
access to at least one or more balancing segment values or management
segment values in the ledger.

Note: If you use reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), you 
can enter a reporting currency in the Ledger field if you have read 
access to one or more balancing segment values or management 
segment values in the reporting currency.

To restrict the assignee list of values for journal approval requests:
To restrict the assignee list of values for journal approval requests, perform the 
following steps.

1. From the Submit Requests window, run the program named Program - Maintain 
Authorized Users for Journal Approval Reassignment to restrict the assignee list of 
values to valid application users who have journal authorization limits.

2. Run this program as frequently as needed to include any changes to employees' 
statuses, application user effective dates, or to journal authorization limits.

If any of the preceding changes occur, run this program to update the assignee list 
of values to reflect the changes for journal approval requests.

To restrict the notification reassignment approval list:
To restrict the notification reassignment list to employees who have journal 
authorization limits in your Oracle Applications instance, run the program Maintain 
Authorized Users for Journal Approval Reassignment. Run the program as needed to 
implement changes to employees' statuses, application users, or journal authorization 
limits. The reassignment list will display active employees associated with valid 
application users who have journal authorization limits.

Related Topics
Journal Approval Overview, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

Journal Sources, page 1-140

Entering Employees, Oracle General Ledger Implementation Guide
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Setting Up Step-Down AutoAllocation
Step-Down AutoAllocation allows you to automate the validation, generation and 
posting of journal batches in a specific sequence. The batch process results of one step 
are used by the next step of your defined sequence and so on until the process 
completes. 

You can specify an individual or responsibility to be notified of the step-down process 
results at various points. You can also identify an individual or responsibility who must
approve transactions before various steps of the autoallocation process can proceed. 

Oracle Workflow helps you control and monitor the validation, generation and posting 
of journal batches by sending notifications and approval requests to an individual or 
responsibility when needed. Some of the Step-Down AutoAllocation workflow 
components can be customized to meet your organization's specific needs. See: 
Step-Down AutoAllocations Approval Process, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

Note: Journal Approval may be activated as a sub-process of step-down
autoallocation. For more information about how Journal approval 
operates with workflow see: Journal Approval, Oracle General Ledger 
User's Guide.

Prerequisites

Before you use Step-Down AutoAllocation, your system administrator must:

• Set up Oracle Workflow. See: Setting Up Oracle Workflow, Oracle Workflow Guide

• Set the two profile options GL: AutoAllocation Rollback Allowed, GL: Journal 
Review Required. See: Setting General Ledger Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger 
Reference Guide.

• (Optional) Set the profile option GL AutoAllocation: Continue to Next Step if No 
Journal Created. See: GL Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide.

• (Optional) Change the default settings for Notifications Timeout and Notification 
Resend Limit. See: 'Customizing Step-Down AutoAllocations, Oracle General Ledger 
Users Guide.

Related Topics
'AutoAllocations Overview, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Step-Down AutoAllocation Approval Process, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Customizing Step-Down AutoAllocation, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide
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Setting Up General Ledger
Once you have completed your planning and implementation activities, you need to set
up General Ledger for your organization's use.

Below are detailed instructions for each of the General Ledger setup steps outlined in 
the overview section. There are references to other sections of this guide for more 
detailed instructions and background.

Journal Sources
Journal sources identify the origin of your journal entries. General Ledger supplies a 
number of predefined journal sources. In addition, you should define at least one 
journal source for each of your own, non-Oracle feeder systems to help you track 
imported journal entries. 

Defining Journal Sources
For each journal source, you can choose to:

• Import Journal References: To import detail reference information for summary 
journals you import from your Oracle feeder systems. If you choose this option, you
can also use the Account Inquiry window to drilldown to subledger transactions, 
transferred from Oracle subledgers in summary or detail, for a specified source.

• Freeze Journals: To freeze the journal source, preventing users from making 
changes to any unposted journals from that source, or reversing journals for 
Subledger Accounting journal sources.

• Require Journal Approval: To require journals with a specific journal source be 
approved by higher management levels before posting. Journal Approval must be 
enabled for your ledger.

• Import Using Key: To use a language-independent and instance-independent key, 
as specified in the Source Key field. This option allows you to identify a particular 
journal source and category consistently across all languages and instances.

General Ledger provides predefined journal entry sources, listed in the table below:

Name Description

AX Inventory AX Inventory Entry

AX Payables AX Payables Entry
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Name Description

AX Receivables AX Receivables Entry

Assets Fixed Asset System

Average Consolidation Average Balance Consolidation

Budget Journal Budget Journal

Carry Forward Carry Forward Journal Entry

Closing Journal Closing Journal

Consolidation Consolidation Transfer 

Contract Commitment Contract Commitment

Conversion Historical Data Conversion 

Elimination Intercompany Elimination

Encumbrance Manual Encumbrance Entry

Inflation Inflation Journal Entry

Inflation Accounting Inflation Accounting

Intercompany Intercompany Transactions

Intercompany Allocations Allocations transferred from Oracle 
Intercompany

Inventory Inventory Control System 

Lease Oracle Lease Management

Manual Manual Journal Entry 

Manufacturing Manufacturing

Marketing Marketing Online System
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Name Description

MassAllocation MassAllocation

Move/Merge Move/Merge

Move/Merge Reversal Move/Merge Reversal

Other All other sources

Payables Accounts Payable System 

Payroll Payroll System

Periodic Inventory Periodic Inventory Control System

Personnel Personnel System

Projects Project Accounting

Property Manager Property Manager

Public Sector Budget Public Sector Budget

Purchasing Purchasing System

Receivables Accounts Receivable System

Recurring Recurring Journal Entry 

Revaluation Revaluation Journal Entry 

Revenue Revenue Accounting System 

Spreadsheet Spreadsheet

Statistical Statistical Journal Entry 

Student System Student System

Transfer Budget Transfer
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Name Description

Treasury Treasury

To define a new journal entry source:
1. Navigate to the Journal Sources window.

2. Enter a unique Source, Source Key and Description for your journal entry source. 
The Source and Source Key can be the same or different. You cannot delete a source
name after saving your work.

Note: You can change the source name at any time. For 
user-defined sources, you can change the source name and source 
key at any time. 

3. Enable/Disable the following check boxes for this journal source:

Import Journal References

Enabled:

• In the Account Inquiry window, you can drilldown to subledger transactions, 
transferred from subledgers in summary or detail, for this source.

• Journal References will be imported from your feeder systems to maintain a 
mapping of summarized transactions when you run Journal Import, whether 
you run Journal Import in summary or detail. This information is stored in the 
GL_IMPORT_REFERENCES table.

You can request a mapping report from your feeder systems after Journal 
Import completes. Or, you can write your own report referencing the 
GL_IMPORT_REFERENCES table which stores the mapping information.

Disabled:

• In the Account Inquiry window, you cannot drilldown to subledger 
transactions, transferred from subledgers in summary or detail, for this source.

Warning: Do not disable Import Journal References if you plan 
to drill down to transactions from the Account Inquiry 
window. Once you disable Import Journal References, you will 
not be able to drill down to transactions subsequently imported
using that journal source.
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Freeze Journals

If you enable this checkbox, journals from this source cannot be changed in the 
Enter Journals window. Journals with Subledger Accounting journal sources that 
are frozen also cannot be reversed. If you subsequently disable this checkbox, you 
can make changes to and reverse journals from this source.

Require Journal Approval

If journal approval is enabled for your ledger and you enter a journal whose journal
source requires journal approval, the batch must be approved before it can be 
posted.

Import Using Key

Enabled:

• If you enable this checkbox, the Journal Import program uses the value entered 
in the Source Key field, instead of the Source field, when importing journals for 
a given source.

• The Source Key is a language-independent and instance-independent key that 
helps you identify a particular journal source and category consistently across 
all languages and instances.

• You should check the checkbox for custom sources if want to use the Source 
Key values instead of the Source values upon importing journals.

Disabled:

• By default, the checkbox is unchecked. The Journal Import program uses the 
value entered in the Source field when importing journals for a given source.

4. (Average Balance Processing only) From the poplist, select an Effective Date Rule 
for this journal source:

• Fail: Journal Import will reject transactions when the effective date is not a 
valid business day. No posting takes place.

• Leave Alone: Journal import will accept all transactions regardless of the 
effective date.

• Roll Date: Journal Import will accept the transaction, but roll the effective date 
back to the nearest valid business day within the same period. If there is no 
prior valid business day within the same period, the effective date is rolled 
forward.

Note: The Effective Date Rule field will not appear unless you 
have average balance processing enabled for at least one 
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ledger.

5. Save your work. 

To review or change an existing journal entry source:
1. Navigate to the Journal Sources window.

2. Query the journal entry source you want to review or change. You can change the 
Name, Description, Import Journal References setting, Freeze Journals setting, 
Require Journal Approval, and Import Using Key setting, You can change the 
Effective Date Rule for any journal source except Average Consolidation.

Warning: Do not disable Import Journal References if you plan to 
drill down to transactions from the Account Inquiry window. Once 
you disable Import Journal References, you will not be able to drill 
down to transactions subsequently imported using that journal 
source.

3. Save your work.

Related Topics
'Integrating General Ledger Using Journal Import, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Importing Journals, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Overview of Average Balance Processing, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Journal Categories
Journal categories help you differentiate journal entries by purpose or type, such as 
accrual, payments or receipts. When you enter journals, you specify a category. 

Defining Journal Categories
You can define intercompany and suspense accounts for specific categories. You can 
also use document sequences to sequentially number journal entries by category. 
Journal categories appear in standard reports, such as the General Journals report.

General Ledger provides the predefined journal categories shown in the following 
table:
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Name Description

Accrual Month End Accrual Entry

Addition Addition

Adjustment Adjusting Journal Entry

Allocation Allocation

Allowance Allowance

Application Fee Application Fee transactions from Admissions

Asset Disposition Asset Disposition

Balance Sheet Close Balance Sheet Close

Bank Charges Bank Charges

Bank Receipts Bank Receipts

Bills Receivable Bills Receivable

Budget Budget

Burden Cost Burden Cost

Campaigns Campaigns

Cancellation Bank Collection Cancellation

Carry Forward Carry Forward Journal Entry

Chargebacks Chargebacks

Charges Charge transactions from Student Finance

CIP Addition CIP Addition

CIP Adjustment CIP Adjustment
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Name Description

CIP Reclassification CIP Reclassification

CIP Retirement CIP Retirement

CIP Transfer CIP Transfer

Confirmation Confirmation

Confirmed Contract Commitment - Confirmed

Consolidation Consolidation

Credit Memo Applications Credit Memo Applications

Credit Memos Credit Memos

Credits Credit transactions from Student Finance

Cross Charges Internal Trading Cross Charges

Cross Currency Cross Currency

Debit Memos Debit Memos

Deductions Deductions

Deferred Depreciation Deferred Depreciation

Deposits Deposit transactions from Student Finance

Depreciation Fixed Asset Depreciation

Depreciation Adjustment Depreciation Adjustment

Discounts Discounts

Elimination Intercompany Elimination

Exchange Gain/Loss Gain or Loss from Foreign Currency
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Name Description

Freight Shipping Charges

Headcount Statistical Entry for Headcount

Income Offset Income Offset

Income Statement Close Income Statement Close

Intercompany Allocations Allocations transferred from Oracle 
Intercompany

Intercompany Transfer Intercompany Transfer

Internal Charge Internal Trading Cross Charge Category

Internal Receipts Internal Order Receipts of Process Items

Internal Shipments Internal Order Shipments of Process Items

Inventory Inventory

Labor Cost Labor Costs

Loss Provision Loss Provision

Misc Receipts Miscellaneous Receipts 

Miscellaneous Miscellaneous

Misc Transaction Miscellaneous Transaction

Move/Merge Move/Merge

Move/Merge Reversal Move/Merge Reversal

MTL Material Transactions

Other All other categories

Payments Cash Disbursements 
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Name Description

Payroll Payroll Distribution Entry

PM Expense Property Manager Expense

PM Revenue Property Manager Revenue

Prov Cost Reclass Provider Cost Reclassification

Provisional Contract Commitment - Provisional

Purchase Invoices Accounts Payable Invoices

Purchases Purchase Orders

Rate Adjustments Rate Adjustments

Rebook Rebook

Receipts Cash Receipts

Receiving Inventory Receipts

Reclass Reclassification

Reconciled Payments Reconciled Disbursements

Refund Offset Refund transactions from Student Finance

Rejection Rejection

Release Release

Remittance Remittance

Renewal Renewal

Requisitions Requisitions

Retirement Retirement
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Name Description

Revaluation Revaluation Journal Entry 

Revalue Profit/Loss Revaluation Journal Entry for Profit/Loss 
Accounts

Revenue Revenue

Reverse Reverse

Sales Invoices Accounts Receivable Invoices

Settlement Settlement of Claims/Deductions

Sub-Allotment Sub-Allotment

Sub-Allowance Sub-Allowance

Syndication Syndication

Tax Tax Journal Entry 

Total Burdened Cost Total Burdened Cost

Trade Receipts Trade Receipts 

Transfer Transfer

Treasury Treasury

Treasury Confirmation Treasury Confirmation

Usage Cost Usage Cost

WIP Work in Process

Write-Off Write-Off

To define a new journal category:
1. Navigate to the Journal Categories window.
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2. Enter a unique Category, Category Key, and Description for your journal category. 
The Category and Category Key can be the same or different. You cannot delete a 
category after saving your work. 

The Category Key is a language-independent and instance-independent key that 
Journal Import uses to identify a particular journal source and category consistently
across all languages and instances. If you checked the Import Using Key check box 
for a specific journal source, then the Journal Import program will use the Source 
Key and Category Key to identify the journal source and category of the imported 
journal.

Note: You cannot delete a category after saving your work. You can
change the category name at any time. For user-defined categories, 
you can change the category and category key at any time.

3. (Optional) Specify the Reversal Method you want to use for this category in the 
Journal Reversal Criteria window. See: Automatic Journal Reversal Overview, 
Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

4. Save your work.

To review or change an existing journal category:
1. Navigate to the Journal Categories window.

2. Query the journal category you want to review or change.

3. (Optional) Make any needed changes.

4. Save your work.

Related Topics
'Importing Journals, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Automatic Journal Reversal, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Suspense Accounts
If you allow suspense posting for your ledger, General Ledger uses suspense accounts 
to balance journals for specific sources and categories. 

Defining Suspense Accounts
When you define your ledger, you enable suspense posting and assign a default 
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suspense account to your ledger. You can define other suspense accounts in addition to 
the default suspense account for your ledger. General Ledger posts a balancing amount 
to the default account when there is no suspense account defined with a matching 
source and category.

Prerequisites

• Define your ledger. The ledger's data access set should be assigned to the GL: Data 
Access Set profile option. 

• Define your journal entry sources 

• Define your journal entry categories 

To define a suspense account:
1. Navigate to the Suspense Accounts window.

2. Specify the Ledger. Your data access set must provide read and write access to the 
ledger and one or more balancing segment values or management segment values.

3. Specify the Source and Category that applies to the suspense account you are 
defining.

The default suspense account you specified when you defined your ledger appears 
with the source and category Other. You can define additional suspense accounts 
using Other for either the source or the category, but not both.

Note that if you update the suspense account in the Ledger Options page in 
Accounting Setup Manager, the default suspense account is updated in the 
Suspense Accounts window. Likewise, if you update the default account in the 
Suspense Accounts window, the account in the Ledger Options page is updated.

4. Enter the Account against which the balancing amount should be posted. You can 
assign multiple unique combinations of source and category to a single account.

Note: To create the account, your data access set must provide read 
and write access to the ledger and the balancing segment value or 
management segment value used in the suspense account. You 
only need read-only access to view the account.

General Ledger automatically creates a suspense account for each balancing 
segment value. For example, if you want to create additional suspense accounts for 
the five companies in your chart of accounts, define suspense accounts for only one 
company segment value. General Ledger uses the account you enter for one 
company as a template for the remaining four companies. When you post 
out-of-balance transactions against any of the other four companies, General Ledger
automatically substitutes the appropriate company segment value in your template.
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5. Save your work.

Related Topics
Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

Journal Sources, page 1-140

Journal Categories, page 1-145

Setting Up Interface Data Transformer (IDT)
To set up Interface Data Transformer, perform the following steps. 

Using the IDT
1. Load data into the GL_INTERFACE table.

2. Create PL/SQL functions, if any, that you want to use in an IDT transformation rule 
set and register the functions in the meta-data structure.

To register a PL/SQL function in the meta-data structure, see the section in this 
chapter entitled Registering a PL/SQL Function in Meta-Data Structure.

3. Create value sets, if any, that you want to use in an IDT Transformation Rule Set. 

4. Create lookup tables, if any, that you want to use in an IDT Transformation Rule Set
and register the tables in the meta-data structure. 

To register a lookup table in the meta-data structure, see the following section 
entitled Registering a Lookup Table in Meta-Data Structure.

5. Define Transformation Rule Sets. 

Note: We recommend that you save your Transformation Rule Set before using the 
Reorder functionality. In some cases, derivation details may be lost when sequences
are reordered.

6. Run Transformation Rule Sets by launching the Program, GL Interface Data 
Transformer, either stand-alone or along with Journal Import.

7. If errors occur, correct data in the Correct Journal Import form in General Ledger.

Registering a Lookup Table in Meta-Data Structure
To optionally register a lookup table in meta-data structure, perform the following 
steps.
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1. Insert a row into GCS_LEX_MAP_STRUCTS for the lookup table as follows:
INSERT INTO GCS_LEX_MAP_STRUCTS (STRUCTURE_ID, STRUCTURE_NAME, 
TABLE_USE_TYPE_CODE, DESCRIPTION, CREATION_DATE, CREATED_BY, 
LAST_UPDATE_DATE, LAST_UPDATED_BY, LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN) 
VALUES (GCS_LEX_MAP_STRUCTS_S.NEXTVAL, :STRUCTURE_NAME, 'L', 
:DESCRIPTION, SYSDATE, -1, SYSDATE, -1, -1);

2. Insert a row into GCS_LEX_MAP_COLUMNS for each column in the lookup table 
as follows:

Note: Only those columns that you intend to reference need to be 
registered.

INSERT INTO GCS_LEX_MAP_COLUMNS (COLUMN_ID, STRUCTURE_ID, 
COLUMN_NAME, COLUMN_TYPE_CODE, WRITE_FLAG, ERROR_CODE_COLUMN_FLAG, 
CREATION_DATE, CREATED_BY, LAST_UPDATE_DATE, LAST_UPDATED_BY, 
LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN) VALUES (GCS_LEX_MAP_COLUMNS_S.NEXTVAL, 
:STRUCTURE_ID, :COLUMN_NAME, <'V' or 'N' or 'D' FOR VARCHAR2, 
NUMBER, OR DATE>, 'N', 'N', SYSDATE, -1, SYSDATE, -1, -1);

3. Repeat Step 2, as necessary, depending on the number of columns in the lookup 
table.

Registering a PL/SQL Function in Meta-Data Structure
To register your PL/SQL functions, perform the following steps. 

1. Insert a row into GCS_LEX_MAP_PLSQL_FUNCS for the PL/SQL functions as 
follows: 
INSERT INTO GCS_LEX_MAP_PLSQL_FUNCS (FUNCTION_NAME, DESCRIPTION, 
CREATION_DATE, CREATED_BY, LAST_UPDATE_DATE, LAST_UPDATED_BY, 
LAST_UPDATE_LOGIN) VALUES (:FUNCTION_NAME, :DESCRIPTION, SYSDATE, 
-1, SYSDATE, -1, -1)

2. Repeat Step 1, as necessary, for each PL/SQL function you are registering.

Transaction Codes
Important: The following section is applicable to customers who need 
to create additional journal lines for subledger transactions or manual 
journals. This feature will generate additional debit/credit pairs for any 
transaction line that is also tagged with a transaction code. Transaction 
codes are typically used by U.S. federal government customers to 
produce both proprietary and budgetary accounting entries for a given 
transaction. This feature is currently only available in public sector 
installations.
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Using transaction codes, you can assign additional debit and credit pairs to a single 
transaction and have General Ledger create the additional entries automatically. You 
can use transaction codes to assist in budget execution or in any situation where you 
would like to customize the accounting effects of one transaction. When you reference a
transaction code on a data entry window, General Ledger automatically generates the 
additional accounting entries predefined for that transaction code.

In addition to entering transaction codes in General Ledger, you can enter transaction 
codes in some Purchasing, Payables and Receivables windows.

Transaction Codes and Budgetary Control
If you are using budgetary control and your Enable Transaction Code profile option is 
set to Yes, then General Ledger automatically generates budgetary transactions for 
proprietary transactions that have transaction codes and performs funds checking and 
funds reservation on both the proprietary and the budgetary accounts.

To use transaction codes, you must enable budgetary control. However, if you want to 
use transaction codes but do not want to perform budgetary control, do not set up a 
funding budget and turn off encumbrance accounting for your entire range of accounts.

Listing Your Transaction Codes
Use the Transaction Code Listing to view transaction codes and their associated account
pairs. See: 'Transaction Code Listing, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide.

When to Use Transaction Codes
Use transaction codes whenever you need to create additional debit and credit pairs for 
a transaction. 

Example:
You operate in compliance with the United States Standard General Ledger (USSGL), 
and you want to record goods or services received. You record the following 
proprietary entry upon receipt of goods:

DR 6100 Operating Program Expense CR 2110 Accounts Payable

And you record an additional entry to budgetary accounts to record the movement of 
funds as required by the USSGL:

DR 4800 Undelivered Orders CR 4900 Expended Appropriation

Example: 
Your agency purchases computer equipment, and you want to set aside money to cover
its replacement. You record the following proprietary entry to record receiving the 
computer equipment:

DR 1000 Asset For Computer Equipment CR 2110 Accounts Payable

And you record an additional proprietary entry to reserve money for future 
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replacement:

DR 3100 Fund Balance CR 3120 Reserve For Capital Equipment

In such cases you can set up the system to generate the additional entries automatically.

Defining Transaction Codes
Use the Define Transaction Code window in General Ledger to define your transaction 
codes and to assign them additional accounting entries.

Example: 
You define transaction code T1 with the following account pair:

DR 4800 Undelivered Orders CR 4900 Expended Appropriation

Whenever you enter Transaction Code T1 on a data entry window, General Ledger 
creates the additional pair of entries you specified using the Accounting Flexfield 
information from the original transaction.

Entering Transaction Codes
You can enter transaction codes in some windows in General Ledger, Payables, 
Purchasing and Receivables. The system defaults the transaction code entered to each 
succeeding level, such as line, shipment, and distribution. You can always override the 
transaction code at lower levels. 

After you transfer your transactions to General Ledger, the system verifies that you 
have a valid enabled transaction code on each transaction. General Ledger then creates 
additional journal entries based on what you defined in the Define Transaction Code 
setup window. 

Example:
Consider the following example in which a budgetary transaction is created from a 
proprietary transaction. The following setup is in effect:

• Accounting Flexfield structure: Appropriation--Account--Organization--Project

• The accounts listed in the table below are part of your chart of accounts.

Some accounts in your chart of accounts

ACCOUNT NAME ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT TYPE

Accounts Payable 2100 Liability

Undelivered Orders 4800 Budgetary
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ACCOUNT NAME ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT TYPE

Expended Appropriation 4900 Budgetary

Operating Expense 6100 Expense

• Transaction code TC1 is defined with the pair of associated accounts as shown in 
the table below.

The definition of transaction code TC1.

TRANSACTION CODE DEBIT ACCOUNT CREDIT ACCOUNT

TC1 4800 4900

In Purchasing, you approve a purchase order and enter transaction code TC1 as shown 
in the table below.

The definition of transaction code TC1.

ACCOUNTING 
FLEXFIELD

DEBIT CREDIT TRANSCODE

2010804-6100-1200-70
0

150   TC1

The table below shows how General Ledger automatically generates the additional lines
against your budgetary accounts when you check and reserve funds for the transaction, 
or when you post your transactions. 

To create the new Accounting Flexfields, General Ledger takes the original transaction 
Accounting Flexfield from the shipment or distribution and substitutes the required 
account segment values as defined by the transaction code. General Ledger derives the 
dollar amounts from the original transaction.
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Additional lines automatically generated by General Ledger.

ACCOUNTING FLEXFIELD DEBIT CREDIT

2010804-4800-1200-700 150  

2010804-4900-1200-700   150

Changing the Transaction Code on a Transaction
When you modify the transaction code at the header level of a transaction, the new 
transaction code defaults to any new lines or distributions you create. You cannot, 
therefore, change the transaction code on the lines, shipments, or distributions level by 
changing the transaction code at the header level.

When encumbrance accounting is on, you can modify the transaction code for an 
individual line, shipment or distribution only if that line, shipment or distribution has 
not yet been approved. 

When encumbrance accounting is off, you can modify the transaction code only if the 
transaction has not yet been posted. If the transaction has already been approved or 
posted, then you must reverse or cancel the transaction.

Reversing a Transaction with a Transaction Code
When you reverse or cancel a transaction, the system copies the transaction codes from 
the original lines to the reversing lines.

Example:
You enter and approve a purchase order for $150 with a transaction code of TC1 and 
then you later cancel the purchase order. The table below shows the original entry for 
the purchase order; the table that follows the table below shows the negative entry 
Purchasing creates when you cancel the purchase order.

Original entry for purchase order.

ACCOUNTING 
FLEXFIELD

DEBIT CREDIT TRANSCODE

2010804-6100-1200-70
0

150   TC1
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Reversed entry created when you cancel the purchase order.

ACCOUNTING 
FLEXFIELD

DEBIT CREDIT TRANSCODE

2010804-6100-1200-70
0

-150   TC1

The reversed entry also has the same transaction code. Initially when you transfer your 
transactions from Purchasing to General Ledger, General Ledger creates the additional 
entries associated with the original transaction as shown in the table below. Later when 
you cancel the purchase order, General Ledger creates the necessary reversing entries as
shown in the table following the table below.

Original additional entries created for purchase order with transaction code TC1.

ACCOUNTING FLEXFIELD DEBIT CREDIT

2010804-4800-1200-700 150  

2010804-4900-1200-700   150

Additional entries created to cancel purchase order with transaction code TC1.

ACCOUNTING FLEXFIELD DEBIT CREDIT

2010804-4800-1200-700 -150  

2010804-4900-1200-700   -150

Related Topics
Defining Preferences with User Profile Options, Oracle Applications User's Guide

'Using Budgetary Control and Online Funds Checking, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Setting Up Transaction Codes, page 1-160

Defining Transaction Codes, page 1-161
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Setting Up Transaction Codes
For transactions to generate the additional debit and credit pairs, you must install 
General Ledger, enable the Transaction Code profile option, and define your 
transaction codes. You must also enable budgetary control in your ledger.

If you want to use transaction codes but do not want to perform budgetary control, do 
not set up a funding budget, and turn off encumbrance accounting for your entire range
of accounts. 

Prerequisites

• Define your Accounting Flexfields and budgetary accounts, according to the 
requirements of your agency.

To set up transaction codes in your ledger:
1. Enable Budgetary Control on budgetary accounts to control expenditures against 

your appropriation limits. See: Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

Note: To use transaction codes, you must enable budgetary control,
even if you do not implement budgetary control. If you do not 
implement budgetary control, do not set up a funding budget and 
turn off Encumbrance Accounting for your entire range of 
proprietary and budgetary accounts.

2. Enable the Enable Transaction Code profile option. See: Setting General Ledger 
Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger Reference Guide

Enabling this option lets you enter transaction codes in General Ledger, Oracle 
Purchasing, Oracle Payables, and Oracle Receivables. You can set this value at the 
site, application, or responsibility level.

3. Define your transaction codes by assigning them to account pairs of any type, 
budgetary and proprietary or both. See: Defining Transaction Codes, page 1-161

4. If you are subject to the Prompt Payment Act and want to associate a transaction 
code with interest payments, assign a transaction code to your Interest Invoices in 
the Define System Options and Defaults window in Payables. 

When you confirm payment of interest invoices, Payables automatically creates 
additional transactions for your interest invoices using the transaction code you 
define as a system option.
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Related Topics
'Using Budgetary Control and Online Funds Checking, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Setting Your Personal User Profile, Oracle Applications User's Guide

Confirming Payment Batches, Oracle Payables User's Guide

Prompt Payment Support, Oracle Payables User's Guide

Defining Transaction Codes
Define transaction codes to assign additional debit and credit pairs to a single 
transaction. The system creates these additional entries automatically. When you enter 
actual or encumbrance journals, you can enter transaction codes at the batch, header 
and line level.

You cannot delete or change your transaction code once you save your work. Rather, 
you restrict the use of your transaction code by assigning start and end dates. Note that 
you can delete or modify the transaction pairs associated with a code.

You can use transaction codes across your ledgers that share the same chart of accounts.

Prerequisites

• Define your ledger using Accounting Setup Manager.

• Set the Enable Transaction Code profile option for your ledger.

To define transaction codes:
1. Navigate to the Transaction Codes window. 

2. Enter the name of your transaction Code. Optionally enter the Start and End Dates 
for which you want this transaction code to be enabled. 

3. Enter the Debit and Credit Account segment values that you want automatically 
debited or credited when you associate this transaction code with a journal. You can
enter any number of account segment value pairs for each transaction code. 

When you enter a journal, General Ledger will generate additional journal lines that
debit your debit accounts and credit your credit accounts for the amounts in your 
journal entry.

4. Save your work.

Related Topics
Setting Up Transaction Codes, page 1-160
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'Transaction Code Listing, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

Defining Preferences with User Profile Options, Oracle Applications User's Guide

Setting General Ledger Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger Reference Guide

Planning Your Summary Accounts 
A summary account is an account whose balance is the sum of balances from multiple 
detail accounts. Use summary accounts to perform online summary inquiries, as well as
speed the processing of financial reports, MassAllocations, and recurring journal 
formulas. 

To plan your summary accounts:
1. Determine your summary account needs.

2. Plan the summary account structure to meet your needs.

3. Plan the parent segment values and rollup groups you need for your summary 
accounts. Make sure the pseudo parent value "T" is specified for each segment. Do 
not assign child accounts or ranges to this value.

Warning: The segment value "T" should only be used to mean all 
segment values, in other words, the total of all parent values. You 
cannot use it for any other purposes.

4. Plan your summary account templates to generate multiple summary accounts.

Note: You must have read and write access to the ledger and all of 
its balancing segment values or management segment values as 
defined by your data access set to create summary accounts.

You can only create summary accounts if you are using one of the 
following data access sets:

• The Full Ledger data access set type that provides read and 
write access to the ledger.

• The Balancing Segment Value data access set type that provides
read and write access to all balancing segment values for a 
ledger using the All Values checkbox.

• The Management Segment Value data access set type that 
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provides read and write access to all management segment 
values for a ledger using the All Values checkbox.

Related Topics
Determining Your Summary Account Needs, page 1-163

Planning the Summary Account Structure, page 1-164

Planning Parent Values and Rollup Groups, page 1-168

Planning Summary Account Templates, page 1-169

Determining Your Summary Account Needs
The first step in defining your summary accounts is to determine your summary 
account needs. Summary accounts provide you with significant benefits when you 
produce summary reports and perform allocations. 

To determine your summary account needs:
1. Consider the summary information you need for reports. Although you can easily 

define financial statements that sum a number of accounts together for a given row, 
you can use summary accounts for faster access to summarized balances. 

For example, many of the reports for upper management in your company may 
include summary level amounts. You may have summary income or revenue 
statements and balance sheets, a summary overhead expense analysis and many 
other summary level reports in your management reporting package.

2. Identify the summary balances you need for online inquiries.

For example, you may need "flash" inquiries on the total of all cash balances for 
your domestic organizations to make daily decisions about investments or foreign 
currency hedging. You may also want to review the amount of working capital 
(current assets less current liabilities) for each division or department on a weekly 
basis. 

3. Consider how you want to use summary accounts in formulas and allocations. You 
can use summary accounts as factors when defining journal formulas and 
allocations.

• Use summary accounts to reference summary balances in a recurring journal 
formula. For example, to estimate a sales commission accrual based on the total 
of all product sales for each division, you can use a summary account that totals
all product sales in each division. 
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• Use summary accounts to reference summary budget balances in a budget 
formula. For example, to base the budget for employee benefits in each 
company on the total of all budgeted employee salaries, use summary accounts 
that total all employee salaries in each company. 

• Use summary accounts when entering budgets with budget rules. For example, 
you can base your budget for the current year's Salary account on a percentage 
of the prior year's total Overhead expense, a summary account.

• Use summary accounts to indicate the total amount you want to allocate when 
defining your allocation formulas. Also, use summary accounts to help you 
calculate the allocation ratios to use in your allocation formulas. 

Related Topics
Planning the Summary Account Structure, page 1-164

Planning Parent Values and Rollup Groups, page 1-168

Planning Summary Account Templates, page 1-169

'Creating Recurring Journal Entries, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Creating Budget Formula Entries, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Defining MassBudgets, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Planning the Summary Account Structure 
After determining your summary account needs, plan your summary account structure 
according to how you want to summarize your accounting information. 

To determine your summary account structure:
1. Choose ways to summarize your accounting information depending on the 

structure of your account and your informational needs. Generally, organizations 
structure their accounts such that each segment represents a particular dimension, 
or a way of looking at their organization.

Here are some common dimensions and examples of ways you can summarize 
information within each dimension: 

Company: A segment that indicates legal entities. You might summarize companies
by major industry, such as Electronics Companies; by regions within a country, 
such as Eastern Companies; or by country group, such as European Companies. 

Cost Center: A segment that indicates functional areas of your business, such as 
Accounting, Facilities, Shipping, and so on. You might keep track of functional 
areas at a detailed level, but produce summary reports that group cost centers such 
as Accounting, Planning & Analysis and Facilities, into one division called 
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Administration.

Account: A segment that indicates your "natural" account, such as Cash, Accounts 
Payable, or Salary Expense. You will likely summarize your accounts by account 
type, namely your Assets, Liabilities, Equity, Revenues and Expenses. You might 
also summarize at a more detailed level, with summary accounts like Current 
Assets or Long-Term Liabilities.

Product: A segment that indicates products. You might want to summarize 
products into product groups such as personal computer components, storage 
devices, and so on. 

District: A segment that indicates geographical locations, such as Northern 
California, Central Florida or Western New York. If you define segments that 
record data within smaller geographical areas, such as districts, you can easily 
summarize districts into states, or even into groups of states you can call regions. 

2. For any organizational dimension you want to summarize, determine how many 
summarization levels you want within that dimension. 

For example, you can summarize your natural accounts into Assets and Liabilities, 
or you can summarize at a more detailed level, such as Current Assets, 
Non-Current Assets, and so on. You can also summarize products into product 
groups and into larger groups called product categories. Likewise, you can 
summarize districts into states and then into regions.

You can also summarize at different levels within an organizational dimension. For 
example, you may decide to group your East Coast offices together, your West 
Coast offices into another group, and your Midwest offices into a third group. Each 
of these summary groups can then be included in separate rollup groups namely 
Eastern States, Western States and Midwestern States. Then, you may decide to 
combine these three groups into a higher level group, United States offices, and 
define a rollup group named Total Country Offices. If you have a single Canadian 
Office, you may decide to designate it as a group in itself and assign it to the rollup 
group Total Country Offices as well. In this example, your United States offices 
group is at the same summary level as your Canadian office group, but you have 
one summary level below the United States level, while you have no summary 
levels below your Canadian office.

3. To clarify your plans, sketch your summarization levels on paper. The following 
illustration represents the summarization of districts into states and regions: 
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For a text description of this illustration, see Text Description of Regions, States, and
Districts, Oracle General Ledger Online Help. 

Indicate the segment value and description of each of the parents in your sketch. 
Also write the rollup group name or number and a description of the summary 
level next to each of your summarization levels. You do not need to include every 
parent value in a rollup group. You may define some parent values for reporting or 
formula definition purposes only. 

For example, you may decide to group all of your cost centers under the parent 
value "All Cost Centers." However, if you do not plan to report on your cost centers 
at a summary level, there is no need to assign these parent values to a rollup group. 

You can define multiple summary levels by assigning children that are parents 
themselves (grandparenting). For example, you can assign cost centers or 
departments 110, 120 and 130 as the children for cost center or department 100 - 
Western Region. General Ledger automatically maintains rollup relationships from 
the summary level to the lowest detail level so that when you transfer a child value 
from one parent to another, all the values assigned to the child are transferred as 
well. However, you can only drill down balances from the summary level to the 
lowest detail level, not to intermediate levels.
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4. After considering how you want to summarize within each of your organizational 
dimensions, think about how you want to combine your summary views across 
different organizational dimensions. For example, if you summarize departments 
into divisions and districts into regions, you may wish to reference and report on 
divisions by region. 

You can also combine a particular summary level for one organizational dimension 
with a different summary level for another organizational dimension. For example, 
you may wish to reference and report on departments by region. 

To decide upon the combinations of summary views across your organizational 
dimensions, you can lay your summarization level sketches side by side so that you
can consider your summarization levels conceptually. The following chart shows 
how you might roll up your account segments into several levels:

For a text description of this illustration, see Text Description of Summary of 
Organizational Levels, Oracle General Ledger Online Help

5. Consider whether you want to create these summary relationships with summary 
accounts, or with reporting hierarchies. You can achieve the benefits of summary 
reporting with reporting hierarchies instead of summary accounts. A significant 
benefit of using reporting hierarchies instead of summary accounts is easier 
reorganizations.

Use reporting hierarchies instead of summary accounts when: 

• You want to easily reorganize your summary views in the future. 

• Your primary use for summarization is reporting. You cannot reference 
reporting hierarchies in formulas, allocations or online.

Use summary accounts instead of reporting hierarchies when: 

• Your summary relationships are more permanent. 
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• You want to use summary accounts in formulas and allocations, as well as 
reporting. 

• You want online inquiry of these summary amounts. 

• You want faster financial reporting of these summary amounts. 

• You want summary level budgetary control.

6. To define parents for each of your account segments, organize your account 
structure so you can use ranges to easily define the children for your parent values. 

For example, if you know that all of your administration cost centers are between 
100 and 199, you can define the Administration parent as the range of cost center 
values between 100 and 199. 

Related Topics
Determining Your Summary Account Needs, page 1-163

Planning Parent Values and Rollup Groups, page 1-168

Planning Summary Account Templates, page 1-169

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Entering Summary Account Templates, page 1-173

Planning Parent Values and Rollup Groups 
After determining your needs and organizing your summary account structure, define 
your parent values and your rollup groups.

Note: You can use the Account Hierarchy Manager to create and edit 
your account hierarchies graphically. You can use the Account 
Hierarchy Manager to define parent and child segment values, as well 
as rollup groups. 

For information on the Account Hierarchy Manager, see: The Account Hierarchy 
Manager, page 1-65

To determine the parent values and rollup groups you need to define:
1. Plan your parent segment values. When determining the values of parents for each 

account segment, consider the structure of values within that segment. If your 
segment values are logically organized and the child values for your parent are all 
in a contiguous range, a logical value for the parent is the first or last value in the 
range. For example, if all of your Assets are between 1000 and 1999, an appropriate 
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value for your Total Assets parent is 1999. If you want to use parent values like this,
reserve the first or last value in your ranges for a summary value. 

If your segment values do not follow a particular structure, and your segment 
allows alphabetic characters, you can use alphabetic characters for parent values. 
The alphabetic characters not only distinguish your parent values from your detail 
values, but they can also provide some description for the parent value.

For example, you could group your United States companies, companies 07, 12 and 
18 into a parent with a value of "US." 

2. Define the parent segment values, and enter meaningful segment value 
descriptions. For example, for rollup groups that summarize districts into states and
regions you might use descriptions for your parent values such as "Washington 
State," and "Western Region." 

3. Decide how many rollup groups you need. A rollup group maintains a summarized
balance for each parent value assigned to the rollup group. You can have one rollup
group for all levels of the hierarchy, or you can have one rollup group for each level
of the hierarchy. Having one rollup group for all levels of the hierarchy can help 
reduce the number of summary templates you define, which improves 
performance. Having one rollup group for each level of the hierarchy enables you 
to only create those summary accounts that you need, but may result in more 
summary templates that need to be defined, which could impact performance.

Related Topics
Determining Your Summary Account Needs, page 1-163

Planning the Summary Account Structure, page 1-164

Planning Summary Account Templates, page 1-169

Entering Summary Account Templates, page 1-173

Designing Your Accounting Flexfield, page 1-33

Parent and Child Values and Rollup Groups, page 1-54

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Rollup Groups, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Planning Summary Account Templates 
Set up templates to define and maintain summary accounts. You can enhance the speed 
of your summarizations by controlling the number of summary accounts created by 
your template. The number of summary accounts your template creates depends on the 
template segment values. 

Use the following formula to determine the number of summary accounts any given 
template will create: 
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For a text description of the formula, see: Text Description of the Number of Summary 
Accounts Created Formula, Oracle General Ledger Online Help

Consider the following example for a 3-segment account: 

Template: D - T - States

Description Value

Number of values in the first segment 10

Number of parent values in the rollup group 
for States

12

Total number of summary accounts produced 120
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Related Topics
Determining Your Summary Account Needs, page 1-163

Planning the Summary Account Structure, page 1-164

Planning Parent Values and Rollup Groups, page 1-168

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Entering Summary Account Templates, page 1-173

Defining Summary Accounts
General Ledger uses summary templates to create summary accounts, whose balances 
are the sums of multiple detail accounts for a single ledger. Use summary accounts to 
perform online summary inquiries, as well as to speed the processing of financial 
reports, MassAllocations, and recurring journal formulas.

You specify when you want General Ledger to begin maintaining your summary 
account balances. You can also assign budgetary control options to a summary template
for which you want to perform summary level budgetary control. 

When you delete a summary template, General Ledger deletes all summary accounts 
created from that template and their associated balances. 

Tip: To improve performance when deleting large volumes of summary
templates, see GL: Summarization Profile Options, Oracle General Ledger
Reference Guide

Data Access Sets

The data access set assigned to your responsibility determines if you can create a 
summary account for a ledger or query existing summary accounts.

Full Ledger Access

You must have read and write access to the ledger and all of its balancing segment 
values or management segment values to create and delete summary accounts.

To obtain full ledger access, your data access set must be one of the following types:

• The Full Ledger data access set type that provides read and write access to the 
ledger

• The Balancing Segment Value data access set type that provides read and write 
access to all balancing segment values for a ledger using the All Values checkbox

• The Management Segment Value data access set type that provides read and write 
access to all management segment values for a ledger using the All Values 
checkbox
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Partial Access

If you have read-only access to a ledger or read and write access to some of its 
balancing segment values and management segment values, you will not be able to 
create or delete summary accounts. You will only be able to view existing summary 
accounts for that ledger.

Prerequisites

• Define your account segments.

• Define your rollup groups and assign the rollup groups to your parent segment 
values.

• Define ledgers in Accounting Setup Manager.

• If budgetary control is enabled for your ledger, define a funding budget that 
requires budget journals.

To define a new summary account template:
1. Navigate to the Summary Accounts window.

2. Enter a Name for the summary account template.

3. Choose the Ledger for your summary account template.

Note: Your data access set must provide read and write access to 
the ledger and all of its balancing segment values or management 
segment values to create a summary account for the ledger.

If you use reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), you can
choose a reporting currency.

4. Enter the Template. 

5. Enter the Earliest Period for which you want General Ledger to maintain your 
actual, encumbrance and budget summary account balances. General Ledger 
maintains summary account balances for this accounting period and for subsequent
periods.

6. Enter a Description.

7. If you are using budgetary control for your ledger, set the budgetary control 
options for the summary template.

8. Save your work. General Ledger submits a concurrent request to add the summary 
accounts, and displays the Status of your summary template.
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Current: The summary accounts are active.

Adding: The concurrent request to create summary accounts is pending or running.

Deleting: The concurrent request to delete summary accounts is pending or 
running.

Related Topics
Planning your Summary Accounts, page 1-162

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Entering Summary Account Templates, page 1-173

Maintaining Summary Accounts, page 1-174

Setting the Summary Account Budgetary Control Options, page 1-175

Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

Defining Key Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Rollup Groups, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Entering Summary Account Templates 
You enter summary account templates to create summary accounts. General Ledger 
uses the templates in combination with parent segment value definitions to create 
summary accounts. 

To enter a summary account template:
From the Summary Accounts window, enter the summary account Template using one 
of the following values for each segment:

D: Your template creates and maintains a summary account for every detail segment 
value. This value creates the most summary accounts of any template value. 

Note: General Ledger will not allow you to define a summary account 
template using only D template values.

T: Your template creates and maintains a summary account that sums balances of all 
detail segment values. This value creates the fewest summary accounts of any template 
value. 

If you enter T for a segment, all summary accounts created by the template will have 
the value T for the segment. Therefore, the value T must be defined and enabled for the 
segment. Also, the segment value must be a parent and detail posting and budgeting 
are not allowed.
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Note: Do not define a summary account template using only T template
values. A template using T values for every segment will have a zero 
balance if your general ledger is in balance.

[Rollup Group Name]: Your template creates and maintains a summary account for 
each parent segment value assigned to the rollup group you specify. The more parent 
segment values in a given rollup group, the more summary accounts your template 
creates.

Related Topics
Planning your Summary Accounts, page 1-162

Planning Summary Account Templates, page 1-169

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Maintaining Summary Accounts, page 1-174

Setting the Summary Account Budgetary Control Options, page 1-175

Defining Rollup Groups, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Maintaining Summary Accounts
If you make changes to your flexfield hierarchies that affect summary accounts, run the 
Incremental Add/Delete Summary Templates program to update your summary 
account balances with the flexfield hierarchy changes. This program lets you make 
changes to account hierarchies without having to drop and recreate the summary 
template.

The following actions cause changes in the summary account reporting structure:

• Addition of child ranges assigned to a parent value.

• Removal of child ranges assigned to a parent value.

• Assigning a new parent segment value to a rollup group.

• Removing a rollup group assignment from a parent segment value.

• Changing rollup group assignment for a parent segment value.

• Change the segment value type from a child to a parent or from a parent to a child

Changes to the account hierarchies and rollup group assignments are ignored until the 
Incremental Add/Delete Summary Templates Program is run. 

Choose the Incremental Add/Delete Summary Templates from the Submit Request 
window.
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Note: You also need to run the program, Maintain Summary Templates
to update summary accounts for flexfield hierarchy- related changes 
that will not update balances.

Incremental Add/Delete Summary Template Program Performance
The amount of time it takes the Incremental Add/Delete Summary Template Program to
complete depends on several factors, such as:

• Degree of complexity of the summary account template.

• Number of parents assigned to each affected rollup group.

• Number of detail child values that are assigned to the affected parent values.

• Number of periods for which summary account balances have to be maintained.

• Maintenance of average daily balances for summary accounts.

• Extent of changes made to the account hierarchies.

Maintain Summary Templates Program
Use this program to ensure that summary account balances reflect new detail accounts 
that may have been added to that summary account. The posting process automatically 
maintains summary accounts but running this program is beneficial if many new detail 
account combinations have been created since the last posting. Run this program when 
you make changes to detail accounts to improve the performance of the posting 
program.

Related Topics
Planning your Summary Accounts, page 1-162

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Entering Summary Account Templates, page 1-173

Setting the Summary Account Budgetary Control Options, page 1-175

Setting the Summary Account Budgetary Control Options
You can set various budgetary control options for a summary account template, such as 
the funds check level and the funding budget.

To set the budgetary control options for a summary account template:
1. Navigate to the Summary Accounts window.
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2. Enter the summary account template Name.

3. Choose the Ledger.

Note: Your data access set must provide read and write access to 
the ledger and all of its balancing segment values or management 
segment values to create a summary account for the ledger.

4. Enter the summary account Template.

5. Enter the Earliest Period for which you want General Ledger to maintain your 
actual, encumbrance and budget summary account balances. General Ledger 
maintains summary account balances for this accounting period and for subsequent
periods. 

6. Select the Budget Control button and enter the 'Funds Check Level, Oracle General 
Ledger Users Guide.

If you choose the Advisory or Absolute funds check level, you must enter values in 
the remaining budgetary control fields. You cannot enter values in these fields if 
you choose the None funds check level. 

7. Assign a Debit or Credit balance type to your summary template. General Ledger 
uses the balance type to determine if funds are available, based on the funds 
available equation:

Funds Available = Budget - Actual - Encumbrance

• For summary accounts with a Debit balance, General Ledger considers funds 
available to be sufficient if the funds available equation yields a positive result.

• For summary accounts with a Credit balance, General Ledger considers funds 
available to be sufficient if the funds available equation yields a negative result.

Assigning a balance type of debit or credit to a summary account does not restrict 
the balance type of the detail accounts that roll up into a summary account.

8. Enter the Amount Type, or cumulative balance used in the funds checking interval. 
See: 'Amount Type and Boundary, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

9. Enter the Boundary, or the endpoint of the funds checking interval. Combined with 
the amount type you specify, boundary determines the time interval over which to 
perform summary level budgetary control. See: 'Amount Type and Boundary, 
Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

10. Enter the Funding Budget against which you want General Ledger to check or 
reserve funds. 
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You can only choose a funding budget that requires journal entries. General Ledger 
requires you to create budget journal entries for your funding budget to enforce 
budgetary control. 

To change the funds check level:
You are not allowed to add new rows after the summary template is saved, because 
then the associated rows is missing from the GL_BC_PACKETS table. You are not 
allowed to delete rows after the summary template is saved, because extra rows would 
exist in GL_BC_PACKETS table.

If you want to change the funds check level from None toAdvisory or Absolute, you must 
delete the summary template and then recreate it with the appropriate funds check 
level. General Ledger does not perform summary level budgetary control retroactively 
for the summary accounts it creates.

Related Topics
Planning your Summary Accounts, page 1-162

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Entering Summary Account Templates, page 1-173

Maintaining Summary Accounts, page 1-174

Defining Budgets, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

'Using Online Budgetary Control and Online Funds Checking, Oracle General Ledger 
Users Guide

Defining Statistical Accounts
General Ledger lets you maintain statistical as well as monetary balances for any 
account. However, in some cases you may want to set up separate accounts specifically 
for statistical information. For example, you might want to enter the units sold statistic 
in your Sales Revenue and Sales Expense accounts, but enter the square feet statistic in 
only a single account, say the SQFT account. 

To define a statistical account:
Set up your statistical accounts the same way you set up all other accounts. When you 
define your statistical accounts, you can also define cross-validation rules. This ensures 
that the combination of segments you enter is always valid. For example, you might 
decide that statistical accounts 9000-9025 should only be used with company 01 because
these statistical accounts hold the headcount totals for each division in company 01 
only. 
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Reporting on Statistics 
If you maintain statistical information in General Ledger, you can produce standard 
and custom reports to track statistical balances. You can also run online inquiries to see 
statistical data.

Standard Reports: Request one of the General Ledger standard reports, specifying 
STAT as your currency. You can produce the report for specific accounts and 
accounting periods. 

Custom Reports: Use the Financial Statement Generator to combine statistical and 
monetary information in a single report, or create separate statistical reports. 

• To produce a statistical report, use a row set that contains only statistical rows. 

• To combine statistical and financial information in a single report, use a column set 
that contains both monetary and statistical type columns. This type of column set 
will be useful when you want to produce a consolidating report for your 
multi-company organization that includes revenue, expense and resource 
information. 

Inquiries: Perform journal and account inquiries to review information about your 
statistical journal transactions and statistical account balances. When you run an 
inquiry, enter STAT as the currency to see only statistical data.

Related Topics
Defining Accounts, page 1-58

Defining Cross-Validation Rules, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

'Defining Row Sets, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Running Financial Reports, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Defining Financial Report Sets, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Performing a Journal Entry Inquiry, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Performing an Account Inquiry, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Running Reports and Programs, Oracle Applications User's Guide

Defining Statistical Units of Measure 
Define statistical units of measure if you want to enter both statistical and monetary 
amounts for the same account within a single journal entry. You can maintain any type 
of statistical account, including headcount, number of units produced or sold, and so 
on. You associate a single unit of measure with an account segment value. You must 
also enable the profile option Journals:Mix Statistical and Monetary.
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Note: To enter both statistical and monetary amounts for budget 
journals, you must assign accounts to your budget organization using 
both monetary and STAT currencies. Also, you cannot enter statistical 
amounts for budget journals if you are using budgetary control.

Use the Units of Measure Report to review your statistical units of measure and the 
account segment values to which you assigned them. 

Prerequisite

• Define your column in Accounting Setup Manager.

• A data access set that includes the ledger must be assigned to the GL: Data Access 
Set profile option.

To define a statistical unit of measure:
1. Navigate to the Statistical Units of Measure window.

2. Enter the Account segment value that you want to associate with a statistical unit of
measure. You can only enter detail account segment values (no parent account 
segment values), and you can enter only one unit of measure for each account 
segment value. 

You can change the unit of measure associated with an account segment value at 
any time.

3. Enter a Unit of Measure name and Description. For example, you might enter a unit
of measure "Hours" with a description "Hours Worked."

4. Save your work.

Related Topics
Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

'Entering Statistical Journals, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Unit of Measure Report, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Document Sequences
Document Sequences are used in General Ledger, but discussed in the Oracle 
Applications System Administrator's Guide - Configuration. For convenience, we have 
reproduced the related section of that guide here.

For more information, please see the Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide - 
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Configuration.

Defining Document Sequences
Create a document sequence to uniquely number each document generated by an 
Oracle application. In General Ledger, you can use document sequences to number 
journal entries, enabling you to account for every journal entry.

Important: Once you define a document sequence, you can change the 
Effective To date and message notification as long as the document 
sequence is not assigned. You cannot change a document sequence that 
is assigned.

To create a new document sequence:
1. Navigate to the Document Sequences window.

2. Enter a unique Name for your document sequence.

3. Select Oracle General Ledger as the Application to associate with the document 
sequence. Audit records for your sequence are stored in the application's audit 
table.

4. Enter the Effective From and To dates for your document sequence.

If there is no end date defined and there are no assignments for a sequence, you can
disable the sequence by entering the current date as the end date. Once disabled, 
you cannot reactivate a sequence.

5. Select the Type of numbering you want your documents to have from the following
options:

• Automatic: General Ledger sequentially assigns a unique number to each 
document as it is created. Documents are numbered in order by date and time 
of creation. Numbers are in sequential order by date and time of creation.

• Gapless: General Ledger sequentially assigns a unique number for each 
document, but ensures that the document was successfully generated before 
assigning the number. With Gapless numbering, no sequence numbers are lost 
due to incomplete or failed document creation.

Tip: We recommend that you choose this type only when 
gapless numbering is essential, as it may affect the performance
of your system.
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• Manual: The user must assign a number to each document when it is created. 
You must enter unique values. Sequential ordering and completeness are not 
enforced.

6. For an automatic sequence, choose whether to display a Message to inform the user 
of the sequence name and number.

7. For an automatic sequence, enter an Initial Value for the first document in your 
sequence.

8. Save your work.

General Ledger launches a concurrent process to create the document sequence.

9. When the concurrent process is completed, assign the sequence to an application 
and category, and optionally to a ledger and method.

Assigning Document Sequences
After defining document sequences, you must assign a specific sequence to an 
application and category. If you enabled the Ledger and/or Method Document Flexfield
segments, you can also assign sequences based on the ledger and/or creation method of 
the document.

You can assign sequence numbers to journal entries, but only to those journals created 
for actual transactions. You can choose to assign sequence numbers to journal entries 
that General Ledger automatically creates, or to journal entries you enter manually in 
the Enter Journals window. General Ledger automatically creates journal entries for 
actual transactions when you perform the following tasks:

• Import Journals

• Reverse Journals

• Revalue Balances

• Generate Recurring Journals

• Generate MassAllocation Journals

• Consolidate Ledgers

• Eliminations

You can assign only one active document sequence scheme to each unique combination 
of Application, Category, Ledger, and Method. However, you can assign the same 
document sequence to more than one combination of Application, Category, Ledger, 
and Method.
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Note: You should not assign a manual sequence to an Automatic 
method.

Prerequisite

• Define your document sequences.

To assign document sequences:
1. Navigate to the Sequence Assignments window.

2. Enter the Application that generates the documents you want to number. For 
General Ledger, enter Oracle General Ledger.

3. Select the Category of the journals you want to number.

4. Enter a Start Date for the sequence assignment. Once you define a sequence 
assignment, you cannot change the Start Date.

5. Enter an optional End Date. If you enter an end date and define your sequence 
assignment, the end date cannot be modified later. If you leave this field blank, 
your sequence assignment does not expire.

Note: If you enter start and end dates, you can only use your 
sequence assignment to assign document numbers to journal 
entries for which the journal effective date falls between the start 
and end dates.

If there is no end date defined and there are no active assignments 
for a sequence, you can disable the sequence assignment by 
entering the current date as the end date. Once disabled, you 
cannot reactivate a sequence assignment.

6. Enter a Sequence name. You can only choose document sequences that you defined 
for the application you specified.

Related Topics
Planning Your Descriptive Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Assigning Document Sequences by Ledger and Entry Method, page 1-183

Defining Descriptive Flexfield Segments, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Document Sequences, Oracle Applications User's Guide
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Assigning Document Sequences by Ledger and Entry Method
You can also assign document sequences based on the ledger and/or the creation 
method of the document. To assign sequences by ledgers and/or entry method, you 
must enable the Ledger and/or Method Document Flexfield segments.

Prerequisite

• Define your document sequences.

• Enable the Ledger and/or Method Document Flexfield segments.

To assign document sequences:
1. Navigate to the Sequence Assignments window.

2. Select the Application that generates the documents you want to number. 

3. Select the Category of the documents you want to number. 

4. If you are assigning document sequences by the ledger, enter the Ledger to which 
the document numbering applies.

5. If you are assigning document sequences by entry method, select the creation 
Method of the documents:

Automatic: Assign sequential numbers to journal entries created automatically by 
General Ledger. Do not assign sequences defined with a manual numbering type to 
an automatic creation method.

Manual: Assign sequential numbers to journal entries you enter manually using the
Enter Journals window.

6. Enter a Start Date for the sequence assignment. Once you define a sequence 
assignment, you cannot change the Start Date.

7. Enter an optional End Date.

8. Enter a Sequence name. You can only choose document sequences that you defined 
for the application you specified.

Note: You should not assign sequences defined with a manual 
entry method to an automatic creation method.

You can assign only one active document sequence scheme to each unique 
combination of Application, Ledger, Category, and Method. However, you can 
assign the same document sequence to more than one combination of Application, 
Ledger, Category, and Method.
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Related Topics
Assigning Document Sequences, page 1-181

Defining Descriptive Flexfield Segments, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Document Sequences, Oracle Applications User's Guide

Upgrading Balances to Track Balances Entered in the Ledger Currency
You can optionally choose to track entered currency balances that have been entered 
using the ledger currency separately from balances that have been converted to the 
ledger currency.

If you are upgrading Oracle General Ledger from Release 11.5.10, you can optionally 
choose to track entered ledger currency balances separately from converted ledger 
currency balances. This enables you to view account balances that were entered using 
your ledger currency separately from those foreign currency entered amounts that were
converted to your ledger currency.

For example, assume your ledger currency is USD; the currency that has been assigned 
to your ledger. Assume you enter the journals below. The first journal is entered using 
the ledger currency and the last two journals are entered using foreign currencies, CAD 
and EUR, respectively.

USD Entered Amounts

Account Debit Credit

01.110.6110 1000.00

01.000.2110 1000.00

CAD Entered 
Amounts

USD Converted 
Amounts

Account Debit Credit Debit Credit

01.110.6110 1500.00 1233.00

01.000.2110 1500.00 1233.00
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EUR Entered 
Amounts

USD Converted 
Amounts

Account Debit Credit Debit Credit

01.110.6110 1000.00 1294.00

01.000.2110 1000.00 1294.00

If you choose to track your entered ledger currency balances separately from the 
balances that have been converted to your ledger currency, the following balances 
would be maintained for the following accounts.

Entered Ledger Currency Balances:
Choosing to view account balances that were entered using your ledger currency would
retrieve the following balances.

USD Entered Ledger 
Currency Balances

Account Debit Credit

01.110.6110 1000.00

01.000.2110 1000.00

Any foreign currency amounts that were converted to the ledger currency are ignored 
in this query.

Note: If you do not choose to track your entered and converted ledger 
currency balances separately, then you would not be able to obtain this 
view of your account balances.

Converted Ledger Currency Balances:
Choosing to view all balances by your ledger currency would retrieve the following 
balances:
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USD Converted Ledger 
Currency Balances

Account Debit Credit

01.110.6110 3527.00

01.000.2110 3527.00

These amounts include all amounts that were entered using the ledger currency as well 
as foreign currency amounts that were converted to your ledger currency.

Generate Upgrade for Balances Entered in Ledger Currency Program
To upgrade your balances to track balances entered in your ledger currency separately 
from balances converted to your ledger currency, you must run the Generate Upgrade 
for Balances Entered in Ledger Currency program. This program automatically 
launches the following child requests:

1. Upgrade Balances Entered in Ledger Currency: This program upgrades all 
balances to enable you to track entered ledger currency balances separately from 
converted ledger currency balances.

2. Upgrade Balances Moved by Mass Maintenance: This program upgrades all 
balances in the interim move/merge tables that were created using Mass 
Maintenance. This program ensures that all interim tables are properly upgraded in
the event that you reverse the move/merge after upgrade.

Parameters
When you run the Generate Upgrade for Balances Entered in Ledger Currency 
program, you must specify the following parameters:

• Number of Accounts to Process Per Batch: Determines the number of account 
combinations to process at a time.

The default value is 1000. This means that each worker will process 1000 account 
combinations at a time when upgrading balances. 

• Number of Upgrade Workers: Allows multiple upgrade processes to run in parallel
to speed processing when you have large volumes of balances to upgrade. If one 
upgrade process fails due to an error, the other processes will continue.

Specify a number equal to the number of processes you want to run at the same 
time. The default value is 2, and one worker is always required for the Upgrade 
Balances Moved by Mass Maintenance program. You can change the default to a 
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higher number to have additional workers submitted for the Upgrade Balances 
Entered in Ledger Currency program.

For example, if you enter 10 for the Number of Upgrade Workers, then nine 
programs will be submitted for the Upgrade Balances Entered in Ledger Currency 
program and one program will be reserved for the Upgrade Balances Moved by 
Mass Maintenance program.

Note: You can run the Generate Upgrade for Balances Entered in 
Ledger Currency program at any time after you upgrade from 
Release 11i.

Note: If you do not run this program, you will not be able to take 
advantage of the Entered Ledger Currency Balances feature. When 
you view account balances, you will not be able to view those 
balances that were entered using the ledger currency.

Conflicts with Other Processes and Activities
You should only run the Generate Upgrade for Balances Entered in Ledger Currency 
program when no conflicting activity is taking place. The following categories of 
activities conflict with this program:

• Balance Processing: includes posting, archiving and purging, and opening periods.

• Mass Maintenance: includes moving and merging balances.

All concurrent processes and online activity that fall into the above categories should be
completed before you submit the program.

Tip: Consider excluding the program from the standard concurrent 
manager. Instead, assign the program to a special concurrent manager 
queue that becomes active only at specified times.

To upgrade balances to track balances entered in your ledger currency:
1. Navigate to the Submit Requests window.

2. Select the concurrent program named Program – Generate Upgrade for Balances 
Entered in Ledger Currency.

3. In the Parameters window, choose the Number of Accounts to Process Per Batch 
and the Number of Upgrade Workers.
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4. Submit the request.

5. This request automatically launches two programs: Upgrade Balances Entered in 
Ledger Currency and Upgrade Balances Moved by Mass Maintenance.

After all programs have completed, your balances are upgraded. You will be able to 
query and report on balances that have been entered in your ledger currency separately 
from those balances that have been converted to your ledger currency.

If you are using reporting currencies (journal or subledger level), running these 
programs also tracks entered currency balances that have been entered using the 
reporting currency separately from balances that have been converted to the reporting 
currency.

Entering Employees
Some GL features, such as Journal Approval, require setting up employees in Oracle 
Human Resources Management System. This setup can be performed whether or not 
Oracle HRMS is installed in your environment. For convenience, the related section of 
the Oracle HRMS documentation is included here.

If you want to read the entire HRMS chapter, please see the Oracle Human Resources 
Management User's Guide.

Setting Up Automatic Tax Calculation
Use the Tax Options window to set up automatic tax calculation on taxable journal 
entry lines. You can set up tax details at the ledger level to default to all taxable journal 
lines entered in the ledger, or at the natural account level to default to taxable journal 
entry lines for specific accounting segments. E-Business Tax calculates the tax according
to the tax configuration and the tax rules defined for the configuration owner, tax 
regime and tax.

Set up tax calculation default information for each combination of ledger and 
configuration owner that requires taxable journal entries. E-Business Tax uses the tax 
determination processes of the configuration owner to calculate taxes in each ledger. If 
journal entries for a specific account are usually or always taxed at a certain rate or with
a certain tax rate code, you can set up tax calculation default information for this 
account only.

The tax information that you define at the ledger level defaults to the journal entry line 
Tax Information descriptive flexfield. If defined, the ledger level tax rate code or natural
account segment tax rate code defaults to the journal entry line Tax Rate Code field.

Because the E-Business Tax tax rate code applies to either Procure to Pay or Order to 
Cash transactions, the tax class for tax records created in Release 12 is Input/Output. If 
you are using Release 11i migrated tax data on journal entry lines, then the Ledger 
region displays two records for Input tax class and Output tax class. You can set up a 
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record for the complementary tax class, as necessary.

If you assign a tax rate code to a natural account segment, you can use the Enforce Tax 
from Account configuration option to use this tax rate code to calculate tax on 
transactions associated with the natural account segment of the account entered in the 
distribution. You set this option for each applicable configuration owner and event 
class.

You can also use the Tax Options window to set up natural account segment default 
information for tax classification codes that use the Release 11i defaulting hierarchy 
model. See: Setting Up Tax Classification Code Defaults, page 1-194 for more 
information.

Prerequisites
• Update your standard operating procedures for entering journals for taxable 

transactions.

• Enable the journal entry tax option for each applicable ledger. See: Creating 
Accounting Setups, Oracle Financials Implementation Guide for more information.

• Set up the basic tax configuration and tax rules for each applicable configuration 
owner. See: Evaluating Your Tax Configuration, Oracle E-Business Tax User Guide for
more information.

• Set up configuration options for the applicable configuration owners and event 
classes with the Enforce Tax from Account option enabled. See: Setting Up 
Configuration Owner Tax Options, Oracle E-Business Tax User Guide for more 
information.

To set up automatic tax calculation during journal entry:

1. Enter the ledger and configuration owner.

The Tax Reporting Currency field displays the ledger functional currency and the 
Precision field displays the default precision for the ledger functional currency.

2. Enter or update the parameters to use to calculate tax amounts in the ledger 
functional currency. If defined, these values override the values defined at the tax 
regime or tax level, if different:

• In the Precision field, enter a one-digit number to indicate the number of 
decimal places to calculate tax.

• In the Minimum Accountable Unit field, enter the smallest unit a tax amount 
can have. For example, enter .01 for the US dollar.

• If applicable, check the Allow Rounding Rule Override box to let users override
the rounding rule defined at the ledger level or account level in the taxable 
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journal Tax Information descriptive flexfield.

3. Select the calculation level:

• Journal - E-Business Tax groups together tax lines with the same tax regime, tax,
tax status code and tax rate code into one tax line.

• Line - E-Business Tax creates separate tax lines and does not perform any 
grouping operation.

4. Define ledger level defaulting values in the Ledger tabbed region. These values 
default to all accounts in the ledger:

• Select the tax class.

For Release 12 records, the read-only tax class is Input/Output. For migrated 
records, if there is a default defined for either Input or Output only, then create 
a record for the other tax class. E-Business Tax still derives the tax rate from the 
tax rate code.

• Enter the tax regime code.

You can enter any tax regime belonging to the configuration owner.

• Enter the tax, tax status code, and tax rate code.

• Select the rounding rule to use for this ledger.

The rounding rule is the method to use to round off taxes to the minimum 
accountable unit.

• Check the Amount Includes Tax box to calculate tax amounts for this ledger 
using a tax inclusive formula.

5. Navigate to the Account Tax Rates tabbed region to define defaulting values for a 
natural account segment.

Note: You cannot specify account-level defaults for different cost 
centers or other Accounting Flexfield segments.

6. Enter an account belonging to the ledger.

The values you define here override the values defined at the ledger level for this 
account.

7. Select a tax class:

• Input/Output - Tax class for Release 12 records.
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• Input or Output - For migrated records, create either an Input or Output record, 
as necessary. E-Business Tax still derives the tax rate from the tax rate code.

• Non Taxable - Tax is not calculated on journal line entries for this account 
segment. The regime-to-rate fields are disabled.

8. Enter the tax regime, tax, tax status, and tax rate code to use for this account 
segment.

9. Check the Allow Tax Rate Code Override box to let users override the tax rate code 
defaulted to the taxable journal Tax Rate Code field.

10. Check the Amount Includes Tax box to calculate tax amounts for this account 
segment using a tax inclusive formula.

Tax Calculation Rules
This section describes the rules used to calculate taxes on taxable journal entry lines.

Formulas and Rounding
For tax-exclusive entered amounts, the system creates additional journal lines with the 
appropriate calculated tax amount, and leaves the entered line untouched:

Calculated tax amount = entered amount x tax rate

Net amount = entered amount

For tax-inclusive amounts, the system calculates the amount of tax inherent in the 
entered amount and creates a corresponding tax line, and it also replaces the entered 
amount with a smaller net amount:

Calculated tax amount = entered amount x (tax rate  / (100 +  tax rate))

Net amount = entered amount -  calculated tax amount

Each calculated tax amount is denoted in the current ledger functional currency, and 
uses a tax precision and minimum accountable unit specified by the tax options for the 
current ledger. (The tax precision can be different from the overall precision for a 
currency.)

Tax amounts are rounded Up, Down, or Nearest to meet the tax precision and 
minimum accounting unit, according to the rounding rule entered, defaulted, or 
enforced for the ledger.

Rounding Example
Suppose you are calculating taxes in a particular legislation and that the minimum 
accountable unit is .01. Even though the minimum accountable unit for that legislation 
currency is .01, tax amounts are always rounded to the nearest .05 currency units. You 
would define this by specifying a tax precision of 2 and a tax minimum accountable unit
of .05 for your ledger. Then, a calculated tax amount of 1.45 will be rounded up to 1.50.
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Generated Tax Line
The system creates a journal line for each calculated tax amount; the journal line debits 
or credits the account associated with the corresponding tax rate code of the entered 
amount.

The system derives a Description for each calculated tax line as follows:

(tax rate code) tax at (tax rate)% for line (line number): (line description)

Line-level Tax Calculation
For line-level calculation, each journal line is considered one at a time. If an amount is 
tax-exclusive, the system creates a separate, corresponding tax line, debiting or 
crediting the appropriate tax liability by the calculated tax amount. For tax-inclusive 
amounts, the system creates a separate tax line, and it also reduces the entered amount 
(existing line) by the calculated tax amount.

Example: Line Level Calculation
Suppose you need to enter information for an employee business trip expense. You 
received the employee expense report, which contains the information shown in the 
following table:

Line Description Amount Tax Gross Amount

1 Hotel fee 40 1 41

2 Travel expense 57 (tax included) - 57

  Total     98

In this transaction, the hotel expense amount in line 1 excludes tax, while the travel 
expense in line 2 includes tax. 

Let us also assume that the following tax parameters apply to this transaction:

Parameter Value

Tax rate code: Consumption (3% tax rate)

Rounding rule: Down

Tax account: 01-000-2200

Tax currency precision: 0
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Using the Journal Entry window, you enter the first line as an expense of 40 (ignoring 
the tax), and the second line as an expense of 57, as shown in the table below:

Line Account Debit Credit Desc Tax Rate
Code

Includes 
Tax?

Roundin
g Rule

1 01.000.51
00

40   Hotel Fee Consump No Down

2 01.000.52
00

57   Travel 
Expense

Consump Yes Down

Note that the resulting journal will temporarily be out of balance.

At this point, you can calculate tax on the journal line (by saving, then choosing Tax 
Journal).

Calculating tax for line 1, we get a tax amount of 1.2, which we then round down to 1. 
The entered amount is left untouched, since it is tax exclusive.

For line 2, we get a tax amount of 1.66, which is then rounded down to 1, and a net 
amount of 56 (57 minus 1).

After you calculate tax, the journal looks like the information in the following table:

Line Account Debit Credit Desc Tax Rate
Code

Includes 
Tax?

Roundin
g Rule

1 01.000.51
00

40   Hotel Fee Consump No Down

2 01.000.52
00

56   Travel 
Expense

Consump Yes Down

3 01.000.55
00

1   Consump
Tax at 3%
of line 1: 
Hotel fee

Consump    

4 01.000.55
00

1   Consump
tax at 3% 
of line 2: 
Travel 
expense

Consump    

Note that the tax calculation process automatically reduced the travel expense amount 
from 57 to 56, since this amount included tax.
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You can then enter an offsetting total liability line in your journal to balance, as shown 
in the table below.

Line Account Debit Credit Desc Tax Rate
Code

Includes 
Tax?

Roundin
g Rule

5 01.000.21
00

  98 Liability      

Journal-level Tax Calculation
Journal-level tax calculation differs from line-level calculation in several ways:

• The system generates one tax amount line for all tax amounts calculated by the 
same tax regime, tax, tax status, and tax rate, rather than generating one tax amount
line for each entered amount line.

• Tax-inclusive entered amounts are reduced by the calculated tax amount, similar to 
line-level calculation.

General Ledger applies any rounding correction to the calculated tax amount of the 
largest taxable line in a group.

Setting Up Tax Classification Code Defaults
If a Payables or Receivables tax code was assigned to an operating unit account in 
Release 11i, the tax code migrates to E-Business Tax as a tax classification code. Use the 
Tax Classification Code Defaults tabbed region to update or assign a tax classification 
code to an operating unit account, if you use the Natural Account or Revenue Account 
option in the Application Tax Options defaulting hierarchy to retrieve a valid tax 
classification code.

E-Business Tax defaults a Natural Account tax classification code to a Payables invoice 
or a Revenue Account tax classification code to a Receivables invoice. If defined, you 
can update the tax classification code on the transaction line. E-Business Tax uses the 
tax classification code to evaluate direct tax rate determination rules for tax 
determination and tax calculation.

Note: The Tax Classification Code Defaults tabbed region is only used 
for selecting tax classification codes for direct tax rate determination. It 
is not related to the setup of ledgers and ledger accounts for automatic 
tax calculation of taxable journal entries.

To update or assign a tax classification code to an account:

1. Enter the operating unit and operating unit account.
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You can select any operating unit within your security profile.

2. Select an Input tax class if this is a Payables account, or an Output tax class if this is a
Receivables account.

3. Enter or update the tax classification code.

4. Check the Allow Tax Classification Code Override box to let users override the 
defaulted tax classification code on the invoice line.

Related Topics
Using Application Tax Options, Oracle E-Business Tax User Guide

Using Direct Tax Rate Determination, Oracle E-Business Tax User Guide

Using Tax Classification Codes, Oracle E-Business Tax User Guide

Setting Up Journal Reconciliation
This section describes the steps for setting up General Ledger Entry Reconciliation. Use 
this checklist to help you complete the appropriate steps in the correct order.

1. Enable reconciliation for account segment values, page 1-195

2. Enable reconciliation for code combinations, page 1-196

3. Select the Enable Journal Reconciliation checkbox for the ledger in the Ledger 
Options page in Accounting Setup Manager.

For information on ledger setup, see Completing Ledger Options.

1. Enable Reconciliation for Account Segment Values
Enable reconciliation for the natural accounts that should balance to zero. You can 
enable or disable reconciliation for an account segment value in the Segment Qualifiers 
window.

After you enable or disable reconciliation for an account segment value, all new code 
combinations created with that account segment value inherit that reconciliation 
setting. If you want existing code combinations to inherit the reconciliation settings, you
can run the Inherit Segment Attributes program. You can also override the default 
reconciliation setting for a specific code combination by enabling or disabling 
reconciliation at code combination level. For more information, see Step 2. Enable 
Reconciliation for Code Combinations, page 1-196.

To enable or disable reconciliation for account segment values:
1. Navigate to the Segment Values window. The Find Key Flexfield Segment window 
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appears on top of the Segment Values window.

2. In the Find Key Flexfield Segment window, query your Accounting Flexfield 
structure by entering the structure name in the Structure field and the account 
segment name in the Account field, and pressing the Find button.

3. Navigate to the Values region.

4. In the Values region, navigate to the Values, Hierarchy, Qualifiers tabbed region.

5. Navigate to the Qualifiers field for the account segment value that you want. The 
Segment Qualifiers window appears.

6. Select Yes from the list of values in the Reconciliation Flag field to enable 
reconciliation for this account segment value. Select No to disable reconciliation for 
this account segment value.

7. Press the OK button.

8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 for each account segment value that you want.

9. Save your work.

2. Enable Reconciliation for Code Combinations
You can enable or disable reconciliation for specific accounting code combinations 
using the Reconciliation Combinations flexfield in the GL Accounts window. In this 
way, you can override the default reconciliation setting inherited from the account 
segment value.

Note: To keep existing account code combinations with the 
reconciliation flag already enabled active as reconciliation accounts, its 
natural account segment value also has to have the reconciliation flag 
enabled.

To enable or disable reconciliation for accounting code combinations:

1. Navigate to the GL Accounts window.

2. Query the accounts that you want.

3. Navigate to the descriptive flexfield for the first account. The Reconciliation 
Combinations flexfield appears, displaying the default reconciliation setting for this
account in the Reconciliation Flag field.

4. Select Yes from the list of values in the Reconciliation Flag field to enable 
reconciliation for this code combination. Select No to disable reconciliation for this 
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code combination.

5. Press the OK button.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for each account.

7. Save your work.

Defining Financial Schedules 
You can create General Ledger financial schedules based on different calendars and 
period types. You can then schedule standard reports, Financial Statement Generator 
(FSG) reports, AutoAllocation sets, Recurring Journals, MassAllocations, Budget 
Formulas, and MassBudgets to run according to the General Ledger schedules you have
defined. Your journals are automatically generated based on the schedule you assigned.
All schedules can be shared across ledgers regardless of the calendar or period type 
used in the schedule. You can define multiple schedules for each calendar and period 
type in General Ledger. 

To define a financial schedule:
1. Navigate to the Concurrent Request Schedules window.

2. Enter a schedule name.

3. Choose a pre-defined calendar:

4. Choose a period type.

5. Enter a Run Day:

Enter a number from 1 to 366. For example, selecting 5 for run day sets your request
to run on the 5th day of the period.

If you want to run the schedule on the last day of every period, enter a number 
greater than the maximum number of days in any period, such as 32 for a monthly 
period containing 31 days. Any number that exceeds the maximum number of days
for any period automatically sets the system to run the schedule on the last day of 
that period. 

6. Enter the time in 24 hour format HH:MM:SS. This is the time you want your 
program to run on the day specified above.

7. Check the enabled check box to allow scheduling to be applied from the Standard 
Report Submission Form.

8. Save your work.
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Note: In order to use this feature, The Scheduler/PreReleaser 
concurrent manager must be running. This is a separate concurrent 
manager used for advanced scheduling purposes.

Related Topics
Defining Calendars, page 1-102

'Automatic Journal Scheduling, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Storage Parameters for Interim Tables 
You can change the storage parameters for all interim tables and indexes in General 
Ledger. Several concurrent programs in General Ledger use interim tables as temporary
storage space for transaction data. These programs create interim tables when they start
and drop them when they finish. 

Although the default storage parameters meet the needs of most installations, you can 
increase interim table allocations if the default parameters are inadequate. 

The following General Ledger concurrent programs use interim tables: 

Average Balance Translation: GL_DAILY_XRATE_INT, GL_DAILY_XLATE_INT

Consolidation: GL_CONS_INTERIM, GL_CONS_INTERFACE

MassAllocations: GL_ALLOC_INTERIM

Move/Merge: GL_MOVEMERGE_INTERIM, GL_MOVEMERGE_BAL, 
GL_MOVEMERGE_DAILY_BAL

Archive and Purge: GL_ARCHIVE_BALANCES, GL_ARCHIVE_BATCHES, 
GL_ARCHIVE_DAILY_BALANCES, GL_ARCHIVE_HEADERS, 
GL_ARCHIVE_LINES, GL_ARCHIVE_REFERENCES, 
GL_ARCHIVE_SEGMENT_VALS

Segment Value Inheritance: GL_SEGVAL_INHERIT_INT

Prerequisite

• Determine the amount of storage space that you want to allocate to interim tables 
and indexes. 

To set the storage parameters:
1. Navigate to the Storage Parameters window.

General Ledger automatically displays all the interim tables and indexes it uses and
the corresponding default storage parameters. General Ledger indicates the Object 
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Type (Table or Index) and the Object Name.

2. Enter the Tablespace where you want the interim table or index to reside. 

3. Enter the size (in kilobytes) of the Initial Extent you want General Ledger to allocate
when it creates the interim table or index. 

4. Enter the size (in kilobytes) of the Next Extent you want General Ledger to allocate 
for the interim table or index. This size is a base value which may remain constant 
for each subsequent extent, or may change depending on the value you enter for 
percent increase. The default extent values vary with the individual table or index. 
To see an explanation for the default value of a particular table or index, refer to the
Description.

5. Enter the Maximum number of extents allowed for the interim table or index. 

6. Enter the Pctincrease, or percentage for which you want each next extent size to 
increase over the last extent allocated. If percentage increase is zero (0), then the size
of each additional extent remains constant. 

Tip: We recommend that you specify a percent increase of either 0 
or 100 for your interim tables. Other values can increase the rate of 
fragmentation of your interim tablespace. 

Related Topics
Tablespaces and Segments

(Oracle7 Server Concepts Manual)

Opening and Closing Accounting Periods
Open and close accounting periods to control journal entry and journal posting, as well 
as compute period-end and year-end actual and budget account balances for reporting.

You can open and close accounting periods in two ways:

• The Open and Close Periods window

• The Open and Close Periods programs

If you have Ledger Sets defined, you can open and close periods for multiple ledgers in 
a single process using the Open and Close Periods programs.

See: Open and Close Periods Programs, page 1-205.

Accounting periods can have one of the following statuses:
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Open: Journal entry and posting allowed. 

Closed: Journal entry and posting not allowed until accounting period is reopened. 
Reporting and inquiry allowed.

Permanently Closed: Journal entry and posting not allowed. You cannot change this 
period status. Reporting and inquiry allowed.

Never Opened: Journal entry and posting are not allowed. General Ledger assigns this 
status to any period preceding the first period ever opened in your calendar, or to any 
period that has been defined, but is not yet future-enterable. You cannot change this 
period status. 

Future-Entry: Journal entry is allowed, but posting is not. Your period is not yet open, 
but falls within the range of future-enterable periods you designated when defining 
your Ledger. You cannot change this period status without using the concurrent 
process to open the period.

You can open new accounting periods, close accounting periods, reopen closed 
accounting periods, and open an encumbrance year (if you are using encumbrance 
accounting). 

If you are using the secondary tracking segment with the Closing and Translation 
option enabled, General Ledger processing is affected. See:' Secondary Tracking 
Segment, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Note: When you define a new ledger in Accounting Setup Manager, 
choose carefully the First Ever Opened Period for your ledger. This 
period will default when you open the first period for your ledger and 
cannot be changed. Once you open your first accounting period, 
General Ledger does not allow you to open prior accounting periods.

Additionally, you cannot translate account balances for the first period 
ever opened. Therefore, we recommend that you open at least one 
period prior to the first accounting period in which you wish to enter 
transactions.

Note: The Oracle Workflow Business Event System, introduced in 
Release 2.6, allows products to seed business events and event 
subscriptions. 

Period Opened, Period Closed, and Period Re-Opened are seeded 
business events. See: Business Events, page 4-1.

Data Access Sets
The Data Access Set assigned to your responsibility controls whether or not you can 
change the status of a ledger's accounting period.
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Full Ledger Access: You must have read and write access to the ledger and all of its 
balancing segment values or management segment values to open and close a ledger's 
periods. 

To obtain full ledger access, your data access set must be one of the following types:

• The Full Ledger data access set type that provides read and write access to the 
ledger

• The Balancing Segment Value data access set type that provides read and write 
access to all balancing segment values for a ledger using the All Values checkbox

• The Management Segment Value data access set type that provides read and write 
access to all management segment values for a ledger using the All Values 
checkbox

Partial Access: If you have read-only access to a ledger or read and write access to some
of its balancing segment values and management segment values, you will not be able 
to open and close its accounting periods. You will only be able to view the status of the 
accounting periods in the Open and Close Periods window after the First Ever Opened 
Period has been opened.

Open and Close Periods Window
You can open and close accounting periods for individual ledgers using the Open and 
Close Periods window.

Prerequisite

• Define your ledger.

• Define periods in your accounting calendar.

• If closing a period, all journals must be posted.

To open the first accounting period:
1. Navigate to the Open and Close Periods window. The Find Periods window will 

appear.

2. Choose a Ledger from the list of values and select Find. Your data access set must 
provide read and write access to the ledger and all of its balancing segment value 
and management segment values to open its first accounting period.

3. For new ledgers that have never been opened, the First Ever Opened period defined
for the ledger will default in the Period field and cannot be changed.

4. Select Open.
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5. Save your work.

To open subsequent accounting periods:
1. Navigate to the Open and Close Periods window.

The Find Periods window will be displayed.

2. Choose a Ledger from the list of values and select Find.

Your data access set must provide read and write access to the ledger and all of its 
balancing segment values and management segment values to open its accounting 
periods.

3. Choose the Period Status of the periods you want to find. 

Any is the default to indicate any period status.

4. (Optional) Specify a Period, Fiscal Years, or Period Number to find specific periods 
for the ledger. If you leave these fields blank, all periods will be retrieved.

5. Select Find.

The Open and Close Periods window display the latest open accounting period.

6. Choose Open Period, specify a Target Period, and choose the Open button.

The target period and any prior periods that are between the target period and the 
latest opened period for that ledger are opened.

General Ledger launches a concurrent process to calculate the ending and 
beginning account balances for the current period and subsequent periods up to the
target period.

Tip: Although you can have several open accounting periods, to 
maximize the efficiency of the General Ledger posting process, as 
well as to minimize the possibility of user error, limit the number of
accounting periods that are open at one time.

If you open the first period of a new fiscal year, General Ledger 
automatically updates the Retained Earnings account.

7. Save your work.

To close an accounting period:
1. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 above to open subsequent accounting periods.

2. Find the period you want to close. Use the List of Values to change its status to one 
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of the following:

• Closed: To prevent entering or posting journals to that period. You can reopen 
a closed period at any time. A period can only be closed if it is an open period.

• Permanently Closed: To prevent entering or posting journals to that period. 
You cannot reopen a permanently closed period. A period can only be 
permanently closed if its status is closed. When you permanently close a period,
all prior periods will also be permanently closed for you.

3. Save your work. When you close the window, a concurrent process is submitted. If 
General Ledger finds unposted journals or data that has not been imported from 
General Ledger's interface tables for your closed periods, your Close Period request 
completes with a warning. If you close or permanently close multiple periods, a 
separate concurrent request is submitted for each closed period.

To reopen an accounting period:
1. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 above to open subsequent accounting periods

2. Choose the Open Period button. Specify a closed period in the Target Period field, 
and then choose the Open button. You can reopen any closed period that is not 
permanently closed.

3. Save your work.

Related Topics
Defining Calendars, page 1-102

Defining Ledgers, page 1-109

Entering Journals, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Posting Journal Batches, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Overview of Reporting Currencies, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Opening an Encumbrance Year
When you open the first period defined for your ledger, General Ledger automatically 
opens your first encumbrance year as well. When you open additional encumbrance 
years, General Ledger automatically rolls your project-to-date encumbrance balances 
forward through the last period of the latest open encumbrance year.

You do not need to open encumbrance years if you are not using encumbrance 
accounting.
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Note: There is no concept of closing encumbrance periods or years. 
Once you open an encumbrance year, you will always be able to enter 
and post encumbrance journals to any period up to the latest open 
encumbrance year.

To open an encumbrance year:
1. Navigate to the Open and Close Periods window.

The Find Periods window appears.

General Ledger automatically displays your Latest Open encumbrance year. You 
can enter and post encumbrance balances up to the last period of your latest open 
encumbrance year.

2. Choose a Ledger from the list of values and choose Find.

Your data access set must provide read and write access to the ledger and all of its 
balancing segment values and management segment values to open its 
encumbrance year.

Choose Open Next Year. General Ledger submits a concurrent process to open the 
next encumbrance year.

3. Choose the Period Status of the periods you want to find. Any is the default to 
indicate any period status.

4. (Optional) Specify a Period, Fiscal Years, or Period Number to find specific periods 
for the ledger. If you leave these fields blank, all periods are retrieved.

5. Select Find.

The Open and Close Periods window display the latest open encumbrance year.

6. Select Open Next Year.

General Ledger submits a concurrent process to open the next encumbrance year.

Related Topics
'Overview of Encumbrance Accounting, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

'Entering Encumbrances, Oracle General Ledger Users Guide

Opening and Closing Accounting Periods, page 1-199

Setting Up Oracle Purchasing and Oracle Public Sector Purchasing (Oracle Applications 
User's Guide)Setting Up Oracle Purchasing and Oracle Public Sector Purchasing (Oracle 
Applications User's Guide)
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Open and Close Periods Programs
You can open and close periods for a single ledger or multiple ledgers in a ledger set 
with one of the following programs:

• Periods – Open Periods: To open periods up to and including the specified target 
period for one or more ledgers.

• Periods – Close Period: To close a single period for one or more ledgers. Only open 
periods can be closed.

Note: The Close Period program completes with a warning if 
unposted journals exist in the period.

• Periods – Gapless Close Period: To close a consecutive range of open periods for 
one or more ledgers. This program closes the specified period and all prior periods 
that are still open.

• Periods – Permanently Close Period: To permanently close one or more closed 
periods for one or more ledgers. Periods starting from the initial period must be 
closed before you can permanently close them. To permanently close a range of 
closed periods, the specified period and any prior periods must have a status of 
Closed or Permanently Closed.

Caution: When you permanently close a period, all prior periods 
are also permanently closed and can never be re-opened.

You can schedule your Period programs to run automatically based on schedules you 
define in Oracle Applications or in General Ledger.

You must have read and write access to the ledger and all of its balancing segment 
values and management segment values to open and close periods.

Prerequisite

• Define your ledger and ledger sets.

To run the Periods programs:
1. Navigate to the Submit Request window.

2. Choose to Submit a Single Request.

The Submit Request window appears.

3. In the Request Name field, select one of the following Period programs:
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• Period: Open Periods

• Period: Close Period

• Period: Gapless Close Period

• Period: Permanently Close Period

4. Complete the following parameters:

• Ledger/Ledger Set: Enter the name of the ledger or ledger set. You can only 
access ledger sets that are included in your data access set.

Note: You must have read and write access to the ledger and all
of its balancing segment values and management segment 
values to run the Period programs.

• Period Name: Enter the period you want to open, close, or permanently close.

5. Select OK to close the Parameters window.

6. Submit the program. A concurrent process is launched.

For a ledger set, the program launches a parent request and separate child requests 
for each ledger in the ledger set. The parent request execution report outlines all the
ledgers that were processed.

Reporting Currencies
If you use reporting currencies (Journal or Subledger Level), you need to open and close
the periods for your reporting currencies separately from your ledgers. You can open 
and close periods for your reporting currencies in the same way that you do for your 
ledgers by selecting the name of your reporting currency in the Ledger field in the Open
and Close Periods window or SRS programs. You can even include your reporting 
currencies in a ledger set with your other ledgers to open and close periods for all of 
your ledgers and reporting currencies simultaneously.

Average Daily Balances
If average balance processing is enabled for your ledgers, the Periods – Open Periods 
program submits two requests per ledger, one for standard balances and another for 
average balances. If opening an adjusting period, only one process is submitted for 
standard balances because average balances are not maintained for adjusting periods.
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2
Improving General Ledger Performance

Improving General Ledger Performance
There are many ways you can improve General Ledger's performance and processing 
times for programs, such as the Maintain Summary Templates, Journal Import, and 
MassAllocation/MassBudget programs. 

The following two programs improve General Ledger's performance:

Maintain Summary Templates Program: updates summary account information in the 
current ledger.

Optimizer Program: create or drop indexes for those segments in your chart of accounts
that you have marked for indexing.

You can improve the performance of the Journal Import, and 
MassAllocation/MassBudget programs by setting the following profile options:

1. GL: Number of Accounts in Memory: affects the performance of your 
MassAllocation and MassBudget programs

2. GL: Number of Records to Process at Once: affects the performance of your Journal 
Import, MassAllocation and MassBudget programs. 

Related Topics
Running the Maintain Summary Templates Program, page 2-2

Running the Optimizer Program, page 2-2

Setting Profile Options for Concurrent Program Performance, page 2-4

Optimizing Performance by Creating Indices on GL_CODE_COMBINATIONS Table, 
page 2-5
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Running the Maintain Summary Templates Program
Run the Maintain Summary Templates program to update summary account 
information for one or more ledgers. This program ensures that your summary account 
templates reflect any new detail accounts you may have added.

Although General Ledger maintains summary templates automatically during the 
posting process, running the Maintain Summary Templates program before posting can
improve the performance of the posting program. This is especially useful if you have 
added several new detail accounts since your last posting operation.

Prerequisites

• See: Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171.

To run the Maintain Summary Templates program:
1. Navigate to the Submit Request window.

2. Select the Maintain Summary Templates program.

3. Submit the report.

Note: This program has no user parameters.

Related Topics
Running Reports and Programs, Oracle Applications User's Guide

Defining Key Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Running the Optimizer Program
Run the General Ledger Optimizer program to create or drop indexes for those 
segments in your chart of accounts that you have marked for indexing.

You can also update statistical information about your data, such as the size of your 
balances and combinations tables, the number of accounts with a particular segment 
value, and the number of account balances associated with each accounting period. This
information improves the performance of your journal entry posting and financial 
reporting process.

To keep these statistics current, you should run the Optimizer at least once a period, or 
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any time you add several segment values, define a new chart of accounts, or add or 
delete summary templates. 

Prerequisites

• Define your account segments.

• Specify whether you want to index a particular segment in your chart of accounts 
using the Key Flexfield Segments window. 

• Define your account segment values.

• Define summary templates.

To create and drop indexes for your chart of accounts:
1. Freeze your account structure. 

2. Navigate to the Submit Request window.

3. Select the Optimizer program.

4. Enter Yes for Maintain Indexes to create or drop the indexes for your chart of 
accounts. 

The Optimizer creates an index on a segment if one does not yet exist, and drops an 
index on a segment if you no longer index the segment. This is useful when you 
define a new chart of accounts for which you want to index particular segments or 
when you want to add or drop an index for an existing segment in your chart of 
accounts.

To update statistical information about your data:
1. Navigate to the Submit Request window.

2. Select the Optimizer program.

3. Enter Yes for Gather Statistics. The Optimizer program gathers and updates 
statistical information about the size of your balances and combinations table, the 
number of account combinations with a particular segment value, and the number 
of account balances associated with each accounting period.

Related Topics
Running Reports and Programs, Oracle Applications User's Guide

Defining Key Flexfields, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide
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Defining Segment Values, Oracle Applications Flexfields Guide

Defining Summary Accounts, page 1-171

Setting Profile Options for Concurrent Program Performance
You can improve the performance of the Journal Import, and 
MassAllocation/MassBudgeting programs by setting the profile options GL: Number of 
Accounts in Memory and GL: Number of Records to Process at Once. For example, you 
can speed Journal Import by increasing the number of records to process at once by 
increasing the number assigned to the GL: Number of Records to Process at Once 
profile option. 

The profile option GL: Number of Accounts in Memory affects the performance of your 
MassAllocation and MassBudget programs. The default for this profile option is 2500 to 
indicate that those programs will process 2500 accounts at once.

The profile option GL: Number of Records to Process at Once affects the performance of
your Journal Import, MassAllocation and MassBudget programs. The default for this 
profile option is 1000 to indicate that 1000 records will be processed at once.

By increasing the number assigned to these profile options, you increase the amount of 
memory the Journal Import or MassAllocation/MassBudgeting programs can use, 
thereby increasing their throughput

Prerequisites
1. Run the Optimizer program to create indexes on segments of your account.

2. Determine the amount of your computer's memory that you want to allocate to 
concurrent programs.

To Set Your Profile Options
1. 1. Navigate to the System Profile Values window from the System Administrator 

responsibility. 

2. 2. Query the profile option GL: Number of Accounts in Memory and/or the GL: 
Number of Records to Process at Once. 

3. 3. Set the profile option at the Site, Application, Responsibility, or User level. 

4. 4. Save your work.

See Also
1. Running the Optimizer Program, page 2-2
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2. Defining Key Flexfields

3. Importing Journals, Oracle General Ledger User's Guide

Optimizing Performance by Creating Indices on 
GL_CODE_COMBINATIONS Table

To optimize performance you can add a non-unique concatenated index on just the 
active segments of the GL_CODE_COMBINATIONS table.

To determine which columns must be in the concatenated index, use the following SQL 
statement (Assume active segments are from 1 through 6.).
SELECTidfs.application_column_nameFROM gl.gl_ledgers 
glledger,applsys.fnd_id_flex_segments idfsWHERE 
((glledger.chart_of_accounts_id = idfs.id_flex_num)AND (glledger.NAME = 
'&LedgerName')AND (idfs.application_id = 101))AND (idfs.id_flex_code = 
'GL#')ORDER BY idfs.segment_num ASC;

To find what indexes you already have, use the following SQL statement:
SELECTaic.index_name,aic.column_name,aic.column_positionFROM 
all_ind_columns aic,all_indexes aiWHERE ai.index_name=aic.index_nameAND 
ai.table_name= 'GL_CODE_COMBINATIONS'ORDER BY aic.index_name, 
aic.column_position

It is also recommended that you create single segment indices on individual segments 
that are selective. However, you should not create a single segment index on the 
segment with which the concatenated index starts.
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Function Security in General Ledger
Use function security to control user access to General Ledger functions. By default, 
access to General Ledger functionality is NOT restricted; you must ask your system 
administrator to customize your responsibilities to restrict access. Your system 
administrator customizes each responsibility at your site by including or excluding 
registered functions and menus of functions for a responsibility in the Responsibilities 
window.

The following are common results that may occur when function security is enforced:

• Window or menu does not appear in the Navigator window

• Button is hidden 

• Field cannot be updated

• Alternative or tab region is hidden

Use function security to control any of the General Ledger functions shown in the table 
below:

Function Security

User Function Name Restrictions

Journal Batches and Journal Entries:  

AutoAllocation Workbench: General Ledger Creating and changing Oracle General Ledger 
allocation definitions.
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User Function Name Restrictions

AutoAllocation Workbench: Projects Creating and changing Oracle Projects 
allocation definitions.

AutoPost Criteria Entering or changing AutoPost criteria sets.

Define Recurring Journal Formula Defining recurring journal entry formulas.

Define MassAllocations Defining MassAllocation formulas.

Enter Encumbrances Entering and updating encumbrance entries.

Enter Journals Creating, entering, and changing journal 
entries and journal batches.

Enter Journals: Post Posting journal entries and journal batches 
from the Enter Journals window.

Journal Entry Inquiry Inquire on journals and journal batches.

Enter Journals: Reverse Reversing journal entries and journal batches 
from the Enter Journals window.

Generate AutoAllocation Generating AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Run Budget 
Formula Request

Generating budget formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Run MassAllocation
Request

Generating MassAllocation formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Run Recurring 
Journal Request

Generating recurring journal formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Run AutoAllocation
Request

Generating AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Schedule 
MassAllocation Requests

Scheduling MassAllocation formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Schedule 
MassBudget Requests

Scheduling MassBudget formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Generate AutoAllocation: Schedule Budget 
Formula Requests

Scheduling budget formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.

Generate AutoAllocation: Schedule Recurring 
Journal Requests

Scheduling recurring journal formulas in 
AutoAllocation sets.

Generate MassAllocations Generating MassAllocation journal entries and
journal batches based on a MassAllocation 
definition.

Generate Recurring Journals Generating recurring journal entries and 
journal batches from a recurring journal 
definition.

Reversal Criteria Entering or changing journal reversal criteria 
sets.

View AutoAllocation Status Viewing and monitoring the status of Oracle 
General Ledger AutoAllocation definitions.

View PA AutoAllocation Status Viewing and monitoring the status of Oracle 
Projects AutoAllocation definitions.

Reconciliation Reconciling journal lines that net to zero.

Reverse Reconciliation Reversing reconciliation of journal lines.

Post Journals Posting journal entries and journal batches.

Reverse Journals Reversing journal entries and journal batches.

Journal Import:  

Correct Journal Import Data Making corrections to journal entries and 
journal batches after Journal Import errors 
occur.

Delete Journal Import Data Deleting journal entries and journal batches 
after Journal Import errors occur.

Import Journals Importing journal entries and journal batches.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Budgets:  

Budget Transfer Transferring budget amounts from one 
account to another.

Calculate Budget Amounts Calculating budget amounts.

Define Budget Defining or modifying budgets.

Define Budget Formula Defining budget formulas.

Define Budget Organization Defining or modifying budget organizations.

Define MassBudgets Defining MassBudget formulas.

Enter Budget Amounts Entering or changing budget amounts.

Enter Budget Journals Entering or changing budget journals.

Freeze Budgets Freezing and unfreezing budgets.

Generate MassBudgets Generating MassBudget journal entries and 
journal batches based on a MassBudget 
definition.

Upload Budgets Uploading budget amounts to the budget 
interface table.

Budgetary Control:  

Budgetary Control Transactions Entering budgetary control transactions.

Budgetary Control Group Creating or modifying budgetary control 
groups.

Consolidations:  

Consolidation Definitions: Allow Any 
Definition

Creating or changing any consolidation 
definition.

Consolidation Definitions Allow any definition.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Consolidation Sets Creating or changing consolidation definitions
for any subsidiary.

Consolidation Workbench Accessing and using the Consolidation 
Workbench functions.

Consolidation Workbench: Post Posting consolidation journals.

Consolidation Workbench: Translate Updating subsidiary translations from the 
Consolidation Workbench.

Consolidation Workbench: Translate for 
Subsidiaries

Parent updating translations for its 
subsidiaries.

Elimination Sets Creating or changing elimination formulas.

Generate Eliminations Generating elimination formulas.

Purge Consolidation Audit Data Purging consolidation audit data.

Transfer Consolidation Data Set Transferring subsidiary data to the parent via 
a transfer set.

Transfer Consolidation Data Transferring subsidiary data to the parent.

Multiple Currencies:  

Currencies Creating and enabling currencies.

Conversion Rate Types Creating or changing conversion rate types.

Daily Rates Entering or changing daily exchange rates.

Historical Rates Entering or changing historical exchange 
rates.

Revaluation Revaluing account balances.

Translate Balances Translating account balances.

Daily Rates (Currency Rates Manager) Entering or changing daily exchange rates.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Historical Rates (Currency Rates Manager) Entering or changing historical exchange 
rates.

Rate Types (Currency Rates Manager) Entering or changing daily exchange rates.

Search Cross Rate Rules (Currency Rates 
Manager)

Searching cross rates.

Define Cross Rate Rules (Currency Rates 
Manager)

Creating or changing cross rates.

Online Inquiry and Reporting:  

Account Inquiry Performing account balance inquiries.

Account Inquiry: Consolidation Drilldown Drilling down to subsidiary data during an 
account inquiry.

Account Inquiry: Move/Merge Source 
Drilldown

Drilling down on Move/Merge sources during
an account inquiry.

Account Inquiry: Subledger Drilldown Drilling down to subledger details during an 
account inquiry.

Average Balance Inquiry Performing average balance inquiries.

Budget Inquiry Performing budget inquiries.

Funds Available Inquiry Performing a funds availability inquiry.

Revaluation: Submit Submitting revaluation from Standard 
Request Submission window.

Run Requests Running standard programs and reports, and 
scheduling FSG reports.

Financial Statement Generator (FSG):  

Autocopy Autocopying FSG components.

Column Set Creating and changing column sets.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Content Set Creating and changing content sets.

Database Links Creating and changing database links.

Display Group Creating and changing display groups.

Display Set Creating and changing display sets.

Financial Report Creating and changing FSG reports.

Financial Report Set Creating and changing FSG report sets.

Row Order Creating and changing row orders.

Row Set Creating and changing row sets.

Run Financial Reports Generating FSG reports.

Setting Up General Ledger:  

Accounting Setup Manager Main Page Defining or modifying a legal entity, ledger, or
accounting setup.

Calendars Creating, modifying, or updating accounting 
calendars.

Chart of Accounts Mappings Creating and changing chart of accounts 
mappings.

Common Stock Creating and changing common stock data.

Concurrent Program Controls Setting or changing the concurrent program 
controls that affect the performance of various
General Ledger features.

Data Access Sets Creating and changing data access sets.

Assign Definition Access Sets Assigning definition access sets to 
responsibilities.

Define Definition Access Set Creating or changing definition access sets.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Definition Access Set Search Launch Creating and assigning definition access sets 
(web user interface).

Encumbrance Types Defining or changing encumbrance types.

GL Accounts Creating or changing accounts.

Restrictions User Function Name  

GL Enter Employees Entering, changing, or deleting employees 
that make up the Journal Approval hierarchy.

Government Transaction Codes Defining or changing government transaction 
codes.

Journal Authorization Limits Defining or changing an employee's 
authorization limit for approving journal 
batches.

Journal Categories Defining or changing journal categories.

Journal Sources Defining or changing journal sources.

Ledger Sets Defining or changing ledger sets.

Period Types Defining or changing period types.

Secure an AutoPost Criteria Set Securing AutoPost Criteria Sets using 
definition access sets.

Secure a Journal Reversal Criteria Set Securing Journal Reversal Criteria sets using 
definition access sets.

Secure an AutoAllocation Securing AutoAllocation sets using definition 
access sets.

Secure a Budget Formula Securing Budget Formulas using definition 
access sets.

Secure a Budget Organization Securing Budget Organizations using 
definition access sets.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Secure an Accounting Calendar Securing Accounting Calendars using 
definition access sets.

Secure a Chart of Accounts Mapping Securing Chart of Accounts Mappings using 
definition access sets.

Secure a Consolidation Securing Consolidation definitions using 
definition access sets.

Secure a Consolidation Set Securing Consolidation Definition Sets using 
definition access sets.

Secure an Elimination Set Securing Elimination Sets using definition 
access sets.

Secure a FSG Column Set Securing FSG Column Sets using definition 
access sets.

Secure a FSG Content Set Securing FSG Content Sets using definition 
access sets.

Secure a FSG Report Securing FSG Reports using definition access 
sets.

Secure a FSG Report Set Securing FSG Report Sets using definition 
access sets.

Secure a FSG Row Order Securing FSG Row Orders using definition 
access sets.

Secure a FSG Row Set Securing FSG Row Sets using definition access
sets.

Secure a MassAllocation Securing MassAllocations using definition 
access sets.

Secure a MassBudget Securing MassBudgets using definition access 
sets.

Secure a Rate Type Securing Currency Rate Types using 
definition access sets.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Secure a Recurring Journal Securing Recurring Journals using definition 
access sets.

Secure a Revaluation Securing Revaluations using definition access 
sets.

Secure a Transaction Calendar Securing Transaction Calendars using 
definition access sets

Submission Schedules Creating or changing GL submission 
schedules. 

Statistical Units of Measure Defining or changing statistical units of 
measure used to enter non-monetary data in 
journal entries and journal batches.

Storage Parameters Changing the storage parameters of interim 
tables and indexes used by General Ledger.

Summary Accounts Defining or modifying summary accounts.

Suspense Accounts Defining or changing suspense accounts.

Tax Options Defining or changing the options for 
automatic tax calculation.

Transaction Calendars Defining or changing transaction calendars 
used for average balance processing.

Maintaining General Ledger:  

Account Hierarchy Manager Creating or changing segment values and 
their attributes.

Account Hierarchy Manager Super User Creating or changing segment values and 
their attributes for all charts of accounts in the 
system.

Archive and Purge Archiving and purging actual, translated, 
budget, and encumbrance account balances, 
and journal batches, entries, lines, and 
associated journal references.
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User Function Name Restrictions

Open and Close Periods Opening and closing accounting periods.

Year-End Carry Forward Carrying forward year-end encumbrances, 
encumbered budgets, and funds available into
the following year.

Mass Maintenance Workbench:  

Mass Maintenance Workbench Accessing and using Mass Maintenance 
Workbench features.

Mass Maintenance Workbench: Purge Purging Move/Merge tables.

Mass Maintenance Workbench: Reverse Reversing a Move/Merge operation.

Mass Maintenance Workbench: Submit Submitting a Move/Merge or Mass Creation 
operation.

Mass Maintenance Workbench: Pre-Validate Prevalidating Move/Merge accounts.

Related Topics
Overview of Function Security, Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide

How Function Security Works, Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide

Implementing Function Security, Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide

Defining a New Menu Structure, Oracle Applications System Administrator's Guide
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4
Business Events

Business Event System Seed Data for Oracle General Ledger
The Oracle Workflow Business Event System, introduced in Release 2.6, allows 
products to seed business events and event subscriptions. The seeded business events in
General Ledger are listed below. 

You can define subscriptions to seeded events that specify the processing to perform 
when these events occur. 

See Also: To View and Maintain Event Subscriptions, Oracle Workflow Developer's Guide.

Seeded Business Events
The following are General Ledger seeded business events:

• account disabled

• period opened

• period closed

• period re-opened

• journal import started

• journal import completed

• posting completed

• accounting setup completed

• reporting currency deleted

• secondary ledger deleted
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• ledger balancing segment value removed

• legal entity balancing segment removed

• legal entity removed from accounting setup

Account Disabled
A General Ledger account is disabled in the GL Accounts window or by the Inherit 
Segment Value Attributes program.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Maintenance.account.disable

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Period Opened
A period is opened for the first time.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.CloseProcess.period.open

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Period Closed
A period is closed. 

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.CloseProcess.period.close

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Period Re-Opened
A period is re-opened after it was previously closed.
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• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.CloseProcess.period.reopen

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Journal Import Started
The journal import process has been initiated.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Journals.journal.startImport

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Journal Import Completed
The journal import process has completed.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Journals.journal.completeImport

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Posting Completed
Posting has completed.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Journals.journal.post

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Accounting Setup Completed
Accounting setup is marked complete in Accounting Setup Manager.
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• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Setup.AccountingSetup.complete

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Reporting Currency Deleted
REPORTING CURRENCY is deleted from accounting setup.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Setup.ReportingLedger.delete

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Secondary Ledger Deleted
Secondary Ledger is deleted from accounting setup.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Setup.SecondaryLedger.delete

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Ledger Balancing Segment Value Removed
Balancing segment value is removed from ledger.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Setup.Ledger.BalancingSegmentValueRemove

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Legal Entity Balancing Segment Removed
Balancing segment value is removed from legal entity.
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• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Setup.LegalEntity.BalancingSegmentValueRemove

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL

Legal Entity Removed from Accounting Setup
Legal entity is removed from accounting setup.

• Internal Name: oracle.apps.gl.Setup.Ledger.LegalEntityRemove

• Generate Function: None

• Product Name: General Ledger

• Product Short Name: GL
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edit menu, 1-75
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overview, 1-65
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Account Hierarchy Manager
adding/changing account hierarchies, 1-78
adding or changing child values, 1-83
adding or changing parent values, 1-80
adding or changing rollup groups, 1-85
Chart of Account Segments window, 1-70
closing, 1-88
displaying multiple hierarchies, 1-74
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interface, 1-69
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overview, 1-65
parent levels concept, 1-65
planning your hierarchies, 1-67
Query Values window, 1-70

starting, 1-68
toolbar, 1-74
using, 1-65
Value Details window, 1-73
Value List window, 1-72
view menu, 1-76
window menu, 1-76
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future use, 1-42

accounting flexfields
child values, 1-55
defining account structure, 1-43
defining balancing segments, 1-46
defining cost center segments, 1-46
defining dependent segments, 1-46
defining segment value qualifiers, 1-51
designing, 1-33
designing account segments, 1-38
determining your account needs, 1-36
major features, 1-34
natural account segment, 1-45
parent values, 1-55
qualifiers, 1-45
rollup groups, 1-56
value hierarchies, 1-54, 1-56

accounting flexfield segment
future use, 1-42

accounts
defining, 1-58
defining statistical accounts, 1-177
defining summary accounts, 1-171
defining suspense accounts, 1-151
disabling, 1-60
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populating attributes, 1-63
segment value inheritance, 1-60
using Account Hierarchy Manager, 1-65

account structure
defining, 1-43
defining segment value qualifiers, 1-47

approval hierarchy
creating, 1-137

authorization limits
defining, 1-137

average balance processing
adjusting periods ignored, 1-106
average consolidation journal source, 1-140
defining transaction calendars, 1-107
effective date rule for journal sources, 1-144
enabling for a ledger, 1-109
posting not allowed for net income account, 1-
59

average balance processing setup
assigning transaction calendars, 1-20
defining a net income account, 1-20
defining transaction calendars, 1-107
enabling average balance processing, 1-20
specifying effective date rules for journal 
sources, 1-10, 1-19

B
balancing segments, 1-46
budgetary control

setting summary account options, 1-175
using transaction codes with, 1-155

C
calendars

adding periods, 1-103
assigning to a ledger, 1-109
changing, 1-106
defining, 1-102

Calendar window, 1-102, 1-106
chart of accounts

defining, 1-27
defining descriptive flexfields, 1-32

closing Account Hierarchy Manager, 1-88
Code combinations, 1-195
currencies

assigning a functional currency, 1-109

D
descriptive flexfields

defining in General Ledger, 1-32
Journals - Captured Information, 1-32

Descriptive flexfields
GL Accounts window, 1-196

document sequences
assigning, 1-181
assigning by entry method, 1-183
assigning by ledger, 1-183

E
effective date rule, 1-144
encumbrances

opening an encumbrance year, 1-203
entering

Italic
index entries for specific object to enter, 
1-137

Enter Person window, 1-137
exporting from Account Hierarchy Manager, 1-
87

F
financial schedules

defining, 1-197
Find Key Flexfield Segment window, 1-195
freezing subledger journals, 1-140
function security in General Ledger, 3-1

G
general ledger

setup, 1-140
General Ledger

Account Hierarchy Manager, 1-65
General Ledger performance

improving, 2-1
GL Accounts window, 1-58, 1-196

I
IDT

setting up, 1-153
using, 1-153

implementation considerations, 1-1
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improving performance, 2-1
installation

planning, 1-27
intercompany segment, 1-31
Interface Data Transformer

setting up, 1-153
using, 1-153

J
journal approval

creating an approval hierarchy, 1-137
defining authorization limits, 1-137
enabling in a ledger, 1-136
journal sources, 1-136
notification reassignment approval list, 1-138
setting up, 1-135

Journal Authorization Limits window, 1-137
journal categories

defining, 1-145
Journal Categories window, 1-145
journal entries

defining categories, 1-145
defining sources, 1-140

journal import
defining sources, 1-140

Journals - Captured Information descriptive 
flexfield, 1-32
journal sources

average consolidation, 1-140
defining, 1-140
effective date rule used for average balance 
processing, 1-144
freezing, 1-140
requiring journal approval, 1-136

Journal Sources window, 1-140

K
key flexfields

accounting flexfields, 1-33

L
ledger

defining, 1-109
enabling average balance processing, 1-109

ledger window, 1-109

M
Maintain Authorized Users for Journal Approval
Reassignment program, 1-138
Maintain Summary Templates program, 2-2
managing system resources

running the Maintain Summary Templates 
program, 2-2
running the Optimizer program, 2-2
storage parameters for interim tables, 1-198

meta-data structure
registering a lookup table, 1-153
registering a PL/SQL function, 1-154

N
notification reassignment approval list

restricting, 1-138

O
Open and Close Periods window, 1-199, 1-203
Optimizer program, 2-2
overview

segment value inheritance, 1-60

P
parent-child relationships

creating, 1-56
parent levels concept

account hierarchy manager, 1-65
parent values, 1-54

planning and defining, 1-168
performance

improving for General Ledger, 2-1
periods

adding to a calendar, 1-103
defining future-enterable periods, 1-109
defining period types, 1-100
opening and closing, 1-199
reopening, 1-199

period status
closed, 1-200
future-entry, 1-200
never opened, 1-200
open, 1-200
permanently closed, 1-200
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Maintain Summary Templates, 2-2
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project tracking
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setting up in GL, 1-88
setting up project budgets, 1-89

Q
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R
Reconciliation for account segment values

enabling, 1-195
Reconciliation for code combinations

enabling, 1-196
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PL/SQL function in Meta-Data Structure, 1-154

rollup groups, 1-56
accounting flexfields, 1-54
creating, 1-56
planning and defining, 1-168

S
security rules, 1-31
Segment Qualifiers window, 1-196
segment value inheritance, 1-60
segment value qualifiers, 1-51
Segment Values window, 1-195
Sequence Assignments window, 1-181
setting up, 1-109

defining accounts, 1-58
defining calendars, 1-101
defining descriptive flexfields, 1-32
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defining project segments, 1-88
defining summary accounts, 1-171
defining transaction codes, 1-161
defining your chart of accounts, 1-27

General Ledger setup flowchart, 1-5
IDT, 1-153
Interface Data Transformer, 1-153
journal approval, 1-135
journal categories, 1-145
journal sources, 1-140
opening and closing accounting periods, 1-199
period types, 1-100
project tracking in GL, 1-88
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Step-Down AutoAllocation, 1-139
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transaction calendars, 1-107
transaction codes, 1-160

setup, 1-1
related products, 1-3

setup checklist, 1-6
setup steps, 1-15
STAT

(see: Statistics and Currencies), 1-179
Statistical Units of Measure window, 1-178
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defining statistical accounts, 1-177
defining units of measure, 1-178
reporting on, 1-178

Step-Down AutoAllocation
setting up, 1-139

storage parameters
setting, 1-198

Storage Parameters window, 1-198
summary accounts

defining, 1-171
determining your needs, 1-163
entering templates, 1-173
maintaining, 1-174
planning, 1-162
planning parent values and rollup groups, 1-
168
planning summary account templates, 1-169
planning the structure, 1-164
setting budgetary control options, 1-175

Summary Accounts window, 1-171, 1-173, 1-175
suspense account

defining, 1-151
Suspense Accounts window, 1-151
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T
tax

calculation rules, 1-191
formulas and rounding, 1-191
journal-level calculation, 1-194
line-level calculation, 1-192
setting up automatic tax, 1-188

transaction calendars
business day defaults, 1-108
defining, 1-107

transaction codes
changing, 1-158
defining, 1-161
entering, 1-156
overview, 1-154
reversing a transaction with, 1-158
setting up, 1-160
using budgetary control with, 1-155
when to use, 1-155

Transaction Codes window, 1-161

U
units of measure

defining, 1-178
using the IDT, 1-153
using the Interface Data Transformer, 1-153

V
values

child, 1-54
detail, 1-54
parent, 1-54
summary, 1-54

value sets
parent values, 1-54
value hierarchies, 1-56

W
Windows

GL Accounts window, 1-196
Segment Qualifiers window, 1-196
Segment Values window, 1-195

workflow
business event system, 4-1
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